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FORM W-4

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1987

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE RETIREMENT
PLANS AND OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Washington, DC.
The committee was convened, pursuant to notice, at 8:33 a.m., in

Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David Pryor
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Pryor, Heinz and Durenberger.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared

statements of Senators Pryor, Durenberger and Symms and a
report prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation follows:]

[Press Release #H-71

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE TO HOLD
HEARING ON FORM W-4

WASHINGTON, DC.-The Honorable David Pryor (D-Ark), Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Private Retirement Plans and Oversight of the Internal Revenue
Service, announced today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the new
Form W-4 for withholding. The hearing will begin at 8:30 A.M. on Friday, February
6, 1987 in Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Senator Pryor said the Subcommittee will receive testimony from a number of in-
vited witnesses, including representatives from the Internal Revenue Service and
small business.

"This form has created nothing short of mass confusion," Pryor said Thursday.
"The I.R.S. has sent out videotapes trying to explain it. Federal employees are

holding seminars trying to explain it. And one private tax preparing service is even
spending the better part of a month providing their services for free trying to ex-
plain it."

"And despite all this, taxpayers tell me they're coming away from some of these
seminars more confused than ever."

"Congress asked the I.R.S. to come up with a way to make taxes withheld from an
employee's paycheck more evenly match what they actually owe at the end of the
year," Pryor said. "But clearly there has to be a better way to achieve that goal."
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OPENING STATEMENT OF DAVID PRYOR

CHAIRMAN OF THE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE

RETIREMENT PLANS AND OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

February 6, 1987

I want to thank you, Commissioner Gibbs, for rearranging

your schedule in order that you talk with us this morning re-

garding the new W-4 form. I understand you must appear shortly

before the House Subcommittee chaired by Congressman Pickle,

and I will do everything I can to make sure you arrive on time.

Mr. Commissioner, the new W-4 form is a disaster. It is a

fiasco. Our question today is what are you going to do about it?

My suggestion is simple.

Admit: The I.R.S. laid an egg.

Admit: We can now substitute a better and more simple form

that the taxpayercan comprehend.

In 1986, the American taxpayer kept hearing the following

report: Fair and simplified taxation is on the way!!

In 1987, the taxpayer is now seeing their introduction to

"Tax Simplification" - the W-4 form that has started a prairie

fire across America that is leading to a taxpayer's revolt.

In the Tax Reform Act of 1986 Congress delegates to the

I.R.S. the power to modify the withholding schedules and the

W-4 form.
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the purpose: to more accurate ly mat cl wit hholdi ng with tihe tax-

payer s act ia 1 ob 1 i g;i t ion.

The actual language of the Senate lFinance Committee report

stated: "Neither the Form W-4 nor the wage withholding tables is

to he made more complex when the)' ar? revised in accordance with

the provision of the Bill."

Mr. (:OMMiSsioner, I believe that a serious breach of the

Congressional mandate has occurred. The W-4 form is a prime

example of' "bureaucrat ic overreach".

The W-4 form overwhelms and intimidates the average tax-

payer of America. It is filled with tax and accounting terms

that mystify and frustrate the citizens of our country.

Am I alone in my assessment of the IV-,4 form?

liven .James Baker, Secretary of the Treasury, stated it

was time to relook at the I-.4. The distingui ished chairman of

this Committee, Senator Lloyd Bentsen, recently said it has

time to go back to the drawing board and create a new form.

Seminars and training sessions are heing conducted across

America which even add to the frustration.

And even the I.R.S., which gave birth to the W-,1, has now

printed up 20,000 videotapes to send across the country to

explain the W-4.

The '-I's complexity has resulted in an overwhelming and

ma s iye fail lre, and the purpo SC of tthi ' h r uillg is to rev ,

this form itself - to look a t altermativ --,s - - d to receive in
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update on how the I.R.S. is presently proceeding to make the form

simpler and workable. ,

The public is in a quandry.

)o we throw the W-4 form in the wastebasket or fill it

out, subjecting ourselves to severe civil and possible criminal

penalties if we guess wrong?

This morning, we seek those answers.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER
BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE IRS

FEBRUARY 6, 1987

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you for

holding this hearing so early in the year. I'm sure that your

office has been Inundated with as many letters from individuals

and businesses as my office has been on the unncessary complexity

of the new W-4 Form

Quito frankly, Mr. Chairman this entire situation should

never have arisen. Last year, when we in this Commitee adopted

the Tax Reform Bill and directed the IRS to develop a new W-4

Form, we specifically ordered the IRS not to make the Form more

complex. Let me briefly quote to you from the Senate Finance

Committee Report at pages 215 and 216:

"The Committee believes that increased complexity in the
current W-4 and wage withholding tables is not desirable, even if
it were designed to permit withholding to approximate tax
liability more closely. Consequently, neither Form W-4 nor the
withholding tables is to be made more complex when they are
revised in accordance with this provision of the bill."

I cannot imagine how much clearer we could have been in our

direction to the Service. The IRS blatantly ignored our

directive and devised a Form that is far more complex than the

earlier W-4. Quite frankly, I am amazed that IRS could be so

indifferent to the demands of Congress and devise such a

convoluted tax form that only a tax accountant could understand.

We all know that if the tables were turned and a citizen so

blatantly ignored a directive from the IRS, he would be subjected

to reams of computer-generated mail which would threaten

penalties, interest charges and asset seizures.
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At four pages in length, it is twice as long as the Form it

replaced and more complex than many actual 1040 income tax

returns. In order for many taxpayers to compute their

withholding allowances, they will have to do a variety of complex

calculations and fill in as many as 46 separate lines of

information. That's more than twice as many calculations as was

required on the earlier Forml

Mr. Chairman, even IRS recognized the complexity of the Form

when it released the Form. The Instructions for the Form suggest

that taxpayers consult four separate IRS pub ications to make

sure that their withholding is correct. For Example, the

taxpayer may want to consult Publication 919 "Is My Withholding

Correct?" Or the taxpayer may want to consult Publication 505

"Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax."

This situation is just ridulous. Part of what we in the

Congress sought to achieve in tax reform was some modicum of tax

simplification. By devising this ridiculously complex Form, IRS

has breached the public's confidence in the promise of tax

reform.

When we adopted the tax reform bill we raised the amount

that taxpayers must have withheld from wages from 80 percent to

90.percent. Individuals who fail to meet the new withholding

requirement are subject to an interest penalty charge under

Section 6654 of the Internal Revenue Code.

I have introduced legislation (S. 350) along with Senators

Danforth, Wallop, Armstrong and Roth that would waive the

penalty/interest provisions of Section 6654 for those individual

taxpayers whose estimated tax and withholding payments satisfy at

I~
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least the 80 percent test of prior law. This waiver is

temporary; it will only apply until April 15, 1988. And it only

applies to individuals, not to corporations.

The failure of IRS to develop a simple and straight forward

W-4 Form makes it difficult, if not impossible, for most

individual taxpayers to comply with the 90 percent withholding

requirement that we adopted in the Tax Reform Act. I can assure

you that millions of taxpayers will make a good faith effort to

fill out the W-4, only to find out that when their tax returns

are due, they have not met the 90 percent test.

To subject these taxpayers to the penalty/interest charges

of Section 6654 would just not be fair. Tha. is why I have

introduced S. 350 It recognizes that taxpayers will inevitably

make errors in calculating their withholding only because the IRS

has not provided a suitable Form for calculating withholding.

The 90 percent withholding requirement allows taxpayers

little margin for error. This legislation allows taxpayers

greater leeway in 1987 to assess the appropriate amount to

withhold without being subjected to statutory penalties.

Once taxpayers have had a chance to compare their 1.987

withholding calculations with their final 1987 tax liability,

they will be able to recompute their withholding in 1988 to meet

the 90 percent test. In the meantime, IRS should make every

effort to redesign the current W-4.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVE SYMMS
TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

February 6, 1987

The focus of these hearings Is the incredibly complex W-4
form the I.R.S. has designed for every wage and salary earner, to
comply with the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The new W-4 form is so
complex that every member of the Senate is already receiving hate
mail from angry taxpayers One of my constituents wrote me a
message on the face of the new form:

"THIS is tax SIMPLIFICATIONI! Thanks a lot, Senatorl

Actually, I think the problem is not so much with the W-4 form
itself. After all, Congress mandated the I.R.S. to develop a way
to make withholding more accurate, and Congress changed the law
to enforce a 90 percent level for advance paying of tax
liabilities. The I.R.S. has complied with the wishes of Congress

but the wishes of Congress were poorly thought out.

Most people make adjustments to their withholding forms
whenever they get married or divorced, whenever they have
children, and whenever they figure out their taxes on Form 1040
and discover they are either receiving a very large refund or
paying a large amount on April 15.

On April 15, 1988, millions of Americans are golug to find
that they have to pay something - rather than getting a refund.
To be sure, the new tax law "requires" everyone to file a new W-
4. That Is why I say the problem is not so much with the I.R.S.
and the overly complex W-4, but with the transition between the
new tax rates and the old tax rates. We have to permit people
more time to become familiar with the new law.

I have introduced a bill, S. 457, the "Tax Underwithholding
Penalty Amnesty" bill, to solve this problem that the Congress
created in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 - the problem that we have
imposed a massive Information burden on the average American.
This is an Information burden because we have demanded that every
taxpayer essentially figure out his year's tax liability in
advance rather than doing it between January I and April 15Iof
the next year.
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Statement of Senator Steve Symms in support of S. 457 page 2

For the individual who files as a single person, with no
dependents and with none of the deductions we eliminated in the
new tax law, the withholding tables will work very well. Even
the new W-4 is not a problem for such a person because they only
have to fill out the top and bottom lines. That person can skip
the complex middle part of the new W-4 form.

But what about the married couple, with two working
parents. They have to fill out that complex middle portion of
the W-4 form -- and most horribly that table on page 4, look up
the number, copy the number back on page 2 and divide by $1,900.
Good Griefl

I would expect most married people to throw the W-4 form
away and just let their employers enter a '2' on October Ist.
But If this married couple had a few children, or some IRA
deductions that have disappeared, or the tax credit for the
working spouse that has been eliminated, they are going to find
themselves in trouble.

Why? Because the withholding tex tables are based on a
forecast of a taxpayer's average tax liability as an individual
whereas the actual tax liability is computed on the marginal tax
rate of the second earner. This applies equally to someone with
two jobs.

Consider the following example: Assume a husband earning
$25,000 and a working wife earning $20,000. The husband's
withholding amount will be based on a marginal tax rate of 15
percent and an average tax rate of 10.4 percent. The wife's
withholding amount will be based on a marginal tax rate of 15
percent and an average tax rate of 9.2 percent.

The wife's income tax liability, however, will be based on
a marginal rate of 28 percent, because that is the marginal rate
of the couple's joint income of $45,000. Their average tax rate
will be 14.2 percent. But the withholding for the husband was
based on a formula that computed a 10.4 percent average tax and
for the wife a 9.2 percent average tax. Roughly speaking, the
husband was 3.8 percent underwithheld and the wife was 5.0
percent underwithheld. Their extra tax liability on April 15,
1988, will be about $2,000. That is the reason why the very
precise tax table on page 4 of the new W-4 form was Included --
to give working couples (and those with two jobs) a chance to
calculate their tax liabilities in advance.

Host people don't understand the difference between the
average tax rate and the marginal tax rate, and nobody should be
ashamed if they don't fully understand the issue because it is
just one more complexity that is inherent in a progressive income
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Statement of Senator Steve Syms in support of S. 457 page 3

tax. Even with only two brackets, which we will have in 1988,
the difference between the marginal rates and the average rates
will be large in the lower income ranges -- the ranges that
include over 90 percent of all taxpayers.

This is the reason why I have introduced S. 457, because
this is the problem with underwithholding -- a failure to file
the new W-4 because it is just too complicated to figure out
taxes in advance of April 15, 1988 for a majority of Americans.
Lets give everyone a year of experience with the new tax law
before we start imposing penalties.

In addition, my "Tax Underwithholding Penalty Amnesty" bill
provides for a simple method for installment payments of the
amount that has been underwithheld, provided the taxpayer
certifies that a corrected W-4 form has been filed. The
hypothetical working couple I discussed above may end up owing a
lot more than $2,000 if they have lost IRA deductions and the
working spouse tax credit. Why should we force them to borrow
from a'bani or a credit card'to pay their taxes?

Why should we force millions of working couples to borrow,
or worse (from the I.R.S.'s perspective) negotiating with the
I.R.S. to sake installment payments? Let's set up some clear
procedures for three installment payments in the law itself, as a
transition rule, for one year only. That is what S. 457
provides. It is a simple transition measure to get out of this
terrible mess the Congress has created for millions of Americans,
and iL is the easiest way out: simply let one year pass, and
every taxpayer will fill out a Form 1040, compute their taxes in
the normal way after the tax year has ended and discover in many
cases that they should change their withholding amounts; file a
new W-4 form.

S. 457 authorizes a simple procedure for solving the
current W-4 problem, literally by making it go away for one year;
giving people a chance to figure out their taxes for 1987 on
April 15, 1988; file the new W-4 they would probably be filling
out anyway; make any deficiency payments in three easy
installments (all within fiscal year 1988, at normal rates of
interest, so the budget deficit will not be made larger); and
start paying at the new, lower tax rates we adopted last year
without a big, bad surprise at the outset to make everyone angry.

We have already had a taste of the taxpayers' anger. That
is the reason these hearings are being held today. Let's solve
this problem right now by enacting a one-year transition rule for
the average American working family.
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Introduction

The Senate Finance Subcommittee on Private Retirement
Plans and Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service has
scheduled a public hearing on February 6, 1987, on the new
IRS Form W-4 relating to withholding of Federal income tax
from employee's wages.

The first part of this document' d-iscusses background
and present law relating to Form W-4. The second part
indicates the recent IRS action with respect to the new Form
W-4. The third part summarizes Senate legislative proposals
(S. 350, S. 388, and S. 457) relating to estimated tax
penalties and underpayments of tax. The appendix shows the
old and new versions of Form W-4 (as well as the attached
instructions).

1 This document may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on
Taxation, New IRS Form W-4 (Withholding of Federal Income
Tax) (JCX-3--7 FruaryF5, 1987.
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I. Background and Present Law

Present and Prior Law

Present law, which was not amended by the Tax Reform Act
of 1986, requires the Treasury to prescribe tables and
computational procedures for determining the appropriate
amount of Federal income tax to be deducted and withheld by
employers from wages paid to their employees (Code sec.
3402(a)). Form W-4 is the form that enables that calculation
to be performed.

Form W-4 is completed by the employee, who furnishes it
to the employer. The employer uses this form to determine
the proper level of income tax withholding. The employer
does this by using tables issued by the Treasury that specify
the proper amount of income tax withholding, considering the
employee's wage level and number of withholding allowances
claimed.

The employee completes Form W-4 by determining the
proper number of withholding allowances (or exemptions) to
which he or she is entitled. Withholding allowances may be
claimed for the employee and any dependents (Code sec.
3402(f)) and for itemized deductions and estimated tax
credits (Code sec. 3402(m)). Other items prescribed in
regulations may also be claimed. The regulations issued
prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986
generally permitted most adjustments to income, itemized
deductions, tax credits, net losses from businesses and
farming, and income averaging, to be considered in computing
withholding allowances (see Treas. Reg. sec. 31.3402(m)-I).
Under prior law, an employee's Form W-4 generally remained in
effect until the employee revoked it and filed a new one.

Tax Reform Act of 1986

General effect of Act on withholding

The 1986 Act affects the wage withholding system in two
ways. First, the 1986 Act alters numerous provisions of the

2 The employer is required to furnish copies of certain

Forms W-4 to the IRS, such as those that claim more than a
specified number of allowances or that claim total exemption
from withholding (where wages are above $200 per week)
(Treas. Reg. sec. 31.3402(f)(2)-l(g)). The IRS examines
these forms, and if, after contacting the employee, it
determines that a claim of withholding allowances cannot be
justified, it notifies the employer to change the employee's
withholding.
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Code relating to itemized deductions, tax credits, net losses
from certain activities, and other items that were permitted
to be considered in computing withholding allowances.
Accordingly, Forms W-4 that claimed withholding allowances
with respect to any of these altered provisions have become
inaccurate. For example, a Form W-4 that claimed allowances
for income averaging or the two-earner deduction (which were
repealed in the 1986 Act) is now inaccurate, in that it
claims excessive allowances. Also, a Form W-4 that claimed
allowances for IRA contributions may now be inaccurate,
depending on the extent to which the taxpayer remains
entitled to deduct contributions to an IRA. Similarly, a
Form W-4 that claimed allowances for itemized deductions of
consumer interest is now inaccurate.

Second, the 1986 Act affects the tables issued by the
Treasury that are used by employers to determine the proper
%amount of withholding. The 1986 Act affects these tables
primarily by altering the tax rates and brackets. In
addition, the 1986 Act increased the dollar amount of
personal exemptions (from $1,080 in 1986 to $1,900 in 1987),
which significantly affects the value of withholding
allowances.

Requirement to file new Form W-4

Congress determined that, in light of the major
modifications that are made in the 1986 Act to the income tax
law, the income tax withholding system needed to be modified.
Congress believed that these major changes made it necessary
for employees to file revised Forms W-4.

Consequently, the 1986 Act expressly requires that
employees file a revised Form W-4 before October 1, 1987.3
They must do so on a Form W-4 that has been revised by the
IRS to reflect the changes in the Code may by the 1986 Act. 4
If an employee does not file a revised Form W-4 by October 1,
1987, the employer must withhold income taxes as if the
employee claimed one allowance (if the employee checked the
"Single" box on the most recent Form W-4 that the employee
filed) or two allowances (if the employee checked the
"Married" box).

3 Sec. 1581(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514).

4 It is also permissible for employees to fulfill the
requirements of this provision by filing on a substitute Form
W-4 provided by the employer, so long as that form has been
revised to parallel the official form and the substitute form
complies with all IRS requirements pertaining to substitute
Forms W-4.
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The 1986 Act also requires that the IRS and Treasury
modify the withholding schedules under section 3402 to better
approximate tax liability under the changes in the tax law
made by the 1986 Act. Congress expected that this
modification would affect at least two major items. First,
Form W-4 was to be modified. Second, the withholding tables
used by employers to determine the proper amount of income
tax withholding were also to be modified.

With respect to modifying Form W-4, Congress expected
that the IRS would make every effort to notify taxpayers that
Form W-4 has been modified and that taxpayers must file the
modified form with their employers before October 1, 1987.
In addition, Congress expected that the IRS would issue the
revised Form W-4 well before that date, to minimize the
inconvenience of filing new forms for both employers and
employees.

The legislative history states 6 that the modified form
and tables should be designed so that withholding from
taxpayer's wages approximates as closely as possible the
taxpayer's ultimate tax liability. While -ecognizing that it
is impossible to accomplish this goal with absolute precision
in the case of each taxpayer, Congress believed that it is
vital to the integrity of the tax system that the amount of
tax withheld from wages closely match the taxpayer's ultimate
tax liability. While Congress recognized t~at substantial
involuntary overwithholding is undesirable, Congress also
recognized that substantial underwithholding would create
significant collection and enforcement problems.

The legislative history states that, while Congress
believed that the changes in the substantive tax law made by
the 1986 Act will permit wage withholding to approximate tax
liability more closely for many taxpayers, Congress believed
that increased crmpiexity beyond that of the previous Form
W-4 and wage withholding tables is not desirable, even if it
were designed to permit withholding to approximate tax
liability more clusely. Consequently, the legislative

5 Sec. 1581(a) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514).

6 See S. Rep. 99-313, pp. 214-216 (Senate Finance Committee
Report); H. Rep. 99-841, Vol. II (Septembe:" 18, 1986), pp.
819-820 (Conference Report).

7 A significant portion of overwithholding appears to be
attributable to the preference of those individuals either to
assure that they will not owe any additional taxes when they
file their returns the following year or to establish a pool
of savings.
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history states, "neither Form W-4 nor the wage withholding
tables is to be made more complex when theT a e revised in
accordance with this provision 

of the [Act .gen

II. IRS Action

On November 18, 1986, the Internal Revenue Service
released the revised Form W-4. The revised Form W-4,
including attached instructions and worksheets, is four pages
long. The previous Form W-4 was two pages long. (Both the
previous Form W-4 and the newly revised Form W-4 are included
in an appendix to this document.)

The most significant difference between the new form and
the previous form is that if husband and wife both work (or
if one taxpayer holds more than one job), the wages from
these multiple jobs must all be aggregated in computing the
withholding allowances that may be claimed. This parallels
the aggregation that must be done in filing the actual tax
return. Computing the number of allowances is done using a
10-step calculation and a one-page table. The new form
states that performing this calculation is mandatory. The
previous form did not explicitly require that all wages be
aggregated (although aggregation is implied by the heading to
Table 1 on the previous form). As a result, the previous
form may have caused underwithholding for some married
couples, thus potentially exposing them to penalties.

Another difference between the new form and the previous
form are that the instructions on the new form are generally
more extensive. The calculation of allowances for estimated
itemized deductions and Lax credits is somewhat simpler on
the new form than it was on the previous form. The typeface
on the new form is significantly larger than the typeface on
the previous form.

I1. Legislative Proposals

Present Law

Estimated tax rules

If the withholding of income taxes from wages does not
cover an individual's total income tax liability, the
individual, in general, is required to make quarterly
estimated tax payments. An underpayment of an estimated tax
installment will, unless certain exceptions are applicable,

8 See S. Rep. 99-313, p. 216 (Senate Finance Committee

Report).
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result in the imposition of an estimated tax penalty, which
is equivalent to the statutory rate of interest on the amount
of underpayment for the period of underpayment (Code sec.
6654). In order to avoid the penalty, prior law provided
that individuals must make quarterly estimated tax payments
that equal at least the lesser of 100 percent of last year's
tax liability or 80 percent of the current year's tax
liability. Amounts withheld from wages are considered to be
estimated tax payments.

The 1986 Act increased from 80 percent to 90 percent the
proportion of the current year's tax liability that taxpayers
must make as estimated tax payments in order to avoid the
estimated tax penalty. The alternate test of 100 percent of
the preceding year's liability was unchanged by c-ne 1986 Act.
This provision became effective with respect to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1986.

Waiver of estimated tax penalties

The 1986 Act waives these estimated tax penalties for
tax year 1986 by allowing individual taxpayers until April
15, 1987, to pay their full 1986 income tax liabilities
without incurring any estimated tax penalties on account of
underpayments of estimated tax to the extent that the
underpayments wer3 created or increased by the 1986 Act.

Employer timetable for withholding changes

The Internal Revenue Code provides that, once an
employer receives a revised Form W-4 from an employee, the
employer must adjust the employee's withholding no later than
a specified date. That date is the first status
determination date that is at least 30 days from the date on
which the employee gives the revised form to the employer.
The four status determination dates are January 1, May 1,
July 1, and October 1 of each year. Many employers give
effect to revised forms well before this statutorily mandated
deadline.

Payment of taxes

Individuals must pay their taxes in full by the due date
of their returns (generalJ6, April 15 of each year) or they
are subject to a penalty. The Code generally does not
permit individuals to pay their taxes in installments after
the due date of those taxes.

9 Code sec. 3402(f)(3)(B).

10 Code sec. 6651.
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S. 350 (Senators Durenberger, Danforth Wallop, Armstrong,
and Boschwitz)

S. 350 would extend the waiver of estimated tax
penalties another year. Under the bill, no estimated tax
penalties would be imposed on individuals for taxable years
1986 and 1987 to the extent that the underpayment of
estimated tax was created or increased by any provision of
the 1986 Act. Taxpayers would still be required to pay their
1986 taxes by April 15, 1987, and to pay their 1987 taxes by
April 15, 1988, or J ey would be subject to a penalty for
failure to pay tax.

S. 388 (Senator Levin)

Section one of S. 388 would waive individual estimated
tax penalties for taxable years beginning in 1987 or 1988 if
the penalty is attributable to an underpayment of tax that
would not have occurred if the employer had withheld taxes in
accordance with a Form W-4 that was properly filed by the
employee. The intent of this section is to waive penalties
imposed on employees that are caused by the employer's
failure to make required withholding adjustments promptly.

Section two of the bill would delay for two years (from
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986, to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1988) the provision of the
1986 Act that increased from 80 to 90 percent the portion of
the current year's tax liability that may be paid as
estimated tax payments (including withholding) to avoid an
estimated tax penalty.

S. 457 (Senator Symms)

Section one of S. 457 would delay for one year the
provision of the 1986 Act that increased from 80 to 90
percent the portion of the current year's tax liability that
must be paid by individuals as estimated tax payments to
avoid an estimated tax penalty. Section one also would
extend the waiver of individual estimated tax penalties
another year.

Section two of the bill would provide that certain
individuals may elect to pay part or all of the income taxes
owed for taxable year 1987 in three equal installments. The
first installment would be due April 15, 1988; the second
installment would be due on June 15, 1988; and the third
installment would be due on September 15, 1988. Taxpayers
making this election would be required to pay interest. To

11 Code sec. 6651.
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be eligible to make this election, an individual must have
net income from sources other than wages or salary of $1,000
or less, and must certify that a properly filed Form W-4 has
been (or will be) filed with the individual's employer no
later than May 1, 1988.
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Ferm W-4
(Now Jiour 194s)

i Type or prnt your full name

NPE A1 )f : FO R N 4-i *
Dee wek! of lin Alloe etifaicat

Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate
OMINo 15450010
Crees 113087

2 Your social security number

Home address (number and street or rural route) ] Single 0 Marned
3 Marital C] Marred, but withhold at higher Si gle rate

City or town, State, and ZIP code Status Note: itf marred. Wkty "serated. O spouse is a
nontesident aetn. check the Siile box

4 T o t a l n u m b e r o f a l l o w a n c e s y o u a r e c l a i m i n g ( f r o m l i n e F o f t h e w o r k s h e e t o n p a g e 2 ) . . . . . . .

5 Additional amount. if any, you want deducted from each pay.......... .. .. .. ...........
6 1 claim exemption from withholding because (see instructions and check boxes below that apply):

a C Last year I did not owe any Federal income tax and had a night to a full refund of ALL income tax withheld. AN
h C This year I do not expect to owe any Federal income tax and expect to have a right to a lull refund of IYear

ALL income tax withheld. If both a and b apply, enter the year effective and' EXEMPT" here . . .
If you entered "EXEMPT" on line 6b, are ou afull-lime student? .. ............ .. . DYes iNo

Untir penAstes of peqfury. I comfy tha I am wanted to the number of w Iol aiowances cied c a s Vcetale. or if clavm"n usampton hum wtlt*Ior that I am eel-
teed o claim the eemp Status
Employe's statute D ote b .19
7 Employer's name and address (Employer. Complete 7. B, and 9 only If sending to IRS) 8 Office 9 Employer identification number

code

..................... Detach aln the rie the e top pee of this Wm to oem0o* kee l b W yur -em ...........................

Ohaingeis You Shoul Note.-The value of each
withholding allowance has increased to 51.040
and the income tax brackets hae expanded to
reflect ind Therefore, income tax
withholding has decreased. if you claim
withholding allowances for deductions and
credits, you should check to be sure that enough
taxi s bein withheld.
Privacy Act and Paewok Reduction Act
Netce.-H you do not ipe your empon a
certfiate, you will be treated as a single person
with no withhokling allowances as required by
law. We ask fr this information to carry out the
Internal Reveniue law of the Unied States. We
ma Ive the inforomtion to the Dept. of Justic
fo civi or criminal it nation and to the States and
the District of C4umbia for use i administernng
the tax laws.
Purpeei. -The law requires that you complete
Form W4 so that your emrpoye, can withhold
Federol income tax firm yourpy Your Form W4
remains in effect until you changed o, f. if
entered "EXEMPT' on line 6b above, until
February 15 of next year. By corratycompetng
this fom, you can fit the amount of tax withheld
froM your waWg to your tax l lity.

If you got a large refund last year. you may be
hfvnn too much tax withheld IIo, you may
want to incree the number of your allowances
onh ne4 by claimoige any other allowances you
wfe eotmd to. Tn kinds of allowances. and how
to gre them. are trained in detal below.

" you owed a large amount of tax last year, you
may not be havi enoug tax withheld. Ho, you
can claim fewer allowances on hne 4. Of ask that
en additional amount be withhold on line S, or
both.

I the number of wthhol n allowance you
ae entitled to clim decre1as to less than lou
ae now claiming. you must fte e new W4 with
your employer within 10 deys.

The instructions below explain how to fill in
Form W4. PublIcatio M. Tax Wdhhodi and
Estimalted Tax, contains more information on

whi You can it I from mpot IRS offices.
For more information about who qualifieis n

your dependent, what deductions you can take,
and what tax credits you qualify hr. te the
Form 1040 Intructons.

Y e ay be W Se. fi, wth o
reeaeabl bae" a W4 at roats i liee tax

beIng wtthheld tha Is proPery allowable. In
addItIon. criminal ,te, appy for wilfully
supyf talsef raudueleM Information e
fallI to supply Information rquring an
Increas in wthholin
Llne.By-Line Instructions
Fell i the identifying c'r maition in Boxes I and
2 If you are married and want tax withheld at the
regular rate for married persons, check
"Mamed" in Box 3 I you ae married and want
tax withheld at the higher Sinl rate (because
both you and your spouse work, for example).
check "Married. W withhold at higher Sinle
rate" i Boa 3.

Une 4 of Form W4
TotJ numwr of aleances. -Us* the
worksheet on pap 2 to figure your alsowance.
Add the number of allowances for each category
explainedbeow. Enter the total on inei4

If you are wigle and hold more than one job,
you may not daim the same allowances with
more then one employer at the same tie. If you
are married and both you and your spouse are
employed, you may not both claim the same
allowances with both of your employer at the
same time. To have the hitest amount of tax

ithheld, claim -0- lowances on line 4
A. Personal alowancee.-You can claim the
following personal allowances:

1 y s. f you are 65 or older, and if

If you are marred and your spouse either does
not work or is not claiming hiso her allowances
on a separate W-4, you may also cl m the
folloingowances: I hr your spouse. 1 if your
spouse is 65 o older. and 1 if youth spouse
bind.

SSpecal wth gallewance.-Cla, the
specS withholding allowance ef you are senge
w have one job or you ae married. have one
job, and your spouse does not work You may, till
claim this aIlowance so l n the toael N
earned on other -ob by you o pu o
both) k 10% or less of the combined total wges.
Use the special withholding ellowane only to
fi~r or ihodn Do not clenn it whe you

C. Allowances t deper-nn.-You may claim
one allowance fr each dependent you wig be
able to claim on you Federal income lax return.
Netsi Nfyou are no clea" any deduct ifl or

credits oreincomre aseragfirj xhip Dand E, add
lens A, B, a C, enter the total on line F and
carry ft total over to kne 4 of Form W4.
Note: Before you claim itowancs under O and
E. totiiyour non-wage taxable income (tnterest.
dtidends. safemployment income, et ) and
subtract this amount from estomafed deuctions
you would otsnvs enter enD) Ii your non-
wae nome isOrlef than the amount of
estimated deductwm. you cannot cla'm any
atlowances undr 0. Moreov, you should take
one-thrd of te xcesa (non-wage income over
estiomated deductions) and add this :o the
appropriate "A" yis in Fabie I if determinig
allowances under E
0. Allowances feer eadmartadil deducIons.-
If you expect to dm deucions, you may be
entitled to additional withholding allowances You
may also use net bl shown on Schedul4s C, 0,
E, an F(Form 1040), the last bne of Part l1 of
Form 4797, any net operator loss carryover.
charitble contributions for nortemrziar. and
adjustments to income (such as IRA or Keogh
contributions, - business expenses.
alimony payment, etc). See Schedule A (Form
1040) for deductions you can oimize and tee the
Adjustments to Income section on pag 1 of Form
1040 for a hst of sdlustments. Do not include
reimbursed moieft expenses or IRA contributions
made by your employ unless income tax has
been withheld on them by your emplo or If no tax
tus been withheld on them and you claim
additional llowancs for them, cu wdl be
underwithheld. For dets. s ulcation 505.

The deduction alowed a married couple when
boi works i 10% of the lessr of $30,000 o the
qualified earned income of the spouse with the
oer Incof.

Once you have determined ths deductiois,
enter the total on ine DI of the worksheet on
p 2 and figur the number of withholding

allowarce for them.
L AlNwence fee ta criedil-If you expect to
taka credits Ike thoea shown on the 1984 Form
1040 (chdd cam. rewdentiail enerp. etc ). use the
table on the top of page 2 to igure the number of
aditial allowances you can clam. You may
etimate these credits. Include the earned income
credit only if you a not receiving advance
payment of It. Afo, if you expect to income
average. include the amount of the reduction in
ax because of mn and Ny excess social
sec y tax = n using the Ute

Form W4 (Rev. 1-85)

e
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Line S of Form W-4
Addltlonal amount. tf any, you want deducted
from each pay.-If you are not having enough
tax withheld from your pay, you may ask your
employer to withhold more by tilling in ar.
additional amount on tine 5 Often, married
couples, both of whom are working, and persons
with two or morelobs need to have additional tax
withheld You may also need to have additional
tax withheld because you have income other then
wages, such as interest and dividends, capdal
gains. rents, alimony received, taxable Social
security benefits, etc Estimate the aorount you
will be underwithheld and drvide that amount by

the number of Pay periods in the year Enter the
additional amount you want withheld each pay
perid on tine 5

Line 6 of Form W4
EzJemption from wtthholdhng.-You can claim
exempt on from withholding only it last year you
did not owe any Federal income tax and had a
right to a refund of all income tax withheld. and
this year you do not expect to owe any Federal
income tax end expect to have a right to a refund
of at income tax withheld If you quality, check
Roxes 6a and b. write the year exempt status is
effective and "EXEMPT" onine 6b. and answer
Yes or No to the question on lie 6c

If you went to claim exemption th
holdi,rg next year. you must file a new W 4 wth
your employer On or before February 15 of next
year i you Are not having Federal income aa
withheld this year. but expect to have a tax
liability ineal year. the law requires you to give
your employer a new W4 by December I of this
year If you are covered by social security, your
employer must withhold social security tax

Your employer must send to IRS any W4
claiming more than 14 withholding allowances or
claiming exemption from withholding if the wages
are expected to usually exceed S200 a week The
employer is to Complete Boxes 7. 8. and 9 only on
copies of the WA sent to IRS.

Table 1 -For Figuring Your Withholding Aliowani:es for Estimated Tax Credits and Income Averaging (L Ine E)
Head of MarrIed Employees (When Mared Employees (When

aatatesd Salarmee Single Employ.." h h El Spows net Employed) Goth Spoumse Ate Employed)
and Wage. from

AJI Sourcs (A) (B) (A) (U) (A) (1) (A) (5)
Under $15.000 S 90 $160 s 0 $160 $ 50 $130 S 0 5130
15.000-25,000 120 260 0 260 60 180 310 180
25.001.35.000 160 320 0 320 150 240 770 230
35.001-45.000 240 390 0 390 200 300 1,380 260
45.001.55.000 610 390 0 390 200 350 2,100 320
55.001-65.000 1,260 390 110 390 300 390 2.890 350
Over 65,000 2.250 390 730 390 570 390 3,590 390

Worksheet to Figure Your Withholding Allowances To Be Entered on Line 4 of Form W-4
A Persona; a.lowances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9 Special withholding allowance (not to exceed 1 allowance-see instructions on page 1) ......
C Allowances for dependents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If you are not claiming any deductions or credits or income averaging, skip lines 0 and E.
0 Allowances for estimated deductions:

I Enter the total amount of your estimated itemized deduciilons, hmony payments, qualifi i
retirement contributions including IRA and KAogh (H R. 10) plans, deduction for a married couple
when both work. business losses including net opleratb loss carryovers. moving expenses,
employee business expenses, penalty on early withdrawal of savinp, and charitable contributions
for nonitemrizers to the year ........ .. .. ................... 1 $

2 1t you do not plan to rtemie deductions, enter $520 on line D2. If you plan to iteme. find your
total estimated salaries and wages amount in the left column of the table below (lncluate salaries
and wages of both spouses,) Read across to the right en find the amount from the column that
appt . to you. E rter tht amount o lme D2 ......... ................. 1 2 S

Etated" ofousehold
end wagt" freli Eminolyee
alm ~eun (e " lol arfob)

Mamrid Empoyees
txins spolies wor5"n

and onoejob only)

Emoeaae with mare then
are job or Maorried E mployee
with both spouses wor" Ir

tW.0Ad 0 0000 . .1 , .. S3,1' . . . . . . . 35%
2.00041.000 . .3 .0 . . . 3,M.0 22% 1 of atoto

45,00140.000 1% ofstimatad u teanm
.. . . . . . . n od qOver MOM00 10% 1 load~Mw alp j .aedmagesIP . i

3 Subtract line D2 from line Dl (But not less than zero) ............ g I
4 Divide the amount on line D3 by $1,040 (increase any fraction to the next whole number). Enter here . .

C Allowances for tax credits and income averaging. use Table I above for ligunng wdhholding allowances

1 Enter tax credits, excess social security tax withheld, and tax reduction from income averaging $
2 Enter the column (A) amount from Table I for your salary range and filing status (single, etc.).

However, enter 0 if you claim I or more allowances on line D4 ....... $

3 Subtract line 2 from line 1 (If zero or less. do not complete lines 4 and 5).....S
4 Find the column (8) amount from Table I for your salary range and filing status. .

S Divide Ione 3 by line 4. Increase any fraction to the next whole number. This is the maximum number of
wthholding allowances for tax cred-ts and income averaging. Enter here .... ............. ..

Example: A taxpayer who expects to file a Federal Incone Ux return as a single perselon estimates annual wages of $12.000
and tax credits of 1650. The $12.000 falls in the wage bracket of ~ 15,000. The value in column (A) is 590
SuMractin this from the estimated credis of $650 leavs $560. The value in column (9) is 160. Dividirg $560
by 5160 gives 3.5. &nce any fraction is increased to the next whole number, show 4 on tine E.

F Total (add lines A through E). Enter total here and on fine 4 of Form W-4 .... .. ...........
If you earn 10% or les of your total wages from other tobs or one spouse earns 10% or less of the couple's combined total wages. you can use the

"Sngle nd Head of Household Employees (only one fob)" or "Marrned Employees (one spouse working and one job only)" table, whichever is appropriate.

A s O~vMMIN1e1111 PMNas OFF"a la 0-esour i11i6411111
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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Instructions for Form W-4
Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate

Why Must I Complete a New Form W.4?
The Tax Ref xrm Act of 1986 made many changes to the tax law that could affect
your taxes for 1987. Therefore. the amount of tax that is now withheld from your
pay may no longer be correct. So that your employer will not withhold too much or
too little tax from your pay. give your employer a new Form W.4
When Must I File the Form?
Give your employerr a new Form W.4 as soon as possible. While the law requires
you to file a new form before October 1. 1987, you are urged to file early to avoid
incorrect withholding.
What Happens If I Do Not Complete the Form?
The amount of tax withheld from your pay may not be close to the amount of tax
you will owe when you file your tax return. If you do not give your employer a new
Form W.4. your employer will have to ignore any previous form you have filed, and
the amount withheld wil probably not be correct for your tax situation.
How Do I Complete the Form?
The following instructions tell you how to complete the Form W.4 on this page.
Use the worksheet on pag 3 to figure the number of withholding allowances you
can claim on Form W4.

Please Note: Most employees will have to complete ONLY lines
A through E of the worksheet. But if you have a spouse who is
also employed, or you have more than one job at the same time.
or you have nonwage income, complete the rest of the
worksheet. You should also complete the worksheet if you have
itemized deductions, tax credits. adjustments to income, or the
age or blindness deduction.

Should I Claim the Special Withholding Allowance?
Claim this allowance if you have only one job at a time and you don't have a
working spouse. Take this allowance so that you won't have too much tax withheld
from your pay. See line B of the worksheet on pag 3.

MeL.i fo~riP.^ 1LM I
Step-by.Step Instructions
Step I-Now To Comp'.te Form W.4.-
First. fill in the information asked for or hreS
I through 3 of the form Then, if you think
you might be exempt from withholding read
the instructions for Step 2 below Otherwise

,kip to Step 3 on page 2 If you want to have
more money withheld from your pay. See
Step 4 on page 2

After your new Form W.4 takes effect, you
should chock to see if you are having the
proper amount withheld To do this, you may
want to get PublIcatlo 919. Is My
Withholding Correct? For more details on
withholding. gt Publict;o SOS. Tax
Withholding and Estimated Tax. and
Publication 553. Highlights of 1986 Tax
Law Changes You can get these
publications by calling 1 .800-424.FORM
(3676).
Note: If Yow Allowances Chwgoe. -if the
number of withholding allowances you are
entitled to claim decreases to fewer than the
number you ciaim on this Form W 4. you
must file a new W-i within 10 days
Step 2-Are You Exempt From
Wl~thholng-You are exempt from
withholding ONLY d.
1. Last year you did not have any Federal

income tax liability. AND
2. This year you expect to have no Federal

income tax liability
Imp t Change In the Law.-lf you

can be claimed as a dependent on another
person's tax return (for example, on your
parents return), you may " be exempt. You
cannot claim exempt status if you have any
no,.wag income. such as interest on saving.
and expect your wages plus this nonwage
income to add up to more than 5500

If you are exempt, go ;o line 6 of Form W-
4 and complete the appropriate boxes Your
exempt status will remain in effect until
February 15 of the next year If you still
quakfy for exempt status next year.
complete and file a new form by that date

lCo~rirusdon owge)

............................... Cu SWl biw b" vsri V" "m igim tor w ae ?W OW W Fft ...............................

rem W 4 I Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate O o 1545001

1 Tpe r pni ourful nae 2Your social security number

Home address (number and street or rural route) QSingle 0 Maried
3 Marital 0 Married, but withhold at higher Single rate

City or town. state. and ZIP code Status Now: ,, amod. ut Aga seliparaite. of spft is s
nornnrsdfet &/en. ceck the Sirnle box

4 Total number of allowances you are clatming (from the Woreet on page 3) .

S Additional amount, of any, you want deducted from each pay (see Step 4 on page 2) .
6 1 claim exemption from withholding because (see Step 2 above and check boxes below that apply)

a 0 Last year I did not owe any Federal income tax and had a right to a full refund of ALL income tax withheld. A
b 0 This)"rIdonot pectto owetany Federali wcometax andexpect tohave aright oafull refundof Yr

ALL income tax withheld. If both a and b apply, enter the year effective and "EXEMPT'" herm s 19
c If you entered -EXEMPT" on line 6b. are you a full-time student? .Yis NO

ur e ir g n 6f i tWg i I Wtic ty OW I Ai givtrd to VWr uw Of w4dwhMs' ifwtmaim. CLW.R' oin tp i i rbftst W t ~ C ti rnm e N,"i ,om 0-Oiwi , 06 ,d 8' 1 1 . i i

Calem4 'a sigmrm e o' Dat10s

7 Employee's name and address (EmpkWy. Complete 7, 8. and 9 only If sending to IRS) 8 Oflice 9 Employer ,dent,ficagloV 1%oef
code
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Step 3-Complete the Worksheet on
Page 3.- By using this worksheet, the
amount of tax withheld from your pay
should Closely match your tax liability for
the year

Please claim VI the withholding
allowances to which you are entitled In
certain cases, your employer must send
copies of the Form W-4 to IRS You may
then be asked to verify your allowances
This applies if you claim more than 10
withholding allowances, or you claim
exemption from withholding under Step 2
and your wages are expected to usually
exceed $200 a week

Penalty -You may be fined $S00 if, with
no reasonable basis, you file a Form W4
that results in less tax being withheld than is
properly allowable. In addition, crin.inal
penalties apply for willfully supplying false
or fraudulent information or failing to supply
information requiring an increase in
withholding.
Line B-Sp#cll WithholdIng
Allowance.- The Special Withholding
Allowance is very important Claim it if you
qualify for it, because if you do not. too
much tax may be withheld from your pay

Claim this allowance if.
e You are single and have only one job at a

time. OR
o You are married, have only one job a! a

time, and your spouse does not work: OR
e You have two jobs at a time and only one

job paid more than $2,500; OR
e You are married, both you and your spouse

work. and only one job pad more than
$2.500

Line E-Should I Stop Hore?-You may
stop here and enter the total from line E on
Form W.4, line 4. only if you do not need to
increase or decrease your allowances as
explained between hies E and F of the
worksheet.
Line F-Adjustments to Income.-Enter
the total of the following:
o Qualified reimbursed employee business

eoe'ss (anreimbursed expenses ae
allowed only as e- itemized deduction)

* Qualified alimony payments made
o Deductible business and investment losses
e Penalty on eary withdrawal of savings
o Qualified contributions to an IRA account

or Keogh plan If either you or your
spouse. if applicable, have an IRA and
are covered by an employer's pension
plan. your 1987 IRA deduction may be
reduced or eliminated if your usted
gross income is at least $40.000
($25,000 if single, or $04 married filing
separately) Get Publication 590,
Individual Retirement Arrangements
(IRAs). for details

Line 0-temled Deductlons. -Enter the
total of the following.
o Medical expenses in excess of 75% of

your AGI *
e State and local taxes (exclude sales taxes)
e Home mortgage interest and 65% of

personal interest
e Qualified investment interest
" Charitable contributions
o Certain casualty and theft losses in excess

of 10% of AGI
e Moving expenses (if reimbursed, include

only if your employer withheld tax on
them)

*o Miscellaneous deductions (most of these
are now deductible only in excess of 2% of
AGi0. se Publication 553)

in p nel, yo AGi (sduseld gfos income) is your
ncome less any a ustr'niib to MncOM included on
in Ir Of the wort
Line J-Addttonal Standard Deduction
for Age or Itfndniess.-lf you do not
expect to itemize deductions on your 1987
tax return and either you or your spouse is
age 65 or over or blind, use the following
table.

lf65orover 11165 orsove
blind, enter on end blind.

line J- enteon e J

Single 51210 51.960
Head of Househoold t2.610 $3.36
Msrried.Jont $1.6400 S2.440"
Mirro.-SeIarele $1.220 51.820
Quaiiyiqwdow(eer) 1.840 $2.440
" If you; sipoue is 6Scc ofer ow blind. add SWX to
this amount Ad 5.200 if spouse is ioth 65 over

adblind
Une K-Tam Credits.- Enter the amount
of any tax credits you expect to claim, such
as the credit for child and dependent care
expenses, the earned income credit (EIC).
and other credits shown on the 1986 Form
1040. The amount of the EIC has increased
for 1987. Get Publication 553 for details.
Do not include the (IC if you are receiving
advance payment of it.
Une 0.- Round the result to the nearest
whole number. Drop amounts under 50.
Increase amounts from 50 to 99 to the
next whole number. For example, 3.25
becomes 3. and 4.61 becomes 5.
Unea Q tiough T-Worfdng Spose?
More Than One Job? Nonwage Income?-
So that you will have enough tax withheld.
you MUST complete any lines that apply to
you.
Une U-ToM Withholding Allownces.-
If the number on lne T is larger than the
number on line P. you will probably owe
more tax when you file your return and may
have to pay a penalty unless you take further

steps to rave more tax withheld from your
pay You may use the instructions for Step 4
to estimate how much additional tax you
should request your employer to withhold
each pay period * As an alternative, you may
use the 1987 Form 1040(.E Estimated Tax
for Indri duals, to make this computation.
Step 4-Addtional Amount You Want
Deducted From Each Pay.-In some
instances, you will be underwithheld, even if
you do not claim any withholding allowarces
on Form WA. This could occur if you have a
working spouse. more than one lo* at a time.
or nonwage income, AND the number on line
T of the worksheet is larger than the number
on line P.

To correct this problem. you may have
more tax withheld by filling in a dollar
amount on line 5 of Forn W-4. A method of
figuring this amount follows:

1. Enter the number for line
T of the worksheet .

2. Enter the number from line
P of the wofrkset

3. Subtrawctine2fromlfnel .
4. Enter the amo nt from re

table bil that applies to $

S. Multi lne 3 by I.e 4
6. Divide li 5 by the number

of pay persno each year
Enter the rut here and oil
Form W-4. W 5 . . . ....

Maried Worlrs'
Con rned Annual

Income
Ur4er $4.860
54.860 -29.60
529.861 -144.860
$46.1I -91.8W
,91.861 and oven
Ulnmanuned wetters

Annua ncome
Ur4er ,2.440
S2.440.117.440
117.441 -27.640
$27,641-154.640

54.641 anido r

LIe 4 Amount
$209
$285
5532
S66S
5732

Line 4 Amount
5209
1285
$532
$665
5732

Prfvacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice.-We ask for this information to
carry out the Internal Revenue laws of the
United States. We may give the information
to the Oepartmoort of Justice for civil or
criminal htigation and to cities. states. and
the District of Columbia for use in
administering their tax laws, You are
required to give this information to your
empk er.
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Fm WAd (1$67) 4141 3

Worksheet To Figure Your Withholding Allowances

Note: f you have a workv? spouse or more than 00e 110 at a towe. Us Only one wotse to fqwre r0(1 total allowances.
comnbhIw 80 wicome. deductwis, and credits on the one woruhe
A Enter V lor yourwsf unless you can be claimed as a dependent an another pewsos tax return A

f you arte Sge and you he only one lob: or
I SpeciM Aowon-.m-Enter • if: you are married, you have only one lob. and your spouse does not work; or

0 waps earned by you on a second ob or eanied by your spouse (or both) . _ __
are $2.500 or less.

C Enter *1" t your spouse unless your spouse can be claimed a a dependent on another person's tax return C_
0 Enter number of depend other than your spouse that you xWpect to claim on your tax return 0

E Add lines A throwth D and enter the totll -Read the following ,nstrnctjOn$ tlo e if you should Stoo here 
You MUST complete lines Q through T if you have total income of $950 or more from the following sources:

i A Workng Spouse e More Than One Job e Nonwase Income
You SHOULD complete fines F through P if you expect to have:

i Itemized Deductions Tax Credits o Adustinents to Income a, Ae or Blindness Dduction
Otherwise, STOP here and enter the number from ine E on Form W-4, line 4

F Enter your estimated sdiustmonft to Incee.. ..... ............... .. F $
0 Enter your estimated Itemized deductens .......... ($

$ 53.760 if married fing jointly or qualiftng wkdow(r)
4 Enter: 52.540 if mle or head of household H .

I1.880 if married fing searately
I Subtract the amount on line H from line G. Enter the result, but not less than zero I $
J Age 65 or Oveir IIand? If you do not plan to tmiz deductionS, enter your additional

standard deduction from instructions for line J n p p 2 ..... ............ J S
K Enter your estimated tax cudlt such as child and dependent

care credt or earned income crodi. . . K S
L If line K is zero. sk to line N. Otherwise enterthe number

from the table elow . L
Mato"e fllkeJb* or SliigleeMaasn " "@dfollnge________W______ (paaw)y HeadI ef Heueleld

If yo coibired Enter on If you Ietmted enter on if your estimated Enter on
estirmaed %wvalles ae-- ieL - w v- ne L wallet ar.- eN L
At WW Ws Wt s le Amt WM mWvim AN * I WA R

so 112,500 9 10 6.200 9 10 Saaoo 9
$12,500 S37.50 65 S =6.20 21.000 65 S&I0 $29.000 7
$317.500 55.00 3.5 $21.000 131.500 35 s 2.000 s44.000 4
S55.0o0 1110.000 3 $31.500 $70.000 3 144.000 $100.000 3
1110.O00o0ovsr 2S 1 70.O00 or v 25 SO0,O00oer ow 25

M Mutiply the amount on le K by fth number ine Land er the total amount hem . . M S
N AddlinesF.I.J.andM. Enterthetotal amouMthem, ............. N S
0 Dinde the amount on hne N by $1.900. Round to the nearest whole number (see instructions on par2) 0 O
P Add lines E and O and enter fe total number hem ......... ..................... P soP
Q Nenwage eeme-Entot the estimated amount. if any. of al your nonwage income . . Q 3
II Wedng $ose? Me Than One Jeb?-Too little tax my be withheld if either of tese

situations applies. See pop 4 for line R mst ons and tables to figure the amount to
enterhonits e .. ..................... ........ .

S Add amoum on ores Q ad R " e~terhe W amount hem .... .......... S
T Divide the amount on lineS by $1.900. Round tot nearest whole number (see instruins forli n ).... . T
U Tee Wltm hellu liee-Subtract the number on line T from the number on line P. Enter the result hare

andonFormW4. line. lftheresultiszmoorless, nterwondseeinsructionsforlineUonpage2 . . . P U

* f you hae moe than one iob or f your spouse worse, you may cakm aN of your sAoences on om o or you may claim some on each
job. but you May NOT Clam the same &NOWnce more than once. Your withholding wiP usualy be more accurate if you clam a#l
allowances on the Form W-4 for Ue job with the lares -p and ClaM zro on a# ier Forms W.4.
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Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, I want to thank you for rear-
ranging your schedule in order that you could talk with us this
morning in the Finance Committee regarding the new W-4 Form.

I understand that you must appear very shortly before the sub-
committee chaired by Congressman Pickle in the House, and I
want you to know that Senator Heinz and I will do everything that
we can to make certain that you arrive on time.

Mr. Commissioner, the new W-4 Form is a disaster. It is an abso-
lute fiasco. Our question today is: What are you and your agency
going to do about it? My suggestion is very simple: first, to admit
that the Internal Revenue Service has laid an egg; second, to admit
that we together can now substitute a better and more simple form
that the taxpayer can comprehend.

In 1986, the American taxpayer kept hearing the following
report: Fair and simplified taxation is on the way. One year later
in 1987, the taxpayer is now seeing their first introduction to so-
called "tax simplification." The W-4 Form has started a prairie
fire of discontent across America that is leading to a taxpayer's
revolt.

In the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Congress delegated to the Inter-
nal Revenue Service the power to modify the withholding schedules
and the W-4 Form. The purpose was very simple: to more accurate-
ly match withholding with the taxpayer's actual tax obligation.
The actual language of the Senate Finance Committee report
stated, and I quote from the committee report: "Neither the Form
W-4 nor the wage withholding tables is to be made more complex
when they are revised in accordance with the provisions of this
bill."

That was our mandate. Mr. Commissioner, I believe that a seri-
ous breach of the Congressional mandate has occurred.

The W-4 Form is a prime example, I believe, of bureaucratic
overreach. The W-4 Form overwhelms and intimidates the average
taxpayer of America. It is filled with accounting and tax terms that
mystify and frustrate the citizens of our country. Now, am I alone
in my assessment of the W-4 Form?

Even James Baker, the Secretary of the Treasury, stated just re-
cently that it was time to relook at the W-4 Form. The distin-gu ished chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Lloyd
Bentsen, has recently stated that it was time to go back to the
drawing board and create a new form.

Seminars and training sessions are being conducted across Amer-
ica which even add to the frustration of our taxpayers; and even
the Internal Revenue Service, which gave birth to the W-4 Form,
has now printed up to 20,000 video tapes to send across our country
to explain the W-4Form.

By the way, in the State of Arkansas, as recently as yesterday,
we attempted to acquire one of the video tapes. We found one tape;
the problem is that there is a two-week waiting list for that tape.
The W-4 Form's complexity has resulted in an overwhelming and
massive failure.

The purpose of this hearing today is to review this form itself, to
look at alternatives, and to receive an update on how the Internal
Revenue Service is presently proceeding to make the form simpler
and more workable.
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The public today is in a quandary; do we throw the W-4 in the
wastebasket, or do we fill it out, subjecting ourselves to severe civil
and even criminal penalties if we guess wrong?

This morning, Mr. Commissioner, we desperately seek those an-
swers.

And for my constituents, from a small company in my State, I
find the general manager writing to me saying that this form is ab-
solutely incomprehensible. He concludes his letter by saying: "I am
very, very angry." There is a lady in our State who is a small busi-
ness person, and she says: "If I am thrown in the slammer, I re-
quest it to be in the Federal penitentiary in Texarkana where they
have recreation facilities, air conditioning, color TV, and all the
good things of life that our Government requires the taxpayers to
furnish people who break the law. Today, I filled out my W-4
Form, and I am sick."

Another letter from Stuttgart, Arkansas-and Mr. Commission-
er, these are just a smattering of the many that we have; and I
know my friend and colleague, Senator Heinz, has similar-"When
I saw the instructions in the worksheet for the W-4 Form, I could
not believe it. I have never seen such an unclear set of instructions
in my life. People who designed them seem to have assumed that
salaried persons and wage earners from the president of a huge
corporation to a janitor was a Certified Public Accountant. Please
see that something is done about this."

A letter from another Arkansas company, based in Little Rock:
"We would like to be counted in the taxpayers' revolt regarding
the W-4 Form. It is ludicrous." And then, another small company
in our State: "What happened to the Paperwork Reduction Act?"
In a time when the President and you and the Senators and Con-
gressmen are working to reduce the mammoth cost of Government,
the Internal Revenue Service has now managed to multiply the
cost of what was once a simple slip of paper into a four-page bro-
chure.

Mr. Commissioner, those are merely samples.
Let me, in my closing, Mr. Commissioner, state if I might a little

story from the Book of Luke, Chapter 19. This was when Jesus was
coming into Jerricho. There was a huge throng of people, and there
was a man short of stature who was the most unpopular and unsa-
vory character in that particular community of Jerricho. As Jesus
walked into the throngs of people, he looked into a tall sycamore
tree and he saw Zachias, the local tax collector, the most unpopu-
lar person in those parts.

Jesus looked up in the tree and said, "Zachias, come down out of
that tree because tonight I am going to have dinner with you." The
people became angry and restive. They said why would Jesus go to
this sinner's home for dinner, and Jesus answered simply by
saying, Mr. Commissioner: "I am going to give him a chance to
repent and to seek salvation." [Laughter.]

Mr. Commissioner, today we want you to repent, and we want to
offer you the opportunity of salvation. [Laughter.]

And now, my colleague and friend, Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, it is pretty hard to know how to

follow Luke 19. [Laughter.]
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I would suggest perhaps Moses to lead the Internal Revenue
Service out of the wilderness, or perhaps to part the Red Sea of
Government ink before it closes in on many confused taxpayers,
but I will have to defer to Senator Pryor for the actual references,
as to where those are in the Old Testament.

Mr. Commissioner, you have been Internal Revenue Commission-
er for less than a year. You cannot claim to have been the archi-
tect of tax reform and tax simplification. Are you lucky. But I do
recall about two years ago having had your predecessor before a
Congressional committee, Roscoe Eggar, and asking him whether,
if Congress did not act on tax reform until the middle of 1986,
there was any possibility at all that the rush to create regulations,
to create forms could in any way create confusion either for the
IRS or the taxpayer. Mr. Eggar stood four-square. He said, "Sena-
tor, we will do our job." I forgot to ask him what kind of a job he
was going to do on people because this particular set of forms, the
W-4, really does a job on the American taxpayer.

Instead of the old two-page form, it is a four-page form. Instead
of the worksheet having steps numbered (a) through (0, it has steps
on the new worksheet that go (a) through (u), and one wonders
what new alphabet we would have had to invent, had it gone just a
few steps farther.

On the old worksheet, the second marked paragraph was entitled
"Privacy," and eventually the taxpayer was warned about a penal-
ty in case they could not substantiate what they did or a worse
penalty, or criminal penalty, if they did something will'ully. On
the new form, which instructions begin on page 2, privacy has been
relegated to the very bottom of the last column on the page, and
penalty emphasizing that you can be fined and if you are criminal-
ly liable put in jail and fined even more, is put up near the top.

I would describe what has been created as a Frankenstein mon-
ster. What is a monster? A monster is usually something that is
alien, that we are totally unfamiliar with. It is usually monstrously
huge and, finally, it is extremely frightening. The new form is all
of those.

It is unexpectedly strange and alien. It is monstrously large-
twice as big as ever before. And it is making people afraid. And we
have to do something about it, and we need your help to do some-
thing about it.

My last comment is that when the American people were told
that we were enacting a tax reform bill stressing fairness and sim-
plicity, I don't think they had any idea that they were going to be
made both fearful and confronted with greater complexity. It
would literally be easier for someone to fill out their tax return
than to fill out these W-4 Forms.

I can think of a number of problems that you need to direct
yourself to, but the immediate issue-and there is very little
time-is how to correct the problem and to do so before one of two
things happens: first, before people become confused to the point
where they are frightened of being penalized because they have
made a mistake in their W-4 Forms, or they become so frustrated
that they are going to start calling every available Government
phone number to complain.

71-781 - 87 - 2
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As Se, itor Pryor's reading of his mail has suggested, they are
getting pretty close to the latter right now. Mr. Commissioner, I
know that tax reform didn't start on your watch, but it has ended
up on your doorstep; and the IRS has precious little time to get its
house in order.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Heinz. Mr. Commissioner, I

want to add one more constituent comment if I might. On page 3,
line (j), the question is: "Are you 65 or over? Are you blind?" One
of my constituents sent us a copy of his W-4 Form and on this line
it said, "I was neither until I started trying to fill out this form,
and now I am both." [Laughter.]

Now, Mr. Commissioner, we have had a little bit of fun today.
We want to introduce some seriousness into this hearing because it
is a very serious juncture where we are. There is a great quandary
out there, and we hope that you will help us this morning in get-
ting some constructive solutions to the dilemma and the quandary
we find ourselves in. We look forward to hearing your statement.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE LAWRENCE GIBBS,
COMMISSIONER OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Commissioner GIBBs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman,
Senator Heinz, I am here today at your request to discuss the IRS
Form W-4, the Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate.

In my testimony and in answers to your questions, I will attempt
to cover the major issues that are involved in constructing the new
W-4 and in the related information on that form. I would also like
to bring you up to date with respect to the possibility of a simpli-
fied form and instructions.

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, I have-as you mentioi..ed-
another appearance scheduled on Capitol Hill this morning, so I will
not be able to stay for the entire hearing; but I want you to know
that if there are further questions or concerns after the hearing, I
will be pleased to work with you on them.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986, which was enacted in October of
last year, made several changes to the withholding system. First, it
required every employee to file a new Form W-4 by October 1,
1987; second, it directed the Internal Revenue Service to make the
withholding form itself more accurate; and third, it required that
this new W-4 Form be developed and distributed by IRS according-
ly.

As you know, in our tax system there is a constant tension be-
tween fairness and simplicity. In the world of withholding, this
translates into tension between accuracy and simplicity.

In developing the tax reform legislation, Congress and the Inter-
nal Revenue Service realized that tax reform presented a unique
opportunity to introduce more accuracy into our withholding
system. While not perfect in each and every case, our new Form
W-4 was redesigned to obtain the most accurate answer for the
largest possible number of taxpayers among the over 100 million
individual taxpayers. At the same time, it allowed most taxpayers
to complete only a small part of the form, lines (a) through (e), as
most of them had in the past.
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It is now clear that in our efforts towards accuracy, we have pro-
duced a form which has caused concern on the part of a significant
number of individuals. Very simply, the length of the form, its lan-
guage, and the number of computations have worked against our
efforts to assist taxpayers in an early adjustment of their withhold-
ing for the effects of the new Tax Reform Law. If this is the result,
then our efforts towards accuracy are less productive; and in the
larger picture, we risk having the public's perception of tax reform
negatively affected.

Where do we go from here? Mr. Chairman, we have heard your
concerns, as well as those of others in Congress on this issue. We
have also heard Secretary Baker's concerns, as well as those of tax-
payers themselves, many of whom have written or spoken person-
ally to me. As you and I have discussed, Mr. Chairman, we both
share the belief that if the current W-4 Form is not working as in-
tended for many American taxpayers, then the Service should re-
spond in some fashion with a si~i~plified form.

For that reason, I have sent our technicians back to the drawing
board on the instructions and related materials that accompany
the Form W-4. We do not expect to change the form itself, that is,
the small, one-third sized sheet that is given to employers by em-
ployees. We don't expect to change that; but we are working on
ways to simplify the instructions and the worksheet information
while maintaining sufficient levels of accuracy regarding tax liabil-
ity.

Now, as we know from last year's tax reform effort, additional
simplicity in this case may necessarily involve a trade-off with ac-
curacy. A simplifit.d form will require a broad range of assump-
tions and will consequently lead to a less precise calculation. Cur-
rently, we are reviewing the alternatives in this area to try to de-
termine how much simplicity can be achieved with adequate levels
of accuracy.

While I am not in a position to make any announcements or
promises at this time, wve are committed to completing a review of
the various alternatives just as soon as we possibly can. In this
effort, I again pledge that every effort will be made to include you
and your subcommittee n that process.

I will be glad to respond to any questions that you may have, and
I thank you.

Senator PRYOR. Now, you have told us that you are back working
trying to come up with a new form-are you looking at a new
form?

Commissioner GIBBS. We are looking at alternative ways that we
can address the problems that the form that is out there is creat-
ing; and one of those is to take a look at whether we could come up
with a form that would be simpler, in terms of its length, in terms
of its language, and in terms of its computations that are required.

Senator PRYOR. Now, Mr. Commissioner, time is of the essence.
How long will this process take the Internal Revenue Service?

Commissioner GIBBS. What we are finding, Mr. Chairman, is this.
We are finding that, as we attempt to construct a simple form, we
have a form that is somewhat less accurate in terms of the amount
of tax to be withheld. Certainly, one of the things that we do not
wish to do is to compound the problems that we presently face with
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a new form that, although simpler, results in under- or over-with-
holding. That is simply unacceptable because, as you mentioned in
connection with the Senate Finance Committee report, in addition
to requesting the Internal Revenue Service to simplify the form, we
were also requested to attempt to make the form more accurate in
terms of tax liability and not to have over- or under-withholding.
What we are finding, as we try to simplify the form, is that we
begin to run into problems with respect to over- and under-with-
holding.

And what we are doing at the present time is to attempt to de-
termine if we can come up with a form-a simplified form that will
have an acceptable level of under- or over-withholding, and prefer-
ably over-withholding and not under-withholding. That is what we
are dealing with, and that is what makes it difficult to give you a
time frame.

I am hopeful that within the next several weeks, we will be able
to come out with something; but I am not in a position this morn-
ing to be able to promise it. I can tell you this: We have been work-.
ing night and day and weekends on this matter and will continue
to do so until we have a solution to the problems that confront us.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, how do Senator Heinz and
Senator Pryor advise our constituents when they ask us this ques-
tion: What are we supposed to do now, especially in view of the
Secretary of the Treasury's own admonition to go back to the draw-
ing board? How do we tell our constituents what to do during the
meantime while you and your people are relooking at the W-4 situ-
ation?

Commissioner GIBBS. I have an interim suggestion, and that is
this. It is not perfect, but I would like to offer it-one alternative
obviously is to send them back to the long form.

Senator PRYOR. Send them back to the long form?
Commissioner GIBBS. Yes, but let me stop right here and say--
Senator PRYOR. I want you to know that whatever you say right

now is going to be in several hundred letters that I am about to
send out this afternoon to constituents. So, please know that what-
ever you say is going to be quoted precisely.

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, let's talk about the problem that
the people have in terms of the alternatives that they face. The al-
ternatives that a taxpayer faces at the present time are these. If a
taxpayer does nothing, and if at the present time a taxpayer is
being under-withheld, then a liability-a potential liability-to pay
the taxes next year is accruing, and it is continuing to grow.

We are concerned because that impacts taxpayers, and it also po-
tentially impacts the Internal Revenue Service, if at this time next
year we find that taxpayers have done nothing in this interim
period of time and are under-withheld. One of the ways to avoid
that obviously is to use the present W-4 Form that we have out
there. If people are unwilling or unable to do that, then another
alternative would be for them to revise their one-third page-the
actual W-4 Form, the little one there at the bottom. If they are
being under-withheld, and I think most of them will know because
they know whether their take-home pay went up or down after
January 1, they could simply change line 5 of that form enough to
bring them back to what was withheld last year-a dollar amount
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per pay period. That way, until we get through this, at least they
would not be in the position of being further under-withheld.

Senator PRYOR. Well, now, what about the penalty, the $500.00
penalty for guessing wrong under the new procedure?

Commissioner GIBBS. Let's talk about that penalty. There really
are several potential penalties that are applicable.

Senator PRYOR. Are these new penalties?
Commissioner GIBBS. No, they are not. They are penalties that

have been in existence for quite some time. As Senator Heinz
pointed out, the wording-perhaps the location in the instructions
is different-but the wording of the penalty provisions in the W-4
instructions is identical in this form to what it was in prior years'
forms.

Senator PRYOR. But you have changed the point of accuracy, I be-
lieve. You have to get within a certain, say a 90 percent, accuracy
range. Isn't this new?

Commissioner GIBBS. That is a new provision in the new law.
Senator PRYOR. That is where I think you are going to catch a lot

of taxpayers-right there.
Commissioner GIBBS. The $500.00 penalty is more a penalty for

intentionally failing to fill out the form appropriately. That is
something Congress aimed at tax protesters and folks of that ilk,
who intentionally disregard or ignore their withholding obligations.

For a taxpayer who does not fall within the safe harbors-one
safe harbor is to pay as much tax as in the preceding year. The
other one is to come within 90 percent, under the new law of tax
liability for 1987. If a taxpayer fails to fall within one of those two
safe harbors, then there is a penalty that is equivalent to an inter-
est charge on the amount of under-withholding that the taxpayer
had. And that is one that is simply a failure to fall within the safe
harbors.

It is not one where you have to have a bad intent, and frankly, it
is one that I think most people are concerned about, because it is a
dollar amount. I would say this for people who are concerned about
that penalty: if they have attempted to fill out our form and have
done so properly, and if there is something in our form-I don't an-
ticipate this-but if there is something in our form that would
cause them to be in a penalty situation under the existing form,
then certainly, Mr. Chairman, we would waive that penalty be-
cause we have caused it, if there is a flaw or a problem within the
form.

Secondly, with respect to people who are trying to comply with
the tax law, who are trying to fill out the W-4 Form, and because
of the problems that we have discussed this morning have had
trouble doing so, I must tell you that I am sympathetic to finding
some way, working with you perhaps, to avoid a penalty situation
for those taxpayers. That is something that has been brought to my
attention.

We will look at it, and we will come back with a proposal to you.
I do not have one this morning, and I would like to-in the context
of perhaps attempting to provide a new simplified form and so
forth-address the whole area at one time. But I am sympathetic
to people who are having problems and are concerned about being
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penalized, simply because they are trying to comply and having dif-
ficulty doing so.

Senator PRYOR. The W-4, as I understand it, Mr. Commissioner,
is not just a 1987 problem. It is also going to be of equal magnitude
in 1988 and perhaps in 1989.

Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, as you know, we have five
tax brackets-income tax brackets-this year. Next year we will go
down to two income tax brackets. Under the new law, we have pro-
visions that phase in over a period of years deduction provisions,
tax benefits provisions, other types of provisions. We also have pro-
visions that have been in the law that will phase ct over a
number of years. When you put all of this together, I think it is
going to mean that taxpayers are going to have to review their W-
4 Forms as all of this begins to take place over the next several
years.

Senator PRYOR. Was anyone at IRS during the developmental
stages of this W-4 Form aware of the mandate in the Senate Fi-
nance Committee report that stated very, very clearly that neither
the Form W-4 nor the wage withholding tables is to be made more
complex when they are revised in accordance with this provision of
the bill? Did anyone in the Internal Revenue Service read the com-
mittee report with that mandate?

Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, let me answer it this way.
We read that paragraph, and we also read the one that immediate-
ly preceded it, which asked us to make the form as accurate as we
could possibly make it. Because of the time constraints that we
were under to get the new form out, when we came down to it and
started dealing with the tension that I described a minute ago, be-
tween accuracy and simplicity, we opted to come up with a form
that we felt would permit taxpayers to more accurately determine
their withholding, based on their actual tax liability.

Senator PRYOR. I talked yesterday with the personnel office of
one of our Arkansas businesses. They had just sent out 8,000 W-4
Forms to employees operating in several States. Since the time
they mailed the forms out, the personnel office has done nothing
except answer inquiries and questions about the new W-4 Form.

Another business in our State with even a larger payroll called
on Monday and said they were prepared to send out, I believe,
10,000 or 11,000 W-4 Forms. "Should we mail them out or should
we hold them? Is something about to happen that we can count
on?" We need answers quickly.

Right now, the cloud of uncertainty is almost a paralysis over
many of our companies, especially small businesses. We are going
to receive testimony later, Mr. Commissioner, from the National
Federation of Independent Businesses, from a CPA in North Little
Rock, Arkansas who handles the filing of small businesses and av-
erage taxpayers, and a representative from H&R Block who has,
we think, some suggestions.

I am sincerely trying to express to you to the very best of my
ability the deep frustration out there in the country relative to this
form. Now, Senator Heinz, the Commissioner has to leave shortly. I
think he has to be on the House side at 10:00 before Congressman
Pickle. Congressman Pickle is having difficulty filling out his W-4
Form. [Laughter.]
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And we want the Commissioner to be on time, but I now turn
the questioning over to Senator Heinz.

Senator HEINZ. I am tempted to make some kind of a wise guy
remark about the Heinz-Pryor-Pickle problem. [Laughter.]

Or it is the Pryor-Heinz-Pickle problem. It used to be the Heinz-
Pickle-Pepper problem.

Senator PRYOR. I remember that problem. [Laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Commissioner, what are you in a position to

say officially today about whether or not our constituents, who are
also your constituents, as to whether they are going to be stuck
with the same W-4 Form? Can you tell us and our constituents
with certainly today that there will be a revised simpler W-4 Form
or forms?

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator Heinz, let me address that this
way. The Chairman has expressed the urgency and the need for
action as quickly as possible. We understand that. We are moving
heaven and earth to address the problems that have come out with
the new form.

Because of the time pressures and because of the tension that I
have mentioned, my guess is that assuming that we are able to
come out with a new form and that is certainly what we are as-
suming at this time-my guess is that, in order to not have unac-
ceptable levels of over- and under-withholding, the form will not be
usable by all taxpayers. And that may well mean that for at least
some time to come, some of the folks in this country- -frankly the
more affluent-would be required to cope with the present W-4
Form. We will also try to make suggestions, along the lines that I
have mentioned this morning, and come up with something in the way
of a safe harbor.

At the same time, one of the things that we are doing-and I
want you to know this-we are not simply treating this as an iso-
lated or a temporary problem. We are literally going back to the
drawing board. We are going out to taxpayers and asking them
about what they do when they fill out a W-4-what types of issues
and problems they see. And we are doing that with the idea of at-
tempting to come out later this year with something that would be
a better approach to the W-4 Form. So, it may be in several steps.

Senator HEINZ. So, you are saying the following, as I understand
it, and correct me if I am wrong: you are looking for a revised W-4
Form in the short run that would respond to the complexity prob-
lems created by this form and which would apply to a substantial
number of median and below income taxpayers, but would not be
appropriate for above median income taxpayers more or less?

Second, you are saying you do not know when you will be able to
get that revised alternative W-4 Form prepared, and you have
made no assurance that you will do it because you simply said you
are working very hard at it-and no doubt, you are working very
hard at it-but you have not made an assurance. You have simply
said that that is your goal.

The third thing you have said is that you are really going back
to the drawing board, and maybe.later on this year there will be a
totally different approach to what is now known as the W-4 proc-
ess. Is that correct?
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Commissioner GIBBS. That is correct. I would like to say some-
thing on the second point. The second point, in terms of the inabil-
ity to give you assurances, is not because I do not wish to do so. I
would love to be able to give you assurances, but I think that one
of the things that we feel very deeply about-and I think you
would too-is that we don't want to hurry to come up wit a
simple one that people can understand, but that in its simplicity
has substantial under- or over-withholding.

Senator PRYOR. By the way, let me ask you: What is wrong with
that?

What is wrong with under- or over-withholding? I think this be-
comes a philosophical question.

Commissioner GIBBS. All right. Let's talk about that for a second.
Senator PRYOR. I hate to interrupt Senator Heinz, but we will let

him have some extra time. Excuse me.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, anybody who can quote scriptures

like you can is not somebody I would ever want to wrestle with.
Please proceed. [Laughter.]

Commissioner GIBBS. The problem with having too little tax
withheld is that, when you get to this same time next year, and
you are surprised to find that what you thought was the proper
amount was not the proper amount, then you have to come up with
the additional tax to pay to the Internal Revenue Service. If you
have too much withheld, what you are going to find is that your
paycheck-your take-home pay-has gone down in a way that you
did not anticipate and that you find unacceptable.

Those two things underline what I think is really the key prob-
lem here. For years in this country, although we have had tax
changes, the tax changes have really not affected most middle and
low income Americans. They have been able to keep their W-4
Forms in place. They really have not had to deal with the increas-
ing complexities of the W-4 itself because, by and large, their tax
liabilities did not change.

With this new law-in taking 15 rate brackets down to five rate
brackets now and to two rate brackets next year, in increasing the
personal exemption from $1,080.00 last year to $1,900.00 this year
and $2,000.00 next year-people don't know what this law does to
them in terms of what their tax liabilities are going to be.

And therefore, when they fill out their W-4 and they simply put
in an exemption amount, they really don't know what that means.
They don't kow what their tax liability is for 1987, and they don't
know what their withholding liability is. That is why they can be
surprised, Mr. Chairman, this time next year if they are under-
withheld or when they get their take-home pay if they are being
over-withheld.

Senator PRYOR. How can any person estimate in 1987 what their
medical expenses are going to be? How can any taxpayer be expect-
ed to do this?

Commissioner GIBBS. From the standpoint of medical expenses, I
think it is fair to say that unless you have-and no one anticipates
a disaster-but unless you have an absolute medical disaster, with
the threshold as high as it is, it is unlikely unless you have very,
very severe medical expenses that you are going to have a medical
expense deduction. I think the situation that we are talking about
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is much more sitting down and projecting what your income is
going to be-if you live in a house what your income expenses and
real estate taxes are going to be, what your personal exemptions
are going to be, this type of thing, to come down to taxable income
and tax liability.

Senator PRYOR. Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Mr. Commissioner, I

want to talk for a moment about the penalties. A few moments ago
in response to Senator Pryor's questions, you indicated that taxpay-
ers would be fined $500.00 only if they had done something willful,
and the criminal penalties were really only for very, very serious
cases.

Now, that may be your intent, but that is not what is said in the
form we are mailing out to taxpayers. What it says is: "You may
be fined $500.00 if, with no reasonable basis, you file a W-4 Form
that results in less tax being withheld than is properly allowable."
"No reasonable basis" means to most people: I was careless. You
know, I really don't have an excuse; I was just careless.

Now, maybe you won't in fact seek penalties against people who
were careless or who, in the common sense of the word, have kind
of no reasonable basis; but to say that you are only going to penal-
ize people who did it willfully is not-while maybe a commendable
statement-what this says.

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, in describing "willfulness" I am
talking about something other than that. The comment was made
in the context of whether the problems that people are having with
the form are in and of themselves a reasonable basis. I have said
that I am sympathetic to trying to do something along those lines
in terms of alleviating the burden of penalties for people who are
trying to comply and are having trouble.

And indeed, I would really take my cue from the Congress since,
in 1984 and in 1986, when the Congress passed substantial tax leg-
islation that made it, during the course of a year, difficult for
pe,)ple to know what their tax obligation was going to be, Congress
specifically waived any penalties for failure to estimate or have
your tax withheld properly.

Senator HEINZ. I want to be very clear on something you have
just said in the previous sentence, which is this. You said, as I un-
derstood it, that if people have made an inaccurate filing of the
new W-4 Form because they were confused by the form that you
would not seek penalties against them. Did I und, rstand what you
said correctly?

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, what I am saying is this. I think
that is the problem; and as I have said before, I will come back
with a proposal to try to address that. I am concerned about that,
yes.

Senator HEINZ. I know you are concerned about it, but it is very
important that we clarify what you did say and what you are
saying now; and that is that you are not saying what you said
three or four minutes ago.

What you said three or four minutes ago-and I urge you to go
read the record, and I bring it to your attention because I know
you want to be very careful about what you say-nd what you
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said was that if people are in effect careless, confused, by this form,
you won't seek penalties against them.

Just now, you hedged on that; and you said, well, that is a con-
cern. And what we are trying to do is figure out what your policy
is as of today. Now, just a simple yes or no to the following ques-
tion may put it to rest.

Will you seek penalties against people who make a mistake in
the new W-4 Form because they have become confused by this or
not? Yes or no?

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, this is what the answer is, and
this is what I was saying; it is precisely what I am saying. I would
like to come back with a proposal that would address that issue.

Senator HEINZ. As of today, you cannot answer that question, be-
cause in the future you will come back with a specific proposal?

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, what I--
Senator HEINZ. I am just trying to be clear.
Commissioner GIBBS. I understand, and I am trying to be clear as

well. I am trying to say simply this. I am trying to say "yes, I am
sympathetic in trying to develop that type of approach right
today."

Senator HEINZ. But you haven't got that type of approach?
Commissioner GIBBS. No, I don't, and let me--
Senator HEINZ. Here is what we are asking: Do you have that

type of approach today?
Commissioner GIBBS. No, and can I tell you why?
Senator HEINZ. Just tell me yes or no.
Commissioner GIBBS. I don't.
Senator HEINZ. All right, fine. That is what I thought that you

said, and I understand why. I don't like it, but I understand it.
Commissioner GIBBS. Then, let's clarify it, because what I am

saying is this: When we get to words like 'carelessness," we are ob-
viously talking about things that needed to be defined so that
people can understand it. And I want to be sure that when we say
things to taxpayers that they understand what we are saying and
we understand what situation they are going to be in when we get
to the point of having to apply whatever standards we have come
up with. That is all I am saying, Senator.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that, Mr. Commissioner. Let me ask
you this. A number of Senators-Senator Danforth, Senator

alop, Senator Armstrong, Senator Roth, Senator Durenberger-
have introduced legislation, S. 350. All it does is to waive the penal-
ty and interest provisions of Section 6654 for those individual tax-
payers whose estimated tax and withholding payments satisfy at
least the 80 percent test of prior law. As you know the 80 percent
was changed to 90 percent. That waiver in that legislation is tem-
porary. It applies only to April 15, 1988; and it only applies to indi-
viduals, not corporations.

Given the kind of confusion that exists, should we in Congress
enact that bill?

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, I know of no reason not to. Let
me say that I have not discussed this with the Tax Policy people at
Treasury, but quite honestly-from the standpoint of expressing
my personal point of view-the lowering of the 90 percent to 80
percent seems to me to be an appropriate way to go.
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. Commissioner, you made a suggestion a few
minutes ago-and correct me if I did not understand it correctly-
that there was a way for people on the new W-4 Form to be safe
rather than sorry. And as I understood it, what they should do is,
on line 5 where it says additional amount if any you want deducted
from each pay, to put in a number, the sum and substance of which
would be that that number would be at least as big as what had
been withheld the prior year. Did I understand you correctly?

Commissioner GIBBS. As an interim solution, that certainly is,
yes.

Senator HEINZ. That was your suggestion?
Commissioner GIBBS. The question was: What do you suggest we

do between now and the time you come out with something.
Senator HEINZ. Now, that counts for what someone does with

line 5, and presumably they can get that information by going to
the W-2 Form that they have had or got for calendar year 1986;
and they find out how much their employer has withheld and they
put that in. But then, they have a little problem, which is that
they have got to figure out what it is they are going to put on line
4, which is the number of exemptions, the number of allowances,
that are being claimed.

If they put in effect what they withheld in 1986, and they put 0,
what happens if they put 0 on line 4?

Commissioner GIBBS. Zero, Senator, could cause a real problem
unless they have been claiming zero on line 4. Here is what I am
suggesting.

Senator HEINZ. So, there is a problem with that?
Commissioner GIBBS. That is correct.
Senator HEINZ. All right. Now, if they put a larger number than

zero-i, or 2, or 3, or 4-is there a chance that they could be very
substantially over-withheld, because don't lines 4 and 5 amount
to-or aren't they in a sense added together in a complex calcula-
tion and the result is the amount that you will be withheld on?

Commissioner GIBBS. Yes, Senator. Let me explain what I was
saying, though.

What I was saying is this. Many employees have an existing W-4
out there that they filled out a year or two years ago-some time
before the beginning of this year. When they filled out that W-4,
they filled in at least line 4 and possibly line 5. What I was at-
tempting to express was, if that is what they have done and with
the new tables that their employer began to apply to that old W-4
form beginning in January, the employee may well have found
that his take-home pay went up because the withholding went
down. This was simply because they took the old W-4, left it in
place, and the employer took the new withholding tables and ap-
plied it against the old W-4 form.

They may find that their take-home pay went up because their
withholding went down. I am suggesting that, if that is the case,
that in the interim what they may want to do to avoid under-with-
holding and therefore tax liability problems this time next year, is
to add back the amount that the withholding went down and their
take-home pay went up.
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Senator HEINZ. Is there any possibility that, if they did that, they
might find that they have less take-home pay this year than last
year?

Commissioner GIBBS. I don't believe so, Senator, for this
reason--

Senator HEINZ. Now, you have a lot of computers. You have been
up day and night, Saturdays and Sundays, as well as weekdays,
simulating all kinds of alternative approaches. You have made a
suggestion of a stop-gap measure until you get to some real an-
swers. Have you taken a look at the consequences to the taxpayers
of what you have suggested, because there are two consequences,
both of which are potentially bad if you achieve them.

One is for people to be under-withheld and find that they owe a
peat deal more money on April 15, 1988, when in fact they don't
have it. Most people tend to spend a little bit more than they earn,
anyway. The other alternative is for people to find that, in fact,
their paychecks are less, which will give them some sense of real
confidence in Government that when we say that we will reduce
their taxes, that we have done just the opposite. That is the kind of
confidence that we will build, that whatever Government says, it is
doing the opposite, whether it is simplifying or reducing taxes.

To what extent have you checked to see whether the decision
rule that you have suggested would result in either one or both of
those kinds of problems occurring?

Commissioner GIBBS. I will check it. I think what I am talking
about is simply a computational matter. Let me explain again what
has happened. When an employee has given the employer a W-4
with a number of exemptions in line 4, and that is simply on file,
and the employer comes to 1987, the employer uses the new tables
that we have sent and applies those new tables to whatever is on
that old W-4 Form. I am suggesting if that happens-where the new
tables are applied to the old W-4 Form with whatever is on that
form, and there is a lowering of withholding and take-home pay-
then if you just fill out a new W-4, add the same number of exemp-
tions that you had on the old W-4 and increase line 5 by the differ-
ence, then--

Senator HEINZ. How do you know -what that difference is?
Commissioner GIBBS. I think most people have a pretty good idea

of whether their take-home pay has gone up or down, and what the
magnitude of it is. Most people watch their pay close enough that
they know--

Senator PRYOR. Senator Heinz and I don't know right now
whether we are in that category or not. [Laughter.]

But I don't think it matters to Senator Heinz; it does to me.
[Laughter.]

Senator HEINZ. I think it matters no matter who you are.
I have two questions for you, Mr. Commissioner. The first is:

Why couldn't the Internal Revenue Service instruct employers to
withold the same dollar amount from their employees at least
until July 1 or until the new forms that you say you are hoping to
get out are out? And just forget the W-4 Forms for the next sever-
al months? Put them on ice.

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, that is an interesting suggestion. I
will be glad to take a look at it, but I think that the law in effect
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requires the employer to withhold on the basis of the information
that the employee puts on the W-4, and not what the government
tells the employer.

Senator HEINZ. It might be possible for us to make through July
1 or until such time as you provide a revised form for a substantial
set of taxpayers; we might be able to give employers that kind of
relief legislatively.

Commissioner GIBBS. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. I think we could get a concurrent resolution in-

troduced in the House and the Senate that would do that, a joint
resolution.

And if you and the President said, fine, we are for it, we could do
it very quickly.

Commissioner GIBBS. That is something I would like to think fur-
ther about because you may well have situations where employees
are in the fortunate circumstances, for whatever reason, of being
willing and able to--

Senator HEINZ. It will be known as the Pryor-Heinz bill because
it was prior Mr. Heinz's bill, but Mr. Pryor will at my request in-
troduce it.

[Laughter.]
Commissioner GIBBS. I would be glad to take that back, to take a

look at it, and to give you a response.
Senator HEINZ. A second alternative would be, rather than

having people do all of this, just use the E-Z 1040 and subtract the
tax liability that they would estimate in the E-Z 1040 by the appro-
priate number of pay periods, and then do something with that
number.

Commissioner GIBBS. Senator, this is one of the places where we
run into some computational complexity. If you have a family with
only one wage earner, or you have a single individual who has only
one job, then that will work. What we are finding-one of the com-
plexities that is causing us problems-are situations where you
have a family with two wage earners or someone holds two jobs be-
cause, when they fill out their 1040, they stack one income on top
of the other.

When each of them-when the husband and wife, for example-
fill out a Form W-4, or when the individual fills out Form W-4 for
separate jobs, the employer does not stack the income on top of one
another. Therefore, you can have a situation where, if that is what
you do, you can have substantial under-withholding. That is one of
the computational complexities that we are dealing with.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Commissioner, I thank you and Senator
Pryor. I have a meeting I have to go to, but I hope to return in
about 15 minutes. Thank you very much.

Commissioner GIBBS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Heinz. Mr. Commissioner,

how many W-4 Forms are there out there in the country right
now? How many did we print up?

Commissioner GIBBS. Just a minute. Let me check that.
Senator PRYOR. By the way, is the director of forms here this

morning?
Commissioner GIBBS. No, sir, he is back working on the simpli-

fied form.
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Senator PRYOR. By the way, we are going to put on in a moment
a message from the director of forms, I think.

Commissioner GIBBS. I do have an answer for that. You asked
how many had we printed up?

Senator PRYOR. How many W-4 Forms?
Commissioner GIBBS. We have printed approximately 300 million.
Senator PRYOR. How many?
Commissioner GIBBS. 300 million.
Senator PRYOR. 300 million W-4 Forms. They would go back and

forth to the moon, I imagine, with that many.
Anyway, my question is this. Now, I am serious, Mr. Commis-

sioner. Before 300 million W-4 Forms were printed up and sent out
all over this great land, how many average taxpayers did you let
look at it. I am not talking about CPAs, and I am not talking about
Internal Revenue Service employees. How many taxpayers got a
chance to test this W-4 Form?

Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, we did some testing of the
form.

Senator PRYOR. Some testing?
Commissioner GIBBS. Some testing-it was limited by the time

that we had available. We basically took the form to our service
centers, where we have many people who are not technicians; al-
though they are Internal Revenue Service employees, they are not
technicians at all in any way. And we tested the form in several of
our centers.

Senator PRYOR. With taxpayers?
Commissioner GIBBS. With taxpayers, asking them to fill them

in. Yes, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Without advice of the IRS employee there?
Commissioner GIBBS. Yes.
Senator PRYOR. Without advice of the Certified Public Account-

ants?
Commissioner GIBBS. Yes. Now, let me also say that with the

form that we are working on now, we have already taken versions
of the form and gone out to non-IRS taxpayers. We have also been
talking to a professional firm to give us advice with respect to the
user friendliness of the form, to see how people cope with it, and
that type of thing.

Senator PRYOR. Now, Mr. Commissioner, I want to ask this ques-
tion. How much do you think that a Certified Public Accountant or
a public accountant is going to charge the average taxpayer to help
and advise him in filling out the new W-4 Form? What do you
think the going rate is going to be? You have practiced before, and
you have a general idea about these matters.

Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, I honestly don't know. I
have never filled out tax returns in my practice, and I don't know
what the going rate is. I don't even know what to guess. I don't
know how much they are charging.

Senator PRYOR. One of them in New York-and I know in New
York they charge a lot more than they do in Arkansas, I assume-
but in New York, I talked to a Certified Public Accountant who
said that every time a taxpayer walked in there with a W-4 Form,
there was an automatic $500.00 fee attached. Do you think this is
average for our country?
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Commissioner GIBBS. I don't know. That sounds high, but I--
[Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. You know, the buzz word around here lately, Mr.
Commissioner, in 1987 is "competitiveness." Everybody is trying to
get on the competitiveness band wagon. And to be honest with you,
the business people and the wage earners and everyone else that I
have talked to lately about the W-4 say, we can't be competitive
because we are using our energies and resources just to figure a
way to fill out this form.

Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, can I respond to that?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GIBBS. We recognize that. One of the things that

we are doing, if it becomes necessary to leave the existing Form
W-4 in use, is working at the present time on attempting to devel-
op a software package for it. With it, you can simply call up
screens, answer questions, and have the software package do the
computations. We'll see if we can't come up with a way so that
people can cope with the problems that you have just been discuss-
ing.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Gibbs, I know that you have to go, and I am
going to make just one final statement. Then, if Senator Duren-
berger has a question or two, we will call on him. I know that he
and Senator Levin are going to speak in a moment.

This is my statement: The other day, I was having lunch with
some of my colleagues down in the Senate dining room, and one of
them said I see you are having a hearing on the W-4 Form, and I
said yes. Another colleague said I also understand you had an hour
meeting with Commissioner Gibbs, and I said yes. They said: Tell
us what kind of a person he is. I said, well, you know, I wanted him
to be a person who had horns; I wanted him to be someone that I
would feel very comfortable flailing away at and someone that I
could put on a dart board and throw darts at; but frankly, after my
meeting with Commissioner Gibbs, I said, I liked the man.

I further told my colleagues, I think truly if Commissioner Gibbs
had his way about it, he would do something about this form. He
would do it now, but the problem, I think, with Commissioner
Gibbs is that he is carrying a lot of baggage in the Internal Reve-
nue Service that won't let him do it. So, I want to encourage you,
that if you want to change this form, if you want to repeal this
form, if you want to go back to the old method, if you want to take
the mandate from the Senate Finance Committee, saying that this
form shall be no more complex than the previous system, you are
going to have the backing of not only the Congress but the Ameri-
can people.

In fact, someone said, well, is Commissioner Gibbs going to re-
tract or repent and do something dramatic in the hearing; and I
said, I doubt it. They said, Why not? I said, because if there is any
way that Commissioner Gibbs wants to repeal the W-4, go back to
another system, or a simpler method, he ought to let the President
of the United States make that announcement. I truly believe that,
because I think it would be a heck of a popular move for a Presi-
dent to make that announcement, that you don't have to fool with
this W-4 any more.
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Those are some personal observations I wanted to make, Mr.
Commissioner. And now, Senator Durenberger, you have just a
moment before this fleeing target goes over t6 the House of Repre-
sentatives.

Senator DURENBERGER. Now that you have held him up--
Commissioner GIBBS. Mr. Chairman, could I make just a conclud-

ing remark then, sir?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GIBBS. I appreciate your comments. I want you

and the American public to know that the W-4 problems that we
have been discussing this morning are of real concern to me per-
sonally and to my agency. I also want you to know that our goal is
the goal that frankly was spelled out in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee report-namely, to try to come up with a form that for
most, if not all, taxpayers will be accurate and will be simple.

I am finding, personally, no interference, not any baggage from
folks within the Internal Revenue Service, Mr. Chairman. What I
am finding is that those two goals are very, very difficult to accom-
plish, both accuracy and simplicity. But I can tell you this, and I
can tell the American public this: we are going to work until we
find a way to do it, and we are going to try to do it just as soon as
we possibly can. You have my word on it.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, I thank you. I would like to
say that the clock is running. We have very little time to deal with
this problem. There is a lot of pressure on the Congress. We, the
Congress-a great institution, I think-very seldom do we act, very
seldom; we react. We react as an institution, and that may be good
and it may be bad. But that is the way we operate.

If you don't act, we are going to act; and we are truly reacting to
what we have labelled as a "prairie fire" out there in this country
in a sense of true frustration. You have been a fine witness. I look
forward to working with you. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.

Commissioner GIBBS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. I would like to welcome at this time as our wit-

nesses Senator Durenberger and Senator Levin. Senator Duren-
berger is a member of this committee. He has been involved in this
whole effort, and Senator Levin has been involved also. We look
forward to their ideas. There has been some legislation that the
two Senators have introduced, and we look forward to discussing it
at this time.

I call on Senator Durenberger at this time.
[The prepared written statement of Commissioner Gibbs follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

LAWRENCE B. GIBBS

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE RETIREMENT PLANS

AND OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

FEBRUARY 6, 1987

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I AM HERE TODAY AT YOUR REQUEST TO DISCUSS IRS FORM W-4,

THE EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCE CERTIFICATE. IN MY

TESTIMONY AND ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS, I WILL COVER THE MAJOR

ISSUES INVOLVED IN CONSTRUCTING THE W-4 FORM AND RELATED

INFORMATION. I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO BRING YOU UP-TO-DATE WITH

RESPECT TO THE POSSIBILITY OF A SIMPLIFIED FORM AND

INSTRUCTIONS.

AS YOU ARE AWARE. MR. CHAIRMAN, I HAVE ANOTHER APPEARANCE

SCHEDULED ON CAPITOL HILL. THIS MORNING, AND SO 1 WILL NOT BE

ABLE TO STAY FOR THE BALANCE OF THIS HEARING. HOWEVER, IF YOU

HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS AFTER THIS HEARING, I WILL

BE PLEASED TO WORK WITH YOU ON THEM.
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THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986, WHICH WAS ENACTED IN OCTOBER OF

LAST YEAR, MADE SEVERAL CHANGES TO AFFECT WITHHOLDING. FIRST,

IT REQUIRED EVERY EMPLOYEE TO FILE A NEW FORM W-4 BY OCTOBER 1,

1987. SECOND, IT DIRECTED IRS TO MAKE WITHHOLDING MORE

ACCURATE. AND, THIRD, IT REQUIRED THAT THIS NEW W-4 FORM BE

DEVELOPED AND DISTRIBUTED ACCORDINGLY.

AS YOU KNOW, IN OUR TAX SYSTEM THERE IS A CONSTANT TENSION

BETWEEN FAIRNESS AND SIMPLICITY. IN THE "WORLD" OF

WITHHOLDING, THIS TRANSLATES TO A TENSION BETWEEN ACCURACY AND

SIMPLICITY. IN DEVELOPING THE TAX REFORM LEGISLATION, CONGRESS

AND THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE REALIZED THAT TAX REFORM

PRESENTED A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE MORE ACCURACY INTO

THE WITHHOLDING SYSTEM. WHILE NOT PERFECT IN EACH AND EVERY

CASE, OUR NEW FORM W-4 WAS REDESIGNED TO 03TAIN THE MOST

ACCURATE ANSWER FOR THE LARGEST POSSIBLE NUMBER OF TAXPAYERS

AMONG OVER 100 MILLION INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS. AT THE SAME TIME,

IT ALLOWED MOST TAXPAYERS TO COMPLETE ONLY A SMALL PART OF THE

FORM, AS MOST OF THEM HAD DONE IN THE PAST.

IT IS NOW CLEAR THAT IN OUR EFFORTS TOWARDS ACCURACY WE

HAVE PRODUCED A FORM WHICH HAS CAUSED CONCERN FOR SIGNIFICANT

NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS. VERY SIMPLY, THE LENGTH OF THE FORM

AND NUMBER OF COMPUTATIONS HAVE WORKED AGAINST OUR EFFORTS TO

ASSIST TAXPAYERS IN AN EARLY ADJUSTMENT OF THEIR WITHHOLDING
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FOR THE EFFECTS OF TAX REFORM. IF THIS IS THE RESULT, THEN OUR

EFFORTS TOWARDS ACCURACY ARE LESS PRODUCTIVE, AND IN THE LARGER

PICTURE WE RISK HAVING THE PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION OF TAX REFORM

NEGATIVELY AFFECTED.

W IERE Do WE GO FROM HERE?

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE HAVE HEARD YOUR CONCERNS, AS WELL AS THOSE

OF OTHERS IN THE CONGRESS, ON THIS ISSUE. WE HAVE ALSO HEARD

SECRETARY BAKER'S CONCERNS, AS WELL AS THOSE OF TAXPAYERS

THEMSELVES, MANY OF WHOM HAVE WRITTEN OR SPOKEN TO ME ABOUT THE

W-4. AS YOU AND I HAVE DISCUSSED, MR. CHAIRMAN, WE BOTH SHARE

THE BELIEF THAT IF THE CURRENT W-4 FORM IS NOT WORKING AS

INTENDED FOR MANY AMERICAN TAXPAYERS THEN THE SERVICE SHOULD

RESPOND WITH A SIMPLIFIED FORM.

FOR THAT REASON. I SENT OUR TECHNICIANS BACK TO THE DRAWING

BOARD ON THE INSTRUCTIONS AND RELATED MATERIALS ACCOMPANYING

THE FORM W-4. WE DO NOT EXPECT THE FORM ITSELF -- THE SMALL,

ONE-THIRD PAGE SIZE SHEET THAT IS GIVEN TO EMPLOYERS BY

EMPLOYEES -- TO CHANGE, BUT WE ARE WORKING ON WAYS TO SIMPLIFY

THE INSTRUCTION AND WORKSHEET INFORMATION WHILE MAINTAINING

SUFFICIENT LEVELS OF ACCURACY REGARDING TAX LIABILITY.

AS YOU KNOW FROM LAST YEAR'S TAX REFORM EFFORT, ADDITIONAL

SIMPLICITY IN THIS CASE NECESSARILY INVOLVES A TRADE-OFF FOR

ACCURACY. A SIMPLIFIED FORM WILL REQUIRE CERTAIN BROAD
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ASSUMPTIONS AND WILL CONSEQUENTLY LEAD TO A LESS PRECISE

CALCULATION. CURRENTLY, WE ARE REVIEWING ALTERNATIVES IN THIS

AREA TO TRY TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH SIMPLICITY CAN BE ACHIEVED

WITH ADEQUATE LEVELS OF ACCURACY.

WHILE I AM NOT IN A POSITION TO MAKE ANY ANNOUNCEMENTS OR

PROMISES AT THIS TIME, WE ARE COMMITTED TO COMPLETING OUR

REVIEW OF VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. IN THIS

EFFORT, I AGAIN PLEDGE THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO

INCLUDE YOU AND YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE IN THIS PROCESS.

I WILL BE GLAD TO RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. I want to begin by
commending you for holding this hearing so early in the year.

The three of us, Senator Levin, you and I, began our service here
together. We also began on the Governmental Affairs Committee
where normally we are used to this sort of thing-the bureaucra-
tization and the overwhelming paperwork. And when they say 300
million forms went out, only we believe it because we have seen it
before.

Now, in listening to your telling us how nice the Commissioner
was reminded me of how nice a person Bill Bolger was, the Post-
master General, when he proposed a nine-digit zip code. That is
when I came into the Senate. And here we are-we are no farther
ahead in the bureaucratization of this process.

Mr. Chairman, this entire situation, should never have arisen.
When we went through the Tax Reform Bill, we purposefully laid
out the admonition, if you will-or the advice-to the Commission-
er that you have thoughtfully put up there at your right rear; and
we had every expectation that it was going to be carried out.* I don't know how much clearer any of us could have been in our
direction to the Service. So, it strikes me that, despite the commit-
ment of the Commissioner and the good humor that he brings to
this whole effort, that somehow or other the IRS has just blatantly
ignored that directive. And they have gone out and devised a form
that is far more complex than the earlier W-4.

Quite frankly, I am amazed that IRS could be so indifferent to
the demands of Congress, to devise such a convoluted tax form that
only a well-paid tax accountant could interpret. We all know that
if the tables were turned and a citizen so flagrantly ignored a di-
rective from the IRS, that citizen would be subjected to reams of
computer generated mail, threatened with penalties, interest
charges, and assets seizures.

It is four pages in length. It is twice as long as the form it re-
placed and more complex than many actual 1040 income tax re-
turns. In order Zor many taxpayers to compute their withholding
allowances, they will have to apply a complex calculation and fill
in as many as 46 separate items of information. That is more than
twice as many calculations as required on the earlier form.

Mr. Chairman, even the IRS recognized the complexity of the
form when it released the form. The instructions for the form sug-
gest the taxpayers consult four separate IRS publications to make
sure their withholding is correct. For example, a taxpayer may
want to consult publication 919, which is entitled "Is My Withhold-
ing Current?," or the taxpayer may want to consult publication
505, which is entitled "Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax." The
situation, Mr. Chairman, is ridiculous.

What we in the Congress sought to achieve in tax reform was a
modicum of simplification. By devising this ridiculously complex
form, the IRS has breached the public's confidence and the promise
of tax reform. When we adopted the Tax Reform Bill, we raised the
amount of tax liability that taxpayers must have withheld from
wages from 80 percent to 90 percent.

Individuals who fail to meet the new withholding requirement
are subject to an interest penalty charge under Section 6654 of the
Internal. Revenue Code. Mr. Chairman, I have introduced legisla-
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tion, S. 350, along with Senators Danforth, Wallop, Armstrong, and
Roth, that would waive the penalty interest provisions of Section
6654 for those individual taxpayers whose estimated tax withhold-
ing payments satisfy at least the 80 percent test of prior law.

This waiver is temporary. It would only apply until April 15th of
1988, and it only applies to individuals, not-to corporations. I appre-
ciate the Commissioner's earlier apparent approval of the provi-
sions of that bill.

The failure of the IRS to develop a simple, straightforward W-4
Form makes it difficult, but not impossible, for most individual tax-
payers to comply with the 90 percent withholding requirement we
have outlined. I can assure you that millions of taxpayers will
make a good faith effort to fill out the Form W-4, only to find out
that, when the tax returns are due, they haven't met the 90 per-
cent requirement.

To subject these taxpayers to the penalty interest charges of Sec-
tion 6654 would just not be fair. So, for that reason, I introduced S.
350. It recognizes that taxpayers will inevitably make errors in cal-
culating their withholding only because the IRS bas not provided a
suitable form for calculating that withholding.

The 90 percent withholding requirement allows taxpayers little
margin for error. My legislation allows taxpayers greater leeway in
1987 to assess the appropriate amount to withhold without being
subject to the statutory penalties.

Once the taxpayers have had a chance to compare their 1987
withholding calculations with their final 1987 tax liability, they
will then be able to recompute their withholding in 1988 to meet
the 90 percent test.

In the meantime, IRS should make every effort to redesign the
current W-4, and you have given them every reason and every op-
portunity today, Mr. Chairman, to accomplish that while under
your watch.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would ask the
unanimous consent of the committee that a statement by our col-
league, Steve Symms, and the reference he makes here to his own
bill, S. 457, be included in the record following my testimony.

Senator PRYOR. Without objection, Mr. Symms statement will be
put in the appropriate part of the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Durenberger. Please don't

leave because I want you, Senator Durenberger, and Senator Levin
to see a very short moment-maybe just a minute or two-of the
film that the Internal Revenue Service has put out, a video tape.
They are sending this out across the country to advise taxpayers
how to fill out their W-4 Forms. It is truly a remarkable film, and I
hope that both of you will stay to see it.

As I mentioned earlier, I don't think either of you two were in
the hearing room at that time, but we have located only one of
these films. There are 20,000 copies going out. Only one of them
could be found in Arkansas, and there is a two-week wait for
people to get it. And I guess the presumption is that the person has
a VCR, and I don't know how many VCRs we have in our poor
little State-just a few, I imagine.
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Senator Levin, you have done some good work in this area. We
look forward to hearing your statement.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CARL LEVIN, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman and Senator Durenberger, I am de-
lighted to be here today to join you in trying to force an improve-
ment in this disastrous system. I don't know if I am going to wait
to see that film, Mr. Chairman, because I opposed the amount of
violence we have in our films.

If my hunch is right as to what is on this film, it may cause more
violence, and I usually like to avoid that.

Senator PRYOR. It may instigate a little violence; we will have to
see it.

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, the W-4 Form is a disaster. It is
complex; it is confusing. It is also, if I can suggest, misleading. It
leads people on in one area that it shouldn't, and I want to get to
that a little later on. I don't know that it has been addressed yet.

The tax system depends on voluntary compliance. It depends on
trust. And this W-4 Form is going to do severe damage to this tax
system, which is based on voluntary compliance. The first taste
that people have of the new Tax Reform Law is that W-4 Form;
and people are absolutely and understandably bewildered by how
anybody can say that this system is supposed to be simpler and
fairer when they first face a form such as we are inflicting on
them.

There are two parts to this bill that I have introduced. The first
part is similar to the bill that Senator Durenberger has introduced
and for the same reasons. The reasons for the provision that Sena-
tor Durenberger described to maintain the 20 percent margin of
error instead of reducing that margin of error to 10 percent are ob-
vious. We have a new, complex tax system, which has people as-
tounded and people dizzy.

It is exactly the wrong time to reduce the margin of error on
withholding. There couldn't be a worse time than right now to tell
folks that they are going to be penalized if they are off by just 10
percent instead of the usual 20 percent. I mean, if we had to go out
and select a moment to reduce that margin of error, this would be
exactly the wrong moment to do it. It is also the wrong moment
because we are now telling people: Wait, there is going to be a sim-
pler form. This delay is itself going to increase the under-withhold-
ing.

So, for all kinds of reasons, we ought to continue the 20 percent
margin of error instead of reducing it to 10 percent at this time. I
agree with Senator Durenberger and his bill. The only difference in
that regard between his bill and mine is that my bill will do it for
two years instead of the one, the reason being that we won't have
enough experience until March or April of next year when most
people fill out their 1987 tax returns to know how they should fill
out their next W-4 Form.

If they really fill it out in January or February of next year as
they are supposed to, they are not going to have the experience-
that is, most people won t-to know what is the correct W-4 for
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1988. Since most people fill out their returns in March and April, I
would suggest that we keep this 80 percent provision through the
1988 tax year and not just for 1987.

I don't know whether that is a major difference between the two
bills. I think it is important; but the basic point in the bill which
Senator Durenberger described and in my bill is, for heaven's sake,
keep the 80 percent provision now.

There is a second provision in my bill that I want to briefly men-
tion to the committee, and that has to do with the fact that em-
ployers are going to be overwhelmed with W-4 Forms, and they
may be slow in implementing the changes that have to be made in
withholding as a result. The sheer volume of W-4 Forms, which
many employers are going to face, particularly small business
people may result-.may result-in employers not being able to
make the adjustment in the usual period of time. which is typically
30 days.

If that happens, we could find that employees who have properly
and promptly filed their W-4 Forms with their employers still
being under-withheld through no fault of their own, but only be-
cause of the mass W-4 Forms which that employer has to contend
with. So, we would waive the penalty in the law for any employee
who has a promptly, properly filed W-4 Form but whose adjust-
ments are delayed by the employer, through no fault of that em-
ployee at all. So, that is the second point of this bill that I am in-
troducing.

Now, one quick comment, and then I will conclude.
There has been a lot said about the complexity of that form, and

I couldn't agree with it more. It is a disaster and a horror. People
are going to delay filling it out.

First of all, they don t want to pay people to help them; and we
have heard of folks charging others a lot of money to help them
with their W-4 Forms. No one should have to face that. The natu-
ral human instinct is to delay filing it. It is complex. Who wants to
face that thing?

The longer you delay, though, the greater the chance of under-
withholding and a penalty. So, the form through its complexity en-
courages delay. But it also through its actual wording may encour-
age delay, and I want to read that. This is where I think it is mis-
leading.

"When must I file the form?," which is in the instructions. It is
No. 2. "Give your employer a new W-4 Form as soon as possible."
That is good advice. "While the law requires you to file a new form
before October 1, 1987, you are urged to file early to avoid incorrect
withholding.'

Now, they are not told that if they obey the law and get it in by
October 1, they can still be penalized. This is a very important
point. We are telling people right there that the law says you have
got. to do it by October 1. We don't tell them clearly that, even if
they obey that October 1 deadline and get it in by then, they can
still be penalized.

As a matter of fact, the longer they delay towards October 1, the
greater the likelihood they will be penalized. We urge them to do it
early, but we don't tell them we are going to clobber you if you
don't do it early. Urging people to do it early is one thing. Telling
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them what happens if they don't do it early-which is that they
are likely to increase their chances of under-withholding and that
means a penalty-is a very different thing. And I believe it is nec-
essary if we are going to be straight-forward with folks.

So, I would suggest that when they simplify the form, they also
be straighter with people as to what happens if they don't get it in
as soon as possible and wait until September to get it in, which the
law allows them to do.

So, that is the change that I think they also ought to make to
make sure that they are not leading people on when they talk
about the October 1 deadline.

Mr. Chairman, let me commend you and Senator Durenberger.
You are attacking a major problem out there in all of our commu-
nities. You are doing it in your usual forthright ways and I com-
mend you for holding this hearing, and I thank you for giving me
the chance to testify.

Senator PRYOR. I want to thank you, Senator Levin and Senator
Durenberger, because I think the approaches that you are taking
in both pieces of legislation are proper, valid, and justified. And I
think the perception that both of you have is correct, that this is
not just a 1987 problem. This is a 1988 problem. It is a 1989 prob-
lem. When people see this W-4 Form, they are being led to believe
that if they do this it will be the end of it. It will be unpleasant,
but over. However, it is a continuing situation, until all of the tax
bill is figured in and takes effect.

I think both of the pieces of legislation that you have introduced
deserve merit and consideration. As we mentioned to the Commis-
sioner, unless he does something very soon, the Congress is going to
respond. We are going to react. We are going to react to this up-
heaval out in this country and what the people believe to be unfair.

Both of you have been very good witnesses this morning, and I
want to thank you for coming.

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just add one quick com-
ment?

Senator PRYOR. Certainly.
Senator LEVIN. And I think Senator Durenberger would agree.

Even if the IRS does simplify this form quickly and does avoid any
misleading suggestion in that form or lack of clarity as to what the
penalty is, even if you file on time, this legislation is needed. Even
if the IRS acts, I think Senator Durenberger would agree that
either his bill or my bill-and there is not much difference-t is
just a matter of whether the 20 percent is reduced to 10 percent
next year or the year after--

Senator DURENBERGER. That is correct.
Senator LEVIN. We need legislation even if the IRS acts.
Senator PRYOR. It is really beginning to concern me more and

more, though, when the IRS states here this morning that they are
about to simplify this form. I don't know if they know how to sim-
plify a form or not, and this deeply concerns me.

The other thing that worries me is that very few average taxpay-
ers had an opportunity to go through this new form and be tested
before the IRS mailed out 300 million of the W-4 Forms, creating
the present chaotic situation.
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If both of you would remain for just about two minutes, I think
we have just a two-minute segment of the IRS film. By the way,
don't punch it yet. The reason I have the film today is because this
is the film-20,000 copies-that are going out across the country-
and I thought that some of our colleagues might like to see how
the IRS is attempting to explain its own simplified W-4 Form. I
have seen it.

[Whereupon, at 10:05 a.m., a short segment of a film was shown
on the W-4 Form.]

Senator PRYOR. Now, you can see that if the CPAs don't all get
rich out of this thing, the Excedrin people will, because it is very
confusing. With all due respect to the Internal Revenue Service, I
don't think this film is going to help to clarify the confusion that
we are all dealing with right now.

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, when he said, "'Now take that
number on line 'n' and . . ." I can just see the average viewer out
there finishing that sentence--[Laughter.]

It won't be finished in the same way he finished that sentence.
[Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. I got the subtlety of that statement. I don't know
if everyone else did. [Laughter.]

We thank you, Senator Levin and Senator Durenberger. By the
way, I would love to invite both of you to hear our panel. We have
a panel of three good witnesses, and we would love to have both of
you participate with us, if you would like to stay.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. We have now Mr. John Motley, Mr. Mikel Wood,

and Mr. Al Golato. Mr. John Motley is Director of Federal Legisla-
tion, National Federation of Independent Businesses; Mr. Mikel
Wood is a Certified Public Accountant of North Little Rock, Arkan-
sas; and Mr. Al Golato is Public Affairs Director of H&R Block and
Company. We are deeply appreciative of the three of you coming
this morning. We look forward to what you have to say. We under-
stand you have a short opening statement for the record. We would
invite you to proceed formally or informally; and I think that all
three of you gentlemen have heard the testimony this morning pre-
viously given by Mr. Gibbs and also by Senator Durenberger and
Senator Levin.

We certainly look forward-to your statements today and hopeful-
ly you can help us in offering some constructive solutions to the
problems that we face. Mr. Motley?

[The prepared written statement of Senator Levin follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR CARL LEVIN BEFORE THE FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE

SERVICE WITH RESPECT TO W-4 WITHHOLDING FORMS

February 6, 1987

Mr. Chairman:

I want to thank the Subcommittee for offering me this

opportunity to testify regarding the new W-4 withholding

forms in general, and, in particular, on legislation -- S.

388 -- which I have introduced to deal with some problems

that are likely to arise in relation to the new W-4 forms.

The requirement that all employees file new W-4

withholding forms will, for many taxpayers, be their first

actual taste of the new tax reform law. Many are already

asking in bewilderment how the new four-page form is simpler

than the previous two-page form. Moreover, many two-wage-

earner couples who were assured that tax reform would reduce

the. "marriage penalty tax" may be surprised when preparing

their W-4 forms to find out that a marriage penalty tax

still exists and is going to either reduce the size of their

tax cut or actually give-them a tax increase.
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I am encouraged by Secretary of the Treasury Baker's

remarks that he will ask the IRS to look into redesigning

the form, and I am encouraged by reports that the IRS is

considering various options. However, I am concerned that

there is yet no committment to have it redesigned promptly.

I urge the Secretary of the Treasury to direct that the IRS

take steps immediately to simplify the new W-4 form. The

longer the delay in taking action THIS year, the greater the

risk that many taxpayers will -- out of frustration and

confusion -- take no action to revise their withholding

status, thereby increasing the probability that many will be

substantially underwithheld and, as a result, be hit with

penalties.

However, even if the new W-4 forms are simplified and

clarified, other problems will arise in relation to them

which the Congress should take action NOW to anticipate and

mitigate. It will be far better -- from the perspective of

both the well-being of the taxpayer and respect for the tax

code -- if the Congress acts with calm deliberation this

year to address and avoid those problems instead of acting

with the frenzy of a bucket brigade next year.

I introduced S. 388 with this in mind. This

legislation has two basic parts.
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First, under the new tax reform law there is a need for

taxpayers to reconsider the number of exemptions claimed, in

part because the value of each exemption has almost doubled.

What concerns me, in the first instance, is the following

situation: A taxpayer acts conscientiously in filing a new

W-4 form and requests a change in the number of

exemptions.. .BUT because the employer is overwhelmed by the

sheer volume of W-4 forms that results from the requirement

that all employees file new W-4 forms, the employer does not

act in a timely fashion to make the requested adjustments.

The end result may be that employees may be substantially

underwithheld through no fault of their own, and may end up

owing a large lump sum paymant to the IRS on their '87

returns.. .AND even penalties on top of that.

I have contacted staff with the IRS and representatives

of small business in my state of Michigan. Although I have

been told that most small businesses would probably be able

to process the forms in a timely fashion, there was a

recognition that problems may arise in some firms.

Whereas, in one respect we could take comfort in

knowing that this would only be a problem in a minority of

-cases, I am concerned about those instances in which it does

happen. flow many of us will want to tell constituents who
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have been penalized through no fault of their own that we

knew that this kind of injustice could arise with respect to

the W-4 form, but we didn't think it would happen frequently

enough to address in advance?

I was informed that if taxpayers saw that their

employers were not making the withholding adjustments in a

timely fashion, they could file estimated taxes ir order to

assure that they were adequately withheld. But, it is not a

practical approach for constituents who are already confused

by the new W-4 form to be told, "Don't worry if your boss

doesn't act on your W-4, you can always file estimated

taxes."

Finally, while the current law provides that a penalty

for underwithholding can be waived if "the Secretary

determines...the imposition of such addition to tax would be

against equity and good conscience," that is not an adequate

safeguard. How is it in the spirit of tax simplification to

tell taxpayers that they -- or their lawyers -- may-be able

to make a case that they should be given a waiver under the

general waiver provision?

The legislation I have proposed would eliminate any

penalty on an employee for underwithholding when that
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5.

employee properly filed a W-4 form that would have prevented

substantial underwithholding had the employer adjusted the

employee's exemptions on the withholding schedule in the

time period required by law, which is approximately 30 days.

This legislation would be in effect for 1987 and 1988, the

two years in which it is envisioned that all employees would

have to file new W-4 forms.

The second section of the legislation I have introduced

would protect taxpayers from being unfairly penalized as a

result of how they fill out their W-4 form. Under the new

tax-reform law, the margin of error permitted when taxpayers

are underwithheld has been decreased. Previously, taxpayers

were subject to a penalty if less than 80% of what they owed

in a current taxable year was withheld during that year.

The tax reform law raised that figure from 80% to 90%. In

other words, the margin of allowable error has been reduced

from 20% to 10%.

Although this might have made sense as a measure to

improve taxpayer compliance if the tax code were otherwise

relatively unchanged, increasing the required technical

precision on the W-4 form for withholding at a time when

there are massive changes in the tax code -- and uncertainty

about the taxpayers' understanding of it -- is downright
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unfair. In 1987 and 1988, such changes -- both in the rates

and in the deductions -- are under way. We have to keep in

mind that although members of the Congress may know what's

deductible in 1987 compared with 1986 and what's deductible

in 1988 compared to 1987, the general taxpayer must be far

more uncertain.

Also, many taxpayers filing new W-4 forms in January

and February of 1988 won't yet have the full benefit of the

experience resulting from the filing of the W-4 form in

1987. Many will not yet have filled out their 1987 tax

returns and will be unaware whether their assumptions in

filing out the W-4 form in 1987 have led to substantial

underwithholding. They would know this by April of 1988,

but that would be several months after they should have

filed their new W-4 forms for 1988 -- a classic Catch-22

situation.

There are added reasons for retaining the 80% figure

for 1987. Many employers are not making withholding changes

until February of 1987 at the earliest. As a result, many

taxpayers have been underwithheld for January. Many

employees will not file W-4 forms in February, or March, or

April, either. They are confused by the form, have heard

that there is an October 1 deadline, and, thus, will
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naturally delay. All of this -- on top of the

underwithholding that may result from taxpayers' difficulty

in adjusting to the substance of the changes in the tax law

and the new W-4 forms -- may be enough to lead to

substantial underwithholding and a penalty. Moreover, if

taxpayers wait to file W-4 forms this year until "new and

improved" forms become available, then the chances for

substantial underwithholding through no real fault of their

own are further increased.

In a very real sense, it seems that the new tax law is

narrowing the bull's-eye at the same time that it is itself

shaking the target. Those who favored the tax reform bill

last year talked of the bond of trust that it was intended

to engender between the taxpayer and the government. But I

am concerned that the requirement for greater technical

precision in withholding at the same time that taxpayers are

so uncertain about the provisions of the new law -- and how

those provisions are likely to affect them -- will create

cynicism and not trust, anger and not goodwill.

Now, it is true that under the tax-reform law taxpayers

may avoid the penalty for underwithholding if the amount

withheld in the current year is 100% of the taxes owed in

the previous year, even if the amount withheld in the

71-781 - 87 - 3
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current year is less than 90% of what turns out to be owing

in taxes in the current year. The difficulty, however, is

that we are told that most taxpayers will receive a tax cut

in the current year as compared to last year. If so, it

only logically follows that many taxpayers in the current

year will have withheld less than 100% of what they owed in

taxes last year. Therefore, looking to the relationship

between the amount withheld in taxes in the current year

compared to the amount paid in taxes last year is not an

adequate safeguard against taxpayers' being unfairly

penalized.

The legislation I have introduced would retain the 80%

withholding standard for 1987 and 1988, the years durin,-

which there is likely to be the greatest uncertainty about

the tax reform bill. As such, it is not at all inconsistent

with the basic thrust of the tax reform bill of improving

taxpayer compliance. It seeks to assure, however, that what

we gain in compliance is not at the cost of common sense and

common fairness.

And speaking of common fairness, I urge the IRS when it

revises the W-4 form to end using language that amounts to

deceptively lulling taxpayers into a false sense of

security. The form states on page 1 that the law requires
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employees to file new W-4 forms by October 1. It also

states that employees should file the new W-4 form "as soon

as possible" in order to avoid "incorrect withholding."

What it should state clearly and upfront is that waiting

until October 1 will increase the chances that the employee

will be hit with a $500 penalty for underwitholding. The

form should also explicitly state that the 80% withholding

requirement (or 90% if the current law stands) applies

regardless of when employees file their W-4 forms. Filing

by October I doesn't avoid penalties for underwithholding.

It only avoids having taxpayers' exemptions on their

withholding forms reduced to two or one, depending on their

marital status. If the October 1 date is not going to be

changed, it is essential that taxpayers be clearly warned

that waiting until that date may mean a $500 penalty for

them on top of a big lump-sum payment with their '87 return

as a result of their being substantially underwithheld.

In summary, the current form is not only confusing, it

is misleading. It must be promptly changea in both

respects, whether or not legislation we are proposing

passes.

That legislation will have some impact on revenues and

I have asked the Joint Committee on Taxation for an official
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estimate. We must be mindful of the revenue impact and,

therefore, the deficit impact of the legislation we propose.

However, it should be clear at the outset that a Congress

which granted billions of dollars of special relief and

special privileges to specific businesses as part of last

year's tax bill simply must now find the money to provide

relief to the general taxpayer who might otherwise be

penalized through no real fault of their own.

Mr. Chairman, it is no secret that I have many doubts

about the wisdom of many aspects of the new tax reform law

and that I voted against both the Senate version and the

final conference report. It would not surprise me if during

the next few years there are calls for major changes in it.

However, at a minimum we should try first off to ensure that

taxpayers' initial encounter with it not result in their

being penalized when they have made a good faith effort to

comply. The spirit of fairness which tax reform strove to

embody requires nothing less.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MOTLEY, DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL LEGIS-
LATION, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSI-
NESSES; AND ABE SCHNEIDER, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTA-
TIVE FGIt TAXES, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MoTLEY. Thank you, Senator Pryor. On behalf of NFIB's

more than 500,000 small business members across the country, I
would like to thank you for the opportunity of testifying here
today. Before summarizing my statement for you, I first of all
would like to congratulate you and Senator Grassley for introduc-
ing your Taxpayer's Bill of Rights.

I think you are probably aware that IRS is not necessarily the
most favored agency of most small business owners across this
country, and we look forward to working with you on that bill as
you proceed with it through this Congress. I think you are also well
aware that NFIB supported tax reform and the actions of the
Senate Finance Committee during the last Congress from the be-
ginning.

Our members were very interested in seeing the Tax Code re-
formed for many reasons, but one of the primary reasons was be-
cause they wanted to see a good deal more simplicity in the Code.
What they found out, and what we all found out rather quickly
was that simplicity immediately clashed with fairness and, as
usual, simplicity lost.

While we were very, very concerned about what was happening
in the writing of the tax bill, I think we all had a great deal of
trepidation because we realized that the real proof was going to ac-
tually be in the issuing of the IRS regulations that implemented
tax reform.

And I might say here that IRS was certainly not slow to disap-
point us. The first new form, the W-4 Form withholding form, that
has been issued to implement tax reform was certainly a blockbust-
er. In fact, it probably knocked the cause of simplicity back at least
a decade.

I am really not here today to testify on the particulars of the W-4
Form and the complexities of the form. Two gentlemen who are ap-
pearing with me can probably do that much better than I can; but
what I would like to stress to the committee is the strain on the
employer-employee relationship that this form seems to be causing
across the country.

From the letters and telephone calls that we have received at
NFIB, employers seem to have two major concerns. First of all,
they are concerned about a loss of on-the-job productivity and also
of the resources that they have to use to overcome some of the con-
cerns of their employees.

Second, they are also concerned about guilt or blame by associa-
tion with this new W4 Form. Let me explain those two for a
second if I can.

First of all, it is readily acknowledged by everybody that this
form is tremendously complex and difficult to fill out. It is time
consuming and it is frustrating for most employees. Many employ-
ees turn to their employers for help in this situation. So, what you
have is a situation where employees are actually taking time out of
work to get the help that they need to fill out the form to give it to
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their employers. Many employers-ones that have called us-have
volunteered the use of their accountants or their in-house tax staffs
to help their employees fill out this form. is a loss to the employer
in running his business.

The other thing that they seem to be extremely concerned about
is if this situation worsens, if any of their employees actually get
penalized for filling out these forms improperly, that there will be
blame by association because there is no way you can deny that the
employer is definitely connected with the filling out and the filing
of W4 Forms.

The irony of all of this, which I think you probably realize very
well since you supported it, is that the Senate, in our estimation,
had a chance to do something about it during tax reform. Senator
Sasser offered an amendment on the Senate floor, which was
adopted, but you actually lost in conference, bringing IRS under
the Regulatory Flexibility Act. IRS has traditionally opposed being
included under the Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act and
also in complying in the Paperwork Reduction Act.

NFIB believes that compliance with both of these statutes would
mean avoiding problems like the W4 Form anl the infamous auto
log flap of last year.

Let me conclude my statement by simply urging two things.
Number one, that you and your committee closely monitor the issu-
ing of any new regulations to implement the Tax Reform Act of
last year for their impact on smaller businesses. Small business
people, especially those who operate at the margin, simply cannot
afford the hidden costs that are involved in compliance and the fill-
ing out and the paperwork with some of these forms.

In addition, I would like to suggest that the committee might
like to review once again tb' exemption that the IRS has to the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. IL is the only Federal agency which is
exempt, and also its compliance record with the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act. It is our contention that, if the IRS had complied with
both, we believe that these hearings and the flap last year over
contemporaneous auto logs would not have occurred; and these
hearings would not be necessary today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Motley: I appreciate your coming here today,

and we respect very much the NFIB and the positions that you
take, representing small business people all over America. We are
very indebted to you for your statement today. We may have some
questions in just a moment.

Mr. MoLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Now, we want to hear from the front line. We

want to hear from someone who has been out there in the trenches
and the foxholes with the taxpayers of North Little Rock, Arkan-
sas, in the central part of our State. In fact, one of the first times
that I ever heard of the new W-4 Form and what was actually hap-
pening and what it really looked like was from a young Certified
Public Accountant in North Little Rock, Arkansas, who has trav-
eled here for this hearing today, Mr. Mikel Wood. This is Mikel's
first time, by the way, in Washington, L.C. He is not only a CPA;
he is a former auditor with the Internal Revenue Service.
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So, Mikel, we look forward to your statements and your construc-
tive suggestions as to how we might proceed.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Motley follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is John Motley, and I am the Director of

Federal Governmental Relations for the National Federation of

Independent Business(NFIB). On behalf of the half million small

business owners who are NFIB members, I wish to thank you for

allowing me to appear before you today to discuss the issue of the

new W-4 withholding form.

At the outset let me say that NFIB strongly supported this

committee's efforts to reform the Internal Revenue Code, and we

supported the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA). The tax reform efforts

in the 99th Congress were led off by President Reagan and his

introduction of the President's Tax Proposals to the Congress for
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Fairness, Growth, and Simplicity. As we all know, it did not take

very long for the debate to lose sight of the simplicity part of the

bill. In fact simplicity disappeared entirely in the ensuing debate

over fairness.

A former member of the Ways and Means Committee was once quoted

as saying that equity and simplicity in the tax code were mortal

enemies. These words appear to be very prophetic for, as we are

beginning to see, the TRA resulted in very little tax simplification.

As representatives of small business, NFIB was very concerned

over the issue of simplicity as a feature in any tax reform

legislation. During the tax reform debate, we took every

opportunity to point out both to the members of the committee and to

the staff alternative approaches which could help small business by

simplifying the statutes. Some of these suggestions were partially

included in the committee's efforts, but not enough emphasis was

placed on the simplicity aspect of this bill. However, we all

realized that the real litmus test of tax reform ultimately would

come when the IRS began to issue the new forms and regulations

associated with tax reform.

As a result of IRS introducing this new W-4 form as the first

new form issued after enactment of tax reform, the IRS has driven
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the efforts at simplification of our tax code back to the one-yard

line. Considering that this form should be among the simplest that

IRS will issue as a result of tax reform, the mind boggles as to

what they will do with the more complex forms.

The new exemption withholding form was mandated in the TRA. At

the time the committee members and staff reasoned that with the

dramatic changes in tax rates and exemptions, all taxpayers would

suffer drastic shifts in their tax liabilities. Therefore, the TRA

required IRS to issue a new W-4 withholding exemption form and

required all taxpayers to submit the new form to their employers by

October 1, 1987.

An additional incentive for making sure that an individual's

withholdings are correct was provided by narrowing the safe harbor

used to determine if an individual was under-or over-withheld.

Formerly if an individual's withholdings equaled at least 80% of

this tax liability, no penalty would be assessed. In the TRA, this

figure was increased to 90. This is a pretty narrow margin for

error, therefore new withholding forms were deemed a reasonable

procedure.

The IRS had an additional incentive for ensuring that all

employees readjusted their withholding forms. The IRS is very
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embarrassed by excessive overwithholding, which results in many

American taxpayers using the IRS as a bank. dowtver, the IRS

discounts the average citizen's absolute fear of the IRS. Any

accountant will tell you that a client prefers to be overwithheld

than to have to pay additional taxes at year's end. W" may consider

this attitude unsophistocated, but this is the preval.ent attitude.

Small business became aware of the new form when the IRS began

mailing copies of the forms to all employers at the end of 1986.

T.ae IRS informed employers of the requirement that all employees

refile W-4's before October 1 of this year. However, when employees

began to try to fill out the form, the problems began.

I am not going to dwell on the complexity of filling out the

form as that has been dealt with sufficiently by previous

statements. Clearly, though, the real failure of the new tax form

was that the IRS was trying to get people to think about 1987 taxes

when everyone else just began thinking about 1986 taxes.

We would all be amazed, but the average worker will not focus on

or care about what tax reform does to him until he has to file his

taxes in April, 1988 for the 1987 tax year. Employees who were

being asked to file the new W-4's found themselves being asked a

series of questions dealing with the new tax law that they were ill
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prepared to answer. What was also unclear from the instructions is

that estimates are acceptable.

An employer's relationship with his employees is always one

fraught with land mines. Suddenly, employers are being thrust into

the role of IRS enforcers, having to threaten their employees to

ensure that they file these new W-4 forms. Failure to file a new

W-4 will result in an IRS penalty or in excessive withholding.

Many employers are forced to spend large chunks of work time

providing individual guidance to employees filling out these forms.

Many even assumed the expense of placing their company accountants

or accounting staffs at the employees' disposal for assistance.

The new forms are overly complex in their presentation of

necessary information, and the forms appear to be designed to

achieve maximum shock effect. For example, step 3, which implores

an individual to use the worksheet and claim all of the exemptions

he is entitled to, finishes with a warning of a $500 penalty for

being underwithheld and warns of criminal penalties for supplying

false information.

It is our opinion that the IRS form is a failure. It is overly

complex in its presentation. It requires an employee to proceed
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through a series of calculations and tables designed to come up with

a number approximating the number of withholding exemptions for an

employee. However, for anyone who has bothered to go through the

form, the results do not translate into any tangible number which

makes sense, because the instructions do not provide the basic

information necessary to understand how much an exemption is worth.

I
Small employers are concerned that erroneous W-4 forms may come

back to haunt employees later, and the employer may ultimately be

blamed for not withholding enough. Obviously this tension places a

new responsibility on the employer for ensuring that employees

understand these new forms. This is not an employer's job.

It is ridiculous to impose the new underwithholding penalties in

the first year of such a massive shift in tax liabilities. Congress

should provide a one-or two-year grace period from these penalties

to allow time for employees to adjust their withholdings, which

undoubtedly will be necessary after they file their first tax

returns under tax reform.

During the Senate's debate on tax reform, an amendment was

accepted to require the IRS to conform to the provisions of the

Regulatory Flexibility Act. The amendment was introduced by Senator

Sasser and was passed by the Senate, only to die in conference due

71-781 - 87 - 4
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to staff misconceptions of the impact of this bill. At the time of

the debate on this amendment, I recall several Senators complaining,

on behalf of the IRS, that the amendment was simply an attempt at

IRS bashing.

In fact the Regulatory Flexibility Act is on the books now and

is being complied with by virtually every agency but the IRS. The

basic tenet of the Act is to require an agency, when promulgating a

regulation, to perform an analysis to determine if the proposed

regulation will impact on the small business community in a

disproportionate manner.

If a disproportionate effect on small business is determined,

the agency is authorized to develop a reasonable alternative to

obtain the same information.

Small business advocates strongly support IRS compliance with

this act because IRS rules affect virtually all small businesses and

are the most burdensome rules a small business faces.

Is it too much to ask the IRS, when drafting a rule, to

determine whether their information demands are unreasonable for a

small firm? The IRS has fought against implementation of this Act

and is in questionable compliance with the provisions of the
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Paperwork Reduction Act. But the agency continues to impose

recordkeeping rules and paperwork requirements on small firms which

are repetitive, unnecessary, too complex, and too costly for a small

firm to comply with.

If the IRS were complying with the Regulatory Flexibility Act

and the Paperwork Reduction Act, forms of this kind would not be

issued because an internal warning system would be activated when a

form of this kind were proposed. Nor could regulations which are

patently absurd, like the auto log rules of last year, find their

way into the Federal Register.

The IRS must realize that when it costs more to calculate tax

liability than to pay the actual tax, compliance and confidence in

the tax system are eroded. Small employers are especially sensitive

to complexity in the tax law and to the constant changes that the

tax law brings.

0263T
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STATEMENT OF MIKE D. WOOD. CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT, G. I. MASSEY & CO., P.A., NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR

Mr. WOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to be
here. There is no doubt that the W-4 is far too complicated for
most taxpayers to fill out. There are a few lines that anyone can,
but then there are about half of them that tax myself and my co-
horts. I have had statements ranging from "Why don't I just send
the Government my paycheck and let them send me back what I
ought to have?" to "I am go ng to put zero down; I don't care."

They also call me and say, "What do I put down? How many?"
They think I have got some magic, you know, that I can just tell
them right then. Not many of my clients can go down the form and
say what an adjustment to income is. They don't know if they are
going to get an IRA deduction or not. They don't know what"qualified investment" and "business losses" are. They don't know
how to compute their child care credit.

For the most part, they are just saying, "I quit." You know, "I
am going to put down zero; if it works fine, and if it doesn't fine."
Probably if we could have gotten a commitment out of the Commis-
sioner on the $500.00 penalty, I would go back and suggest to my
clients that they have at least as much tax withheld as prior year's
liability; but he hedged a bit on that, and I don't think we can
safely say that that $500.00 penalty is not going to be applied if we
use that method. That is about the only solution that I have come
up with.

Senator PRYOR. Is your practice primarily small business and in-
dividual taxpayers?

Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir. We do approximately 400 individual--
[Whereupon, at 10:20 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator PRYOR. Thank you for your patience. I have just been
given this little candle, and I was about to light it, but I don't
think we will need it now. But thank you for your patience, espe-
cially to our panel. Mr. Wood was in the middle of his statement, I
believe, or maybe we were in the questioning period.

Mr. WOOD. Close to the end.
Senator PRYOR. All right.
Mr. WOOD. I guess the bottom line is that all of the instruction

booklets mentioned in the W-4 instructions are in excess of 70
pages. The taxpayer is not going to spend the time to get them.
They are not going to call the toll-free number because the line is
always busy. They are not going to go get them, and then they are
certainly not going to read them. I don't think the American tax-
payer ought to have to pay an accountant to figure out how much
should be withheld from their paychecks.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Wood, when the typical taxpayer walks into
your office-and once again, we say that you are from the trenches
and from the front lines-is the W-4 Form the first issue that they
bring up with you? Or is it among the first?

Mr. WOOD. That probably depends on whether they think they
are getting a refund this year or not. If they think they are getting
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a refund, we go ahead and talk about the current year's informa-
tion. And if they think they are not, then we get to the W-4 first.

Senator PRYOR. What about telephone calls into your office on
the W-4?

Mr. WooD. Probably I have had 100 at least so far on it. I am
sure the employers of these clients have had a like amount.

Senator PRYOR. Do you find a lot of uncertainty out there among
taxpayers as to whether we are going to continue with the W-4 or
discontinue it?

Mr. WOOD. Right now, the ones I have dealt with are approach-
ing it as if it is here to stay. They are griping, you know. "Can't
you do anything about that? What do I pay you for?" and that kind
of thing.

Senator PRYOR. By the way, are they mad at their Senator?
Mr. WooD. They preach a little bit every now and then. That

wasn't one of my clients that went blind and 65 on line (a), was it?
[Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. What about the penalty provision, Mr. Wood? Do
they bring this up?

Mr. WOOD. The estimated tax calculation doesn't worry them too
much, but the $500.00 that is sitting over there in the instructions
concerns most of them. And I am sure that if I fill out their W-4
Form for them and that $500.00 penalty got applied, they are going
to pass it on to me.

Mr. Golato of H&R Block, we look forward to your statement,
and I think you may have some solutions for us. We will just say it:
We are saving the best for last because now we are ready for some
solutions.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Wood follows:]
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Testimony of
Mike D. Wood

Subcommittee on Private Retirement
Plans and I.R.S. Oversight

February 6, 1987

Senator Pryor, I appreciate the opportunity to give my
opinion of the complicated Form W-4 worksheet.

After working through a couple of examples, I found that the
worksheet which accompanies the W-4 Form, works properly as far
as computing the number of withholding allowances necessary to
have ninety percent of one's tax liability withheld, if the
estimate of income and expenses are fairly accurate. However,
the average American taxpayer does not have sufficient knowledge
of our tax laws to properly complete the worksheet. The ones who
are knowledgable about our tax system probably don't have the
patience to fill it out.

On more than one occasion I have heard my clients say, "I am
just going to put down zero allowances", or "I am giving my
paycheck to the government and let them send me back what they
want me to have".

Going down the worksheet line by line, my observations are
as follows:

Lines A through E - straight forward, most taxpayers can
fill out these lines with no problems. Almost everyone knows how
many dependents they have and, if they can be claimed as a
dependent on someone else's tax return.

Line F - Adjustments to Income - the instructions for the
worksheet say to enter the total of:

1) qualified reimbursed employee business expenses,
2) qualified alimony payments made,
3) deductible business and investment losses,
4) penalty on early withdrawal of savings,
5) qualified contributions to an IRA account or Keogh Plan.
Most people would have no problem with two and four, but

would be fairly uncertain of how to compute one, three, and five.
Number five is especially complicated for most taxpayers. The
people I have heard discussing their IRA situation either think
that no one will be allowed an IRA deduction or that they are
entitled to a deduction when in reality they are not. They do
not understand the phase out of the deduction due to the adjusted
gross income limits and coverage by an employer's pension plan.
The instructions say to get Publication 590 for details. Most
people are not going to get a publication and spend the time
required to understand it.

To get an Internal Revenue Service publication, you have to
go to an IRS office and pick one up or if there is not a local
office, you must call a toll free number to order it. Some of my
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clients have, on occasion, tried to call the toll free number
with little success. The line is busy every time they call. So
even if a person is willing to invest the time to understand the
tax laws, the taxpayer service system usually frustrates them so
much that they give up.

Line 0 - Itemized Deductions - Part of this section is
simple enough for laymen to understand, but how many people know
what qualified investment interest is? How many taxpayers can
accurately compute a casualty loss of their miscellaneous
itemized deductions foo 1987? The instructions call for
Publication 553 to fully understand what miscellaneous itemized
deductions are, and that only the amount of these which exceed 2%
of adjusted gross income are deductible.

Again, most people are not going to go to an IRS office to
pick these publications up and they probably will give up trying
to order these publications after the third time they get a busy
signal on the IRS toll free lines. Even if they are persistent
and get the necessary publications, filling out the W-4 becomes a
start and stop kind of chore with a "now where was I?" frame of
mind accompanying each new start.

Line J - Allowances for 65 or over, and/or blind - It takes
a considerable amount of time to decide which amount to add if
this section is applicable, but It is not overly complicated.
Many people will not try to figure this line out because, at this
point, they are intimidated and overwhelmed by the worksheet.

Line K - Estimated Tax Credits - Child care credit, earned
income credit, and business credit carryforwards, are the main
items involved here. I think the average taxpayer would have a
great deal of difficulty in computing any of these.

Line R - Working spouse? More than one job? - In reality
filling in this line is not difficult, but it does require time
and concentration on doing this step by step. Table A is a
little confusing. It would probably test the patience of the
average American taxpayer.

If line U is zero or less, then you must go back to the
Instructions and go through a six line formula to come up with a
dollar amount of additional tax to be withheld even though zero
allowances are claimed.

I have given some thought to trying to find an easier way of
coming up with the necessary number of withholding allowances. I
came up with a solution, but there are potential problems with
code section 6682.

Code Section 6682 applies a $500 fine to anyone who files a
Form W-4 that results in less tax being withheld than is properly
allowable, if there is not reasonable basis for the way the Form
W-4 is filled out. Reasonable basis is not defined.

In the absence of Code Section 6682, having as much tax
withheld as one's 1986 total tax liability would be my
suggestion. In other words, arrive at the necessary dollars to
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be withheld and back into the number of withholding allowances to
put on Form W-4 by reading the appropriate withholding tables.
This method would not be very accurate for someone whose income
fluctuated significantly between 1986 and 1987. Working spouses
would have to be sure that they had sufficient withholding
between the two of them.

My overall opinion of the Form W-4 workaheet, is that it is
much too complicated for most taxpayers to complete. They should
not be expected to get the necessary publications and study them
to get the knowledge necessary to fill this form out.

Even foe accountants to fill them out properly, the
estimates of income and expenses must be fairly accurate. Many
of my clients want me to fill out their W-4 for them. I am
reluctant to fill them out, because to estimate within ninety
percent of one's tax liability Is difficult. Even though it Is
ar estimate, I foresee many problems with estimated tax penalties
and the blame for them being passed on to the accountants. The
$500 fine, under Section 6682, would probably also be passed on
to the accountant if it were applied. It would only take a few
of the $500 penalties to make me look for another profession.
Even if I enjoyed filling out these worksheets, the American
taxpayers should not have to pay an accountant to figure how much
to withhold from their paychecks.
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STATEMENT OF AL GOLATO, CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS, H&R BLOCK, INC., WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. GoLATo. I don't know if we have any solutions, but thank
you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am Al James Golato, the Corpo-
rate Director of Public Affairs for H&R Block. I appreciate the in-
vitation to present testimony for your committee's consideration
about this form.

I doubt whether I can add anything new to what has already
been said, but I think it is important for you and the record to
show that my comments are coming from this type of an organiza-
tion, representing this many people.

H&R Block, which is headquartered in Kansas City, MO, is the
nation's largest income tax preparation service with close to 8,000
company-owned and franchise offices, employing over 45,000 com-
petent men and women in their respective communities throughout
the country.

Block employees last year prepared over nine million Federal
income tax returns. That is almost 10 percent of the returns-the
individual returns-received by the Internal Revenue Service. And
we also prepared millions of State and local income tax returns.

Aside from the Internal Revenue Service, we deal with more Fed-
eral income taxpayers than any organization or individual. As a
result of this close association with many average taxpayers-and I
emphasize that because you and the other Senators earlier were
concerned about that-we have a good perspective about their
views on taxes are probably one of the best sources to articulate
them.

Now, I understand well the Internal Revenue Service's challenge
in trying to develop simple forms and instructions to implement
usually unavoidable complexity in the tax laws.

As a matter of fact, I was there, so I know the problem. We at
H&R Block also know well the difficulties the masses of average
taxpayers face in trying to cope with the forms and instructions
while trying to comply with these laws.

So, we are not too surprised, either with the new W-4 tax with-
holding form, with its worksheet and instructions, or with the pub-
lic's negative reaction to them. As employers began distributing
them to employees last month, our offices began to get a flurry of
phone calls and visits for help.

Soon, the calls and the visits became a steady stream of confused
and anxious taxpayers. Since it was too early for our regular tax
return preparation business, our company-owned offices and par-
ticipating franchises offered to prepare the W-4 free for anyone as
a public service until February 1.

Now, although we don't have the final count-and I checked just
this morning on that-the fact is I can tell you that we were very,
very busy, both on the telephones and in person in our offices
throughout the United States. During January-and this is an-
other perspective-I traveled throughout the country visiting many
of our offices and appearing on over 45 radio and television shows
and being interviewed by over 12 news reporters. This is just for
the month of January.
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In every single appearance, the first question I was asked either
by the media representative or by a viewer or a listener on talk
shows-many of which I appeared on-and the question was: Why
was the new W-4 so complex? So you see, these are not isolated
problems, and this comes from, as I say, a source that deals with
numbers.

Now, in all my years in the tax and public affairs business, I
have never observed such widespread negative public reaction on a
single issue within such a short time.

Mr. Chairman, I will now briefly summarize four specific con-
cerns about the new W-4 that we have perceived during this one
month's concentrated involvement.

One-and some of these, of course, I don't even have to say
them-but there is almost unanimous public opinion that it is too
complex, especially for average taxpayers. Oh, sure, you will have
some people say: Oh, yes, we can deal with that; but these are so-
phisticated accountant types.

I am sure I don't need to expand on this because your commit-
tee's hearing actually was motivated in part by the mass confusion
the new W-4 caused. Item two. Many taxpayers are anxious about
being penalized, not only if their W-4 results in less tax being
withheld than is require, but also if more tax is withheld than is
necessary to meet the correct tax obligation at the end of the year.

Now, I know the instructions do not say so, but the anxiety is
there nevertheless because of the comprehensiveness-If I may use
that word instead of "complex"-of the forms.

Three. Some smaller employers, we have been told, refuse to
accept the new W-4 from employees who wish to claim zero allow-
ances. Now, I have been unable to determine the reason for this,
but it is a relatively frequent allegation by people coming to some
of our scattered offices. Now, again, that may be due to being
unable to comprehend the penalty provisions, but that is something
which is rather unusual.

And four, many taxpayers who have used the tax withholding
system as a forced savings plan by deliberately claiming fewer al-
lowances on the W-4 Forms are now concerned that the new work-
sheet will prevent them from exercising that option. This year's
confusion will turn to disappointment next year when they don't
get the refund they have become accustomed to getting.

Since an overwhelming majority-close to 80 percent, as a
matter of fact-of taxpayers in the past received refunds after
filing their tax returns, it can be safety assumed that many will
want to continue that practice even now.

We are pleased, of course, that the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue is responding to the public reaction and to your commit-
tee to the new W-4 Form and is going to try to have his staff con-
sider alternatives. We in our offices have developed our own work-
sheet, but the worksheet, Mr. Chairman, is not the type that is
used by the public. It is a type that will permit our people to help
those who 'come in to prepare their W-4; and it helps to accommo-
date those people who insist on getting a refund, so we built that
into the calculation.

And it is a type of calculation which is not as precise in its at-
tempt to reach the dollar figure as the Internal Revenue Form; but
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we don't think in calculating average taxpayers' tax liability in ad-
vance that it is that necessary to be that precise, especially when
many of them-or most of them-want refunds.

Now, we think issuing two versions is a good idea: one, a much
simpler if less precise, optional short form type, and another a
more precise type, perhaps the one already issued for those who
are willing to cope with or who are going to have professional as-
sistance anyhow.

The important thing is to assure that the simpler version be-
cause of its possible impreciseness should slant towards slight over-
withholding and a possible refund at the end of the year, rather
than under-withholding and a balance due.

This would also make taxpayers electing to use the simpler W-4
calculation feel more confident that they are not skirting a penalty
for under-withholding. We suggest that the simpler version, if
adopted, also be a different color of paper for speedy selection and
isolation and separation.

We also think that Congress should expand the safe harbor or
tolerance gap between the tax obligation and the amount withheld
from 10 percent to 20 percent, temporarily before having a penalty
assessed, by the way, as Senator Durenberger and Senator' Levin
and others have proposed. We think that would be very important,
and it would rebuild public confidence.

As a final note, Mr. Chairman-and perhaps not really directed
to solving this problem, but I think it is an observation that is in-
teresting if nothing else-some will say that the W-4 worksheet
issued by the Internal Revenue Service effectively gets employers
to do what banks objected to doing, and that is to withhold taxes
from dividends and interest. Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to
answer any of your questions, including by the way, if you are in-
terested, what our company's charges are for these things.

Senator PRYOR. I would be curious, Mr. Golato. What would the
charges be?

Mr. GoLATo. The charges will be-and I think' it is important
merely because of what we heard this morning. Our company will
charge now, after doing it free for a month-but now we have
gotten so busy with the regular tax preparing-$3.00 for anyone
who comes in and has done their regular tax return and they want
the W-4 also prepared; that will be $3.00. For those who come to us
not to prepare their regular tax return but only the W-4, we will
charge $10.00.

If they return later to have their regular return done, we will
give them a $7.00 credit.

Senator PRYOR. That is a lot more reasonable than the $500.00
that we talked about this morning.

Mr. GoLAro. Yes, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Now, did the Internal Revenue Service, Mr.

Golato, run by the H&R Block Company this proposed W-4 in its
earlier stages to see what you or your company might think of it?

Mr. GoLATo. No, Mr. Chairman, they did not.
Senator PRYOR. Had they done this, let's say back about Decem-

ber 1 or mid-December, what would have been the response of
H&R Block?
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Mr. GoLATo. It is hard to say whether we would have caught
whatever problems they have gotten involved in and short-circuited
it; but the fact that our people, while doing it free over the past
month, came up with a calculation sheet that takes only perhaps
20 minutes-or 15 minutes-to do it, even though it is built in with
a bit of impreciseness-very little, but favoring the refund-then I
think that perhaps we would have at least been able to say that
these are problems you are going to encounter, and you should be
aware of the average taxpayers.

Too often, Mr. Chairman-too often-the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice and people who deal with potential problems on forms and in-
structions receive advice, and they have been coming to us with
regular forms-something relatively new over the past three
years-but too often they seek advice of highly sophisticated tax
practitioners who are interested more in fewer issues, but more ele-
gant, than they are in the mass types of problems that the average
taxpayer gets involved in. There are millions out there.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Golato, it is my understanding-and I may
be wrong-that you are a former employee of the Internal Revenue
Service?

Mr. GoLATo. Yes, sir. I am a former revenue agent, and then I
became the National Director of Public Affairs, and I was assistant
to three Internal Revenue Service Commissioners.

Senator PRYOR. Were you here this morning when we showed the
tidbit from the film the IRS has sent out across the country?

Mr. GoLATO. Yes, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Did that surprise you?
Mr. GoLATo. It is embarrassing.
Senator PRYOR. Don't you also think it is confusing?
Mr. GoLA o. Yes, there is no question about it. The excerpt that I

saw there is about as confusing as the form itself is. As a matter of
fact, it is more so. When you have the form, you can keep going
back to it. When you look at that, it is pretty difficult to keep
switching back and forth, you see.

Senator PRYOR. It kind of reminds you of a flea jumping around
from place to place, the way they are instructing us to do it. One
final question. I visited recently by phone with Mr. Henry Block in
Kansas City, and he was talking about the issue of refunds; and I,
think you mentioned refunds today.

You know, refunds have almost become-I don't want to say it-
but a way of life. Mr. Block stressed this fact to me, and I guess I
had never thought of it before. It is a forced way of saving. And
this is why I asked the IRS Commissioner earlier in the hearing:
What about his philosophy? What is wrong with refunds or under-
payments? I don t know that we received an answer that was very
clear; but I am wondering what might happen if, say, you over
withheld $1,000.00 or $2,000.00; and you paid interest to the Gov-
ernment on that amount for that period and went on about your
business. I think thatwone of the complaints that we have had in
the past.

And conversely, if you have overpaid, then maybe the Govern-
ment could pay the taxpayer interest for the money they have had
for that period of time. I don't know whether that would work. Has
that ever been considered?
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Mr. GoLATo. I don't know whether it would work to pay the in-
terest simply because most of these refunds are being issued, and
they are attempting to issue them immediately. Therefore, they
gave themselves-the Internal Revenue Service-some space there.
However, I think it is important.

We often hear from people presumably who know a lot about fi-
nance that you don't want the Internal Revenue Service to hold
onto your money; it is better in your pocket. The fact remains, and
we know this through extensive experience: we are not talking
about dollars and those figures where the loss of interest means
that much. We are talking about amounts in loss of interest that
could be $15.00 to $25.00. You pay more than that for a credit card.

The fact remains that this system, that many taxpayers insist on
using, which is a forced saving, is nothing more than a modern-day
old Christmas club type of thing; and furthermore, most people
were they to get those extra few dollars in their paycheck would
not in fact put it aside. So, when April or next June comes up, they
would have in effect a vacation fund. And many people do use this
process for a vacation fund.

Senator PRYOR. Among those clients that your company serves,
have we created, let's say, a new wave of fear of the IRS and the
penalty provisions, that you have to go within the 90 percent accu-
racy range or you are going to be penalized? Are we building in a
whole new atmosphere of fear of the Internal Revenue Service?

Mr. GoLATo. It would be presumptuous of me to state unequivo-
cally whether we are or not, but let me merely state a couple of
items for your attention.

One is that we see these employers refusing to accept a zero al-
Idwance. What motivates that? We hear people say that they want
to continue to get refunds even if that means over-withholding, and
yet we have gotten the definite impression that people are con-
cerned that they can't do that because they feel they will be penal-
ized, and they will not.

And then we have the other who, because of the tolerance
amount narrowed from 20 percent to 10 percent, very many people
now are concerned, about that as well, because of the penalty provi-
sion and the tightening of it. And I am sure you have heard; many
people are starting to say that there is a great deal of tightening
and turning of the screw on a lot of Internal Revenue Service pro-
visions.

Some people are starting to say that, instead of using it more as
a compliance instrument, it is being used as a fund raising instru-
ment. So, having said that, I think you can draw conclusions.

Senator PRYOR. You have been a very splendid witness, Mr.
Golato.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Golato follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF AL JAMES GOLATO
CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS,

H & R BLOCK, INC.

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE'S
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE RETIREMENT PLANS

AND OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

HEARING ON THE NEW FORM W-4 FOR INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1987

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I AM AL JAMES GOLATO, CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS FOR

H & R BLOCK INC.

I APPRECIATE THE INVITATION TO PRESENT TESTIMONY FOR YOUR COMMITTEE'S

CONSIDERATION ABOUT THE NEW FORM W-4, FOR WITHHOLDING INCOME TAX

7ROM WAGES AND SALARY.

H & R BLOCK, INC. HEADQUARTERED IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, IS THE

NATION S LARGEST INCOME TAX PREPARATION SERVICE WITH CLOSE TO

8,000 COMPANY-OWNED AND FRANCHISE OFFICES EMPLOYING OVER 45,000

COMPETENT MEN AND WOMEN IN THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT

THE UNITED STATES.

BLOCK EMPLOYEES LAST YEAR PREPARED OVER NINE MILLION FEDERAL

INCOME TAX RETURNS--ALMOST 10 PERCENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME

TAX RETURNS FILED WITH THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. WE ALSO

PREPARED MILLIONS OF STATE AND LOCAL INCOME TAX RETURNS.

ASIDE FROM THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, WE DEAL WITH MORE FEDERAL

INCOME TAXPAYERS THAN ANY ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL. As A RESULT

OF OUR CLOSE ASSOCIATION WITH SO MANY TAXPAYERS--NOT ONLY IN

PREPARING THEIR TAX RETURNS BUT FREQUENTLY IN THEIR CONTACTS WITH
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THE IRS--WE HAVE A GOOD PERSPECTIVE ABOUT THEIR VIEWS ON TAXES

AND ARE PROBABLY THE ONE BEST SOURCE TO ARTICULATE THEM.

WE UNDERSTAND WELL THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE'S PROBLEMS IN

TRYING TO DEVELOP SIMPLE FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO IMPLEMENT THE

USUALLY UNAVOIDABLE COMPLEXITY OF TAX LAWS.

WE ALSO KNOW WELL THE DIFFICULTIES THE MASSES OF AVERAGE TAXPAYERS

FACE IN TRYING TO COPE WITH THE FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS WHILE

TRYING TO COMPLY WITH THESE LAWS.

So WE ARE NOT TnO SURPRISED, EITHER WITH THE NEW W-4 TAX-WITHHOLDING

FORM WITH ITS WORKSHEET AND INSTRUCTIONS, OR WITH THE PUBLIC'S

NEGATIVE REACTION TO THEM.

As EMPLOYERS BEGAN DISTRIBUTING THEM TO EMPLOYEES LAST MONTH, OUR

OFFICES BEGAN TO GET A FLURRY OF PHONE CALLS AND VISITS FOR HELP.

SOON, THE CALLS AND VISITS BECAME A STEADY STREAM OF CONFUSED AND

ANXIOUS TAXPAYERS.

SINCE IT WAS TOO EARLY FOR OUR REGULAR TAX RETURN PREPARATION

BUSINESS, OUR COMPANY-OWNED OFFICES AND PARTICIPATING FRANCHISES

OFFERED TO PREPARE THE W-4 FREE FOR ANYONE AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

UNTIL FEBRUARY 1. ALTHOUGH WE DO NOT HAVE A FINAL COUNT OF THE

NUMBER OUR OFFICES PREPARED, I CAN TELL YOU WE WERE VERY BUSY.

DURING JANUARY, I TRAVELED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, VISITING 32 OF

OUR OFFICES, APPEARING ON 45 RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOWS, AND

BEING INTERVIEWED BY REPORTERS FROM 12 NEWSPAPERS. IN EVERY

APPEARANCE, ONE OF THE FIRST QUESTIONS I WAS ASKED--EITHER bY A
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MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE OR BY A VIEWER OR LISTENER ON TALK SHOWS-

WAS WHY THE NEW W-4 WAS SO COMPLEX- IN ALL MY YEARS IN THE TAX

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS BUSINESS, I HAVE NEVER OBSERVED SUCH WIDESPREAD

NEGATIVE PUBLIC REACTION ON A SINGLE ISSUE WITHIN SUCH A SHORT TIME-

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WILL NOW SUMMARIZE FOUR SPECIFIC CONCERNS ABOUT THE

NEW W-4 THAT WE HAVE PERCEIVED DURING ONE-MONTHS CONCENTRATED

INVOLVEMENT-

1. THERE IS ALMOST UNANIMOUS PUBLIC OPINION THAT IT IS TOO COMPLEX

- ESPECIALLY FOR AVERAGE TAXPAYERS. I'M SURE I DON'T NEED TO

EXPAND ON THIS SINCE YOUR COMMITTTEEIS HEARING WAS MOTIVATED

IN PART BY THE MASS CONFUSION IT CAUSED.

2. MANY TAXPAYERS ARE ANXIOUS ABOUT BEING PENALIZED, NOT ONLY IF

THEIR W-4 RESULTS IN LESS TAX BEING WITHHELD THAN IS REQUIRED,

BUT ALSO IF MORE TAX IS WITHHELD THAN IS NECESSARY TO MEET

THEIR CORRECT TAX OBLIGATION AT THE END OF THE YEAR. I KNOW

THE INSTRUCTIONS DO NOT SAY SO, BUT THE ANXIETY IS THERE

NEVERTHELESS.

3. SOME SMALLER EMPLOYERS, WE HAVE BEEN TOLD, REFUSE TO ACCEPT A

NEW W-4 FROM EMPLOYEES WHO WISH TO CLAIM ZERO ALLOWANCES. WE

HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO DETERMINE THE REASON FOR THIS, BUT IT IS

A RELATIVELY FREQUENT ALLEGATION BY PEOPLE COMING TO SOME OF

OUR SCATTERED OFFICES-

4. MANY TAXPAYERS WHO HAVE USED THE TAX WITHHOLDING SYSTEM AS A

FORCED SAVINGS PLAN BY DELIBERATELY CLAIMING FriOER ALLOWANCES

ON THEIR W-4, ARE NOW CONCERNED THAT THE NEW WORKSHEET WILL.
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PREVENT THEM FROM EXERCISING THAT OPTION- SINCE AN OVERWHELMING

MAJORITY (CLOSE TO 80 PERCENT LAST YEAR) OF TAXPAYERS IN THE

PAST RECEIVED REFUNDS AFTER FILING THEIR TAX RETURNS, IT CAN

BE SAFELY ASSUMED THAT MANY WILL WANT TO CONTINUE THAT PRACTICE.

WE ARE PLEASED TO KNOW THAT THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

IS RESPONDING TO THE PUBLIC REACTION TO THE NEW W-4 AND IS

HAVING HIS STAFF CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES.

WE THINK ISSUING TWO VERSIONS IS A GOOD IDEA; ONE A MUCH SIMPLER

SHORT FORM', AND ANOTHER, PERHAPS THE ONE ALREADY ISSUED. THE

TAXPAYER WOULD THEN HAVE A CHOICE. THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO

ASSURE THAT THE SIMPLER VERSION, BECAUSE OF ITS POSSIBLE

IMPRECISENESS, SHOULD SLANT TOWARDS SOME SLIGHT OVERWITHHOLDING

AND A POSSIBLE REFUND AT THE END OF THE YEAR, RATHER THAN

UNDERWITHHOLDING AND A BALANCE DUE. THIS WOULD ALSO MAKE

TAXPAYERS SELECTING TO USE THE SIMPLER W-4 FEEL MORE CONFIDENT

THAT THEY ARE NOT SKIRTING A PENALTY FOR UNDERWITHHOLDING.

WE ALSO THINK THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE SHOULD DISSEMINATE

SOME TARGETED INFORMATION TO OFFSET THE PUBLIC MISUNDERSTANDINGS

TO WHICH I REFERRED EARLIER.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I'LL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU OR THE

OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR COMMITTEE MAY HAVE.
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Senator PRYOR. Now, I am going to ask a question of Mr. Golato
and go to my left and ask all the panelists this question.

Among the hundreds or maybe even thousands of phone calls,
letters, or whatever contacts with clients that you have been serv-
ing, have you had one person or one individual say to you: This W-
4 is the greatest thing that has ever come down the track. I think
it is finally time that our country did this. Have you had that posi-
tive response?

Mr. GOLATO. No, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Not from one individual, one business?
Mr. GOLATO. Not one.
Senator PRYOR. What about you, Mr. Motley?
Mr. MOTLEY. The chairman has a great sense of humor. No, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. And Mr. Wood?
Mr. WooD. No, sir.
Senator PRYOR. By the way, I would like for the record to show

that Mr. Abe Schneider, who is with the National Federation of In-
dependent Business and he is the representative, I guess you would
say, for taxation in that field, is here immediately behind the panel
this morning. We welcome him. We also welcome Peggy Hudson in
the Legislative Affairs Department at NFIB. We are very pleased
to have both of you.

Now, I have no real questions further to ask you. I want to thank
each of you for coming today. Mr. Wood, you were kind of cut off a
while ago in our moment of darkness, and I wonder if there is any-
thing that you would like to add or say?

Mr. WOOD. I am just sorry I blew up the system. [Laughter.]
Senator PRYOR. They would be proud of you back home for doing

that, I imagine.
Mr. WOOD. They would.
Senator PRYOR. You have traveled a long way, and we deeply ap-

preciate that. Mr. Motley, do you have any comments? I thought
your comment about the strain that this whole issue is causing be-
tween the employer and the employee was very perceptive and I
don't think that has been brought up. And I think that is some-
thing we are going to see growing and not lessening as the months
go by.

Mr. MOTLEY. Mr. Chairman, it really follows very much upon Mr.
Golato's comments. One of the reasons that people over-withhold,
whether they be small business owners or whether they be individ-
ual taxpayers, is that they don't want to hassle with having to deal
with IRS, if something comes up. They would much rather just pay
their taxes, get their refund, and not have to worry about any deal-
ings with the agency at all.

Now, you have gone the other way in saying that if they over-
withhold or if they are outside that 90 percent, or that 10 percent
area, they are going to be hassled. And I think this is causing a
great deal of concern.

Then when you translate that concern to the relationship be-
tween an employer and an employee, you are talking about strain.

Senator PRYOR. You are very, very perceptive. If there are no
more comments, we agan want to thank the panel for coming and
those who have attended this hearing.
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I think it has been constructive. I must say I am still somewhat
frustrated, even though I think the Commissioner of the Intermal
Revenue Service, Mr. Gibbs, proceeded in good faith this morning;
but I don't know that he has the full backing of the rest of the staff
at the Internal Revenue Service, and that concerns me.

So, I don't know exactly what the Congress is going to do after
the recess, but we are going to do something. We are not just going
to sit here and not do anything; and I hope, whatever we do, we
won't make matters worse, but we are going to act. We are going to
react, if I might phrase it that way.

And the testimony that you have given this morning is going to
be very meaningful and very important as we proceed in trying to
find the answer to this dilemma that we are in.

We thank the panel. We thank all of you. The hearing is ad-
journed.

Mr. GoL To. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 11:04 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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We commend the Senate Oversight Subcommittee for responding to
the public concern over the perceived complexity of the new W-4
form. At the same time we want to commend the IRS Tax Forms
Coordinating Committee for doing an outstanding job of fulfilling
their most difficult mandate to design a form which would assume
that all employees would pay at least 90 percent of their tax
through the withholding mechanism. Any form which would
accomplish this goal for all employees with their myriad of
different situations would inevitably be complex.

However, it is now apparent that large numbers of taxpayers are
not able to handle the complexity necessary to meet the TRA 1986
mandate to achieve a high degree of precision. We agree with
your Oversight Subcommittee that some type and degree of
simplification is necessary. Our Tax Forms Subcommittee has
studied the new W-4 form and offers the following suggestions for
accomplishing a reasonable degree of simplification while still
achieving, to a significant degree, the goal of more closely
matching withholding and the actual tax liability. Our
suggestions are discussed below under the following headings:

How can the Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate be
simplified?

(a) Overhaul the current format.
(b) Decrease the scope of the form.
(c) Create two forms to replace the W-4: one for persons

who have relatively simple tax estimation situations and
one for the more complex situations.

Suggestions for overhauling the current format:

There is about one inch of unused space on Page 3 that could be
used to include more information for various line items.
Specifically:

(a) Line F of the new form says, "Enter your estimated
adjustment to income." The old form spelled out the
adjustments, i.e. IRAs, keoghs, alimony, etc. The old
version is preferred because a taxpayer can immediately
determine whether the item applies to him. The new form
requires him to refer to the instructions for even a
minimal understanding of the line.

(b) Line G of the new form says, "Enter your estimated
itemized deductions." The old form spelled out what
deductions were to be included and lumped then in with the
estimated adjustments. Minimizing look-backs to
instructions would give people a sense of simplification.

(c) Table A of the new form has 22 entry points on the
horizontal axis and 29 entry points on the vertical axis.
The large number of entry points is required in order that
the withholding be at least 90 percent of the tax
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liability. The accuracy in estimation would be only
slightly diminished if the number of entry points were
considerably reduced. For this table to work precisely,
the taxpayer and the spouse would have to have a close
estimation of their wages. Since this is often not
possible, a greater degree of imprecision could be
tolerated--especially at high income levels. Another
approach to simplification of the table would be to have
the contents of the table in whole withholding allowances.
This would reduce the appearance of complexity and reduce
the numbers in the table to one or two digits.

Suggestions for decreasing the scope of the form:

(a) Decrease the discussion, explanations, and space devoted
to use of the withholding system to meet the tax liability
of income not subject to withholding. Taxpayers are not
required to decrease exemptions or to have additional
withholding for outside income. They can make quarterly
I040ES payments. For the W-4 form to work for outside
income, the amount must be known at the beginning of the
year and tax withheld for the entire year based on the
amount. Few people want to pay all year on large amounts
of income they may receive in the latter part of the year.
Taxpayers will want to wait and pay the tax after they
receive the other income. The W-4 Certificate should
allow for additional withholding; however, encouragement
to use this method and the provision of detailed
instructions on how to estimate the tax liability could be
eliminated or minimized.

(b) Eliminate most of the calculations for credits. The only
significant credits for taxpayers who have credits are the
Earned Income Credit and the Child Care Credit. A small
table or an arbitrary decision to give one special
allowance for anyone who expects to receive over $300 in
Earned Income Credit and one special allowance for each
taxpayer who expects to have over $1,000 of child care
expenses would,be less precise than the current method.
However, this would harm few people and would be much
easier for users to understand.

(c) Eliminate most of the material on second jobs. A flat
statement that the taxpayer should file for zero
exemptions on the job that pays the least amount of wages
and claim his exemptions on the job that has the higher
wagns would cause little harm. It is lees precise than
the Turrent system, but few people would be seriously
underwithheld by its use.
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Suggestions for the use of two forms to replace the W-4;

The use of two forms for claiming exemptions would make it much
easier for many people. The "short form" could be used by
individuals who do not elect to have extra allowances for
credits, itemized deductions, etc. The form could have a
simplified table to consider the effect of a working spouse.
This solution has some appeal. The main obstacle is that it
w,)uld be a distribution nightmare. Employees would not know
which form they needed. Detailed instructions would have to be
published describing who should use what form. Most employers
would probably adopt a practice of giving each employee both
forms. Is this simplification? Taxpayers would start one form
and then have to shift over to the other one. If both forms were
included in the same package, the forms and instructions would
increase from four to five pages.

Vhat is the major problem with the new W-4?

Most taxpayers never used the old W-4 in the manner that it was
designed. Most taxpayers claimed exemptions based on the actual
number of dependents and then "fine tuned" the number of
allowances claimed based on whether they owed additional tax or
they received a substantial refund in the prior year. The
publicity on requiring new W-4s has caused large groups of people
to fncus on the form for the first time. To properly prepare a
W-4 form from the ground up requires a mini tax return to be
prepared. Such an effort is neither desirable nor practical
solely for the purpose of estimating withholding tax.

What should be done now?

Prompt attention to the suggestions noted above would result in
useful improvements in the W-4 form. However, before releasing,
they bhould be tested on tax practitioners mnd the public.
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"a1 A MEMBER OF ARTHUR Nv JUNG INTERNATIONAL

Arthur Young OC 20007

February 12, 1987

William J. Wilkens
Staff Director
Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Wilkens:

We would like to submit the enclosed examples as written
testimony to the Finance Subcommittee on Oversight of the
Internal Revenue Service with respect to the hearing on Form W-4
held on February 6, 1987. Most of the testimony at the hearing
focused on the complexity of the Form W-4 and the
underwithholding that results when taxpayers delay in filing the
new form. We have found that in many cases the filing of a
correct Form W-4 (effective for January 1, 1987) may result in
ei-gM-ficant underwithholding and exposure to the underpayment
penalty.

Example I illustrates the case of a married couple with one
wage-earner and $6,900 of itemized deductions. Claiming the
proper number of withholding allowances (five as computed on Form
W-4), will result in the couple owing $115.92 of tax at April 15,
1988. They will not have paid in 90 percent of their Federal tax
liability, and unless they had paid an amount equal to last
year's tax liability they will be liable for the underpayment
penalty under $6654,

Example 2 illIAstrates the case of a married couple, both of
whom work, with $0,100 of itemized deductions and two children.
Claiming the proper number of withholding allowances (seven as
computed on Form W-4) will result in the couple owing $620.72.
Since this is less than 90 percent of their Federal tax
liability, unless they had paid an amount equal to last year's
tax liability, they will be liable for the underpayment penalty
under 56654.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me
at (202) 956-6066 or Tracy Kaye at (202) 956-6492.

Very truly yours,

James B. Conley

Enclosure
JBC/sm
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1987 Federal Income Tax Withholding Worksheet

Example 01

Number of withholding Allowances
Number of Personal Exemptions
Filing Status (1-single 2-MFJ)

Semimonthly Salary
Less: Withholding Allowances

Net Semimonthly Taxable Salary for W/H

Semimonthly Withholding

Annual Salary
Other Income/Loss
Deductions for AGI

Adjusted Gross Income

Less:

Single or
Spouse 1

2
2
2

Spouse 2

0

760.00 0.00
395.85 0.00

364.15 0.00

37.92 0.00

1987 Tax Computation

18,240.00
100.00

0.00

18,340.00

Itemized Deductions
Taxes 1,850.00
Home Mortgage Interest 4,000.00
Other Consumer Interest 650.00
Charitable contributions 400.00
Miscellaneous Deductions 0.00

Total Itemized Deductions 6,900.00

Standard Deduction or Total Itemized Deductions
Personal Exemptions 2 * 1,900

Taxable Income

Federal Income Tax
Federal Withholding

Tax Due / (Refund)

90% of Federal Income Tax
Federal Withholding

Penalty may apply if Positive

6,900.00
3,800.00

7,640.00

1,026.00
910.08

115.92

923.40
910.08

13.32

71-781 - 87 - 5
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Pxaple I

Fum,- 4(1551 Pup S

Wetoet To Flige Yow W S AlowOnco

N t if you how a ."M *OW ur Noe OW one o at a bmv. We on &orW iet to "e your tow, 8 1 ncU.
co n6in a v ,ice. deoVbo, and crod ,o o ,n tfe OP wad~

A Enter IV e yourself union you Cn be claimed asa dependent on another per's ta return ....... A 1
* you are swoo and you ha e ony o job; or

S Special nwai -nter V ''t a youare married. you haoonlyone pto. andyouer spou oes not work; or
* wW earedbyyouon aecond9Oboreowedbyyour Spiiouowte (o I

are $2.500or l. s
C Enter -I- Nw p w tpeso unless your spouse can be claimed as a dependent on anor e peron's tax return C_
D Enter num1w ofr soeeuats am on your ta you e t . . . .. D.....

A Add Wns A ttveo, 0 and enw the tttal R -Red the flon instru ns to we if you sold hr. . , I.
You MUST complete hli Q thrmoa T if you have total rnome of $950 or more from the sources

* AWolug Spouse is More Than One Job e No Pnwa Income
You SISOL complete lines F Ovioug P i you expect to have:

* ten Deductions a Taxnredis * Adustinoeltokncome e or lWdnem Deducosf
OtWrse. STOP here and enter the number from line E on Form W4. lne 4.

F Enter your estimated adjueaskto te ee . . . . F
O Enter your estitodei adnde5ue . ..... . 6900

( $3,760 i mare owly or qua -wdoa) iynd760
H Enter. I 2,S47540 r f* or heed of household N

S 1.890 if married fWen sePerotelyI oO
I Subtractte omuntonhnl H from ilG. Enter there, bu tnol lesthanw .... I ,

J AV 44 or Over? lW? Of you do not plan to item deductions, enter your addion
stana deduction from vstnxtions for in J on pqe 2 ..... ............

K Enter your estimated tUs coegb suchoo cid and deped*
care cred or eaned iome crit. ...... ..... KS

L If lne K is ,ero, skip to ine N. Otherwee numbe
from the table below . . .... L

UWW 4nWM Jof SW0O Marie MMe ede esbl

Ply" al omd Ente on it you germnted Enr on 11 )OW eatmmatd EtRW en
qbmanwas" or*- Wsre I. was e- We I OWare- WO aL
Al 0 & W OWIS~l AdOWl hdW aWo Alli &AWSm e

so 5112100 9 so $6=20 9 so 11.111 9
12.0 1O 37100 6S 16.200 WON00 G5 1680 129.800 7

53R900 1151010 35S 521.000 531.100 35 11210.000 544.000 4
15S5000 $110.000 3 1131.500 $70.000 3 11411.010 5100.000 3
Sl1O0Ooer v 25 $70.000 oOW211 1 100.000W O 25

M Mulipty the amount on lne K by the number on ime Land e~ the totalmou her . MI
N AddinesF, 1.J.andM Enterthetot amounthere ....... ..... N 3,140
O Dftethe &mount on ln N by 1,900. Roundto the nereMIIlelumb (aeaetuctonson poep2) . . 0 2 0

P AddlinesE"d0 andeteetoall nulbhere ... .b . . . . . . I p ._.._
Q ftleewaI- Scem?-.nW the es imated amount. o any. of s yow no P income • . Q
R WeWr4 Spees? Mer ThP Om Jb?-Too Ise t may be w*ihe r ewiher of thee

sirtuabons apples Se poge 4 for ane R istructiom end tas to "lare the amount to
~enteon ine....... ...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ....

5 Add amounts on ne Q and R and ent the WW amount hi .. ............
T D.vdo theamounton lhneS by 5 1.900 R o the nowettiolenr~b(we instructons forne0) ...... T

U Tedel WAdI IdN Anllmm-Subtrct the numb on line T fram te numbw on ine P. Enter te reut here
ond on Form W-4, lin 4. it the resul is eow or fe ~ ro and se W for i* U an pw 2 . . . . 0i U 5

* NYOU fovO more ft" one A& of dyu YaPos who I o nwy cbs"M O of yoa AfwWWO11on am jo or yw arr wnm sm ran .

job. but you may NOT Cbsin OW same a&%OWN"e m i ~ ncam Vow muffilv W% eel be mere accurat of you clewa
aftlowc on Ow Form W4 AhVi jlob woMf Ow herW magr and clear me on aN OlW Fwm W.4.
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1987 Federal Income Tax Withholding Worksheet

Example 02
Single or
Spouse I

Number of withholding Allowances 7
Number of Personal Exemptions 4
Filing Status (1-single 2-MFJ) 2

Semimonthly Salary
Less: Withholding Allowances

Net Semimonthly Taxable Salary for W/H

Semimonthly Withholding

Annual Salary
Other Income/Loss
Deductions for AGI

Adjusted Gross Income

Less:

Spouse 2

0

1,350.00 800.00
554.19 0.00

795.81 800.00

102.67 103.30

1987 Tax Computation

51,600.00
400.00

2,000.00

50,000.00

Itemized Deductions
Taxes 900.00
Home Mortgage Interest 8,000.00
Other Consumer Interest 0.00
Charitable contributions 200.00
Miscellaneous Deductions 0.00

Total Itemized Deductions 9,100.00

Standard Deduction or Total Itemized Deductions
Personal Exemptions 4 * 1,900

Taxable Income

Federal Income Tax
Federal Withholding

Tax Due / (Refund)

90% of Federal Income Tax
Federal Withholding

Penalty may apply if Positive

9,100.00
7,600.00

33,300.00

5,564.00
4,943.2e

620.72

5,007.60
4,943.26

64.32
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rxample 2

Worksheet To Fig* Your Whhheldkg ANowanree
Nete: if you have a worki,, spouse of mor tA one ob at& a ms. Im 011y wo . to " yeq our two mmncu
combnng all incomep. dedctions. and crodIts on toe iwv w et

A Enter 1 f yv relf unless yOu can be claimed as a dep0 d ent On anther Pon S tax return A
" you are single ana you nM only one 10. of

B Speci al lowace.-Enter'Vif 0 you are married, youmha" onoM . and yoeu sousedos n work. or
Swages earned by VO on A 'eOnd job or eaned by yo spouse (Or both)
are $2.50 S atW

C Enter "I" for your spuse unies your spouse can be claimed as a depWeet on another prson's tax rC -

0 Enter number of de~ klt$ ot hr than your spouse tha you eNOct to Claim on y or ta return 2

t Ad lines A thrpuLn D and enter t tO(K& -Read th fllor& instrMucti to see if you should sto he b
You MUST complete lines Q through T oi you have total income of 950 or mor from the f l surcet

l A Working Spouse o More Than One Job e Noe Income
You SHOJLD compete lines F through P if you expect to hams.

9 Itemied Dedvctions o Tax Credits e Adlustm*nt to Income o AV or Slundiness Oeducbon
Otherwise, STOP here and enter the number from line E on Form W4. line 4,

F Enter your estimated sAdstmrlt to in3 . . . . 2,00
o EnteryourestmatedIltembeddedutemS . 9,100 .... .0CC

$3.760 if married fling jointly or qualifying mwow(st)
H Enter $2.540,fsmlorhedo fhtoa seaho d us o,"E0

5 1.880 if married fdoing seprately

I Svbtract the amount on line H from line G Enter the result. W not lem dJn zro . . .. 222,2
J Age 65 or Over? SIo4? If you do not plan to it deductions. entyour edmioltr

stardard deduction from instruc ions for line i on C P# 2 . . • J
K Enter your estimated tax cuadlts such as child and oopendent

care credit or earned income credit K S
L If I,ne K is zero. skip to line N Otherwise. etr the numbe

from tlhe table below L

merrd I SMG W lAV M" e"d at Itmme

it vtfu coentlined Enter on' It your estimtd F w-eoni It 7our estmaed Enteroestimate wag"e-- line L *r a- liel W are- le l.
Al leat $,.INMstn Am 144111 &,Ai4MOW Atms biAiW i

so 11 Soo 9 so 56200 9 so S4400 t
512500 137 SI0) 65 56200 521000 65, $1400 529000 1
37,00 %s110010 35 521000 $31.100 35 S2.000 44.00 4

S511000 1110000 3 1S0X 0 570000 3 000 5100.000 3
6 1l0 O or owr 2 1570 000 atow 21 SIOOO0oovsi 2S

M Multiply the amount on line K by the numb w n line Laden ~the to amount here . M I
N AddlinesF. I.J. andM Enterthetotalamounthere . ... N S . 340
0 Divide the amount on line N by $1.900. Round to ie nearest wtoenumber (ee wstructlons on p 2) . . 0 4
P Add lines E and 0 and enter the total nufm here . .. . .. .. . • P 8
Q Nonwage Inewt-Enter the estimated amount, if y.of ad your nOn income Q8 40M
4 Working Spes? More Then One Jeb?-Too little tea may be withheld if eidth of these

situations apples See page 4 for line R instructions an tables to fVu the amount
enter on tis line ..................... a I Po

S Add amounts on lines Q Rnd Rnd enter the total amount here ...... .. S W 77z
T Dvv4e theamount onine Sby $1.900 Round to the omest whole number (see instructions for line 0) . . . In T
U Totol Wthholg All ewancs.-Subtrct the number on hne T from te num et on line P. Enter te insult here

and on Form WA. line 4 * if thresul t swo or less. enter wnwde a nstcmctie for line U on pqe 2 . . . . U

"you have more than one iob or i yr o e wors. you ow claim 800 pour vnim on ob ory os my cloim some on ech
jo0. but you may NOT claim the soe adowncw more Uwt orce. Yew WM " WI VoLay he mor acc"rte i you cam" aN
allowances on the Form W.4 forth pb mm the 11op saxi clam wo on &N or Forms W.
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Jan. 3, 1937.

William J. Wilkins
Room S. D. 205
Dirksen 3-1g.
Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Siri

r nclosed is a copy of a pblished " letter to the

editor that I wrote in regards to the new W-4 form. Since I

wrote that lettermany things have happened. More and more

of our taxpayers money has been spent ( wasted ) on trying

to educate the public to be able to fill this monstrosity out!

There have been seminars, video tapespeople on t.V. and radio.

trying to explain this four page confusing W-4:!??

Why not use some of that money to try to put together a

simple no mumble-jumble form like we had before. My own

Company ( Bless thk#r Corporate Heart ) wants nothing to do

with helping employees to fill out this mind-boggeling form.

Thier answer is "donet bother us call your tax preparer." For

some of us who try to prepare our own taxes, that means a

special and expensive trip to see a C.P.A. RIDItJLOUS!:!

Thank you for your time and efforts.

Sincerely,
A. Bertlow

14830 Clayton Road 6_',
San Jose. Ca P 512?

(40) 2514IS39
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STATEMENT ON NEW W-4 FORM

As a hard working United States tax-payer, I request that the members

of this committee launch an investigation into the way the Internal

Revenue Service arrived at the new W-4 form, now being pushed onto

the American public. They apparently want us all to be fortune tellers.

This W-4 Form they have developed is totally unappropriate. I have

several sources of outside income and never know till years end

what the amounts will be. I have talked to an accountant and he

said there is no way it can be filled out.

The Internal Revenue Service is trying to quiet this great public

outrage by holding seminars on filling out their little form. Well

that won't work.

The only solution to this whole fiasco they got us all into is to

waste some more tax dollars and come up with a new form that makes

some sense.

Perhaps the Internal Revenie Service can hire some better qualified

people from one of the pre-schools in the Washington area.

7t is suggested that you people in Washington take a look at what's

happening back home over this W-4 thing. The entire country is in

an uproar over this and we want some action, not a bunch of seminars.

We are in favor of tax reform, but with a little reason to it.

Thank you;

Harry N. Blount
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BOSTON COLLEGE
CHEST LUT HILL, MASSACHUSETTS 02167

PAY L KL I~r..Rfqr.'

February 6, 1987

William J. Wilkins
Staff Director and Chief Counsel
United States Senate Committee on Finance
Room SD-205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sir:

This letter concerns your committee's hearing on the
new W-4 form. I am the Payroll Manager at Boston College,
where we have a total of 5,000 employees, including many
student employees.

My initial comment is that the problem lies, not
with the form itself, but with the complicated and confusing
instructions on filling it out. Students in particular are
having difficulty with the form. For example, on Page 1,
Step 2, there is a section headed "Important Change in the
Law," which deals with exempt status. Previously, students
were allowed to earn almost $3,500 annually before owing
federal tax, and many of them claimed to be "exempt" on
the W-4. The new form states that they may not be exempt
if they can be claimed as a dependent by someone else, but
no guideline is given on what the break point would be.
Then there is mention of a $500 limit for nonwage and wage
income combined. The impression is given that students
will be taxed if they earn more than $500, yet the tax tables
indicate that they will be taxed on even lesser amounts.
(As an aside, I would add that it seems unfair to impose a
heavier tax burden on students, who are already struggling
to meet high college expenses.Y

In short, there should be more information pertaining
to the status of students, both undergraduate and graduate,
since in many cases their situations will be different from
previous years. Line 6c of the form itself asks, "If you
entered "EXEMPT" are you a full-time student?" -- yet
nowhere in the instructions are students mentioned. What,
then, is the reason for that question, students ask themselves.
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February 6, 1987
Page 2

Many non-student employees find the instructions
so complicated that they are simply claiming I or 0
allowances, "just to be safe." For many employees,
however, that will result in far too high a tax withholding
and will require a refund in 1988. In some cases employees
are intimidated by the "Penalty" clause (Page 2, Step 3 of
the instructions) which states that they would be fined
$500 if too little tax is withheld, but doesn't specify
what threshold could trigger a fine. Are they to be
penalized if they are underwithheld by $10?.. .$50?... $500?...
When the instructions are unclear and overly complicated, it
is the taxpayer who suffers.

I hope these comments add support to your efforts to
devise a simpler form.

Sincerely,

Ruth J. Chobit
Payroll Manager

P.S. At the bottom of Page 2, reference is made to the
"Paperwork Reduction Act." Is this intended to
convince us that the IRS has a sense of humor?

RJC/dqc
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MIN LOIAViS
4009 C*0IL ON.
SACOAPKI0. CA OSIS

February 2, 1987

William J. Wilkins
Room S.D. 205 Dirksen Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: W-4 forms

Dear Committee:

We are IOT psychic

The W-4 form is an invasion of privacy, a bureaucratic night-
mare and impossible for anyone to fill out honestly. Is that
the purpose, so you can penalize each person $500.00?

People have NO idea how much they will sell, how many jobs
they bid will profit, how much medical attention or hospital
time they will need, whether or not they will receive bonuses
or other compensations.

It is as ridiculous as the Senate and Congress who passed this
humongous tax increase. It is time for another Boston Tea
Party

Get rid of the W-4 form.

Disgusted, Dismayed

t/ 6 10.
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On December 3rO. I annouinced a campaign against the "new, improved,
-rlr: s::nplif ea iPS Form W-4. This is the form that most citizens
tiii out when staring a job. and determines the amount of money their
:nujoyers witnnola from their weekly pay.

The old form was one sheet. instructions and form Included. The
IEW form is tour pages iong, with a complicated table. Indecipherable
in-!rrurtlons. a worksheet, and the form to be filled in.

it , I t d iTE (I ve triea twice to get through It, aria can't)
.rie IPS admits it i:3 a mess: The Commissioner. on November 19th, said
;- is compiex...confusing". the IRS has THREE publications to "help"
9er rnrough it: they are releasing Videotapes to help get through it
C.:ne-oy-iine); they are scheduling Seminars throughout the country
to explain it: and - NOTICE - they are allowing 10 months to get them
in!

If an employee fails to submit a NEW form, the employer fills one
out fbr him -- listing the employee as Single, with one allowance or
Married, with two allowances. Whether the employer or the employee
filis it out. it had BETTFR be pretty close to accurate...if the tax
withheld isn't enough (90% of total)...there could be a $500 FINE!

Information to be used in your ESTIMATE includes: Primary income,
:ncome from a second job, spouse's income, investment income, business
expenses, medical expenses, moving expenses, theft.. .YOU'LL HAVE TO BE
A PSYCHIC, TO GUESS WHAT 1987 WILL BE LIKE...?!!

Ano. since the laws change again in 1988, you'll have to do It all
over again. And, if YOUR situation changes, you may have to do it all
ovec again, again, again.

it is a monster, but it is still a baby-monster. I am urging
e.,eryone to }iLL the monster before the forms arrive, or are mailed
D:,acK.. and etore it is a full-grown MONSTER, and Impossible to kill!

Write to: Tne President.. .Both your US Senators.. .Your
PeprPsentative in Congress...Editors of Newspapers...Columnists...and
the to;iowing people:

Senators Robert Packwood and Pete Domenici:
Representatives Pete Stark, George Miller, Barbara Boxer, and Jim
Wrignt.

Ana. send a special letter to (the only Senator who has spoken out

about the W-4 Monster) Senator Robert Kasten, Madison, Wisconsin.

Fight it NOW. or it will be too late!!!

SLAM THE DOOR ON THE W-4'...!!!!! !!t!!

Jim Eason
KGO Radio
San Francisco
CA - 94111
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29 January 1987

Mr. William J. Wilkins
Room SD205
Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

The "improved" W-4 form is an abomination!

I am writing this to you to ask for proceedings to stop
this kind of foolishness in the name of "Tax simplification
and tax reduction".

My key observations and complaints are:

1. The increasing complexity of tax preparation is
unnecessary, bureaucratic, and unacceptable.

2. We were adequately taxed by the former W-4 procedure
and are often unable to provide even approximations
of our 1987 projected income, as required by the new W-4
form. How can I possibly guess whether my wife will lose
her job.. .or get a better, higher paying job?

3. The implied penalties for mis-estimating one's future
income forces a defacto tax increase through over-with
holding. This is a tax reduction? Revenue by fear?

4. How can a government "of the people" give us
such gobbledegook that only lawyers and tax preparation
businesses can compret.end?

5. 1 am sure that we reqular-salaried wage earners can
provide sufficient revenue thoughcout the year to
run our government on a BALANCED BUDGET basis.
Taxes on variable incomes could be collected after the
end of the tax year for those with income legally outside
the with-holding requirements of regular salaries.

6. Please recognize the overwhelming mandate given our
current administration to reduce the costly mumbo Jumbo
that governs our current tax preparation fiasco.
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7. It is ridiculous to have such a large percentage
of tax payers forced to use tax preparation services
to comprehend the yearly updated incomprehensible
tax laws and forms.

8. Don't tell us that "your govenrment is doing everything
possible to give us ta: simplification".

9. Let's run the congress though one of the IRS 3-hour
training courses on the new W-4 form. Perhaps they
can recognize what the public is complaining about.

This letter is respectfully submitted as my personal
feelings about some of the foolish planning rampant
throughout our government.
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General Mills, Inc.
General Offices
Post Off ice Box 1113
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

February 3, 1987

Mr. William J. Wilkins
Staff Director and Chief Counsel
United States Senate Committee on Finance
Roan SD-205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Wilkins:

I enclose a copy of a letter I recently sent to the St. Paul District IRS
Office concerning what we believe to be an outright error in the 1987 Form W-4.

I bring this to your attention as part of the February 6 hearing on Form W-4,
and the February 12 deadline for submitting written cumients.

Very truly.Ypurs,

R. D. Mueller
Tax Manager

Rrt:clb
Enl.

Generld OffiC en d Bqily Crocker KlItCheno at 9200 Waylgat Boulevard
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General Mills, Inc.
General Offices
Post Office Box 1113
Minneapolis. Minnesota 5440

January 28, 1987

Ms. Myrna Bergstrom
iRS Outreach - Stop 26
316 North Robert Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Ms. Bergstrom

This letter is a follow-up to the brief conversation you and I had at a recent
W-4 training session at Ft. Selling, and our subsequent telephone conversation.
My omments then, and now, deal solely with the instructions on the 1987 Form
W-4 for handling moing expenses as an itenized deduction.

At the outset let m again ocmend you on the excellent job you did at the
training sessLon. At a Tax Executive Institute dinner meeting shortly after
the Ft. Selling session, District Director C. Widley Switzer and several
members of his staff were present. I mentioned to Mr. Switzer that I had
attended one of your *-4 training sessions and had cimplemented you on the
excellent job you had done. He was pleased to hear that comment.

As I have mentioned to you, we believe the instructions on the new *-4 form for
1987 are incorrect as pertains to moving expenses. on page 2, in instructions
for Line G, "Itemized Deductions", this statement appears:

"Moving Expenses (If reimbursed include only if your
employer withheld tax on them)."

We believe these instructions are incorrect, and are exactly opposite to what
they should be. If implemented as written, an employee could unwittingly
overstate expected itemized deductions, and as a result, could be under-
withheld for the year.

A quick review of kplicable law and regulations would be helpful. Under Sec.
82 (unchanged by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, IRAO), an employer is required
to include in gross income of an employee all amounts paid to or on behalf of
the employee in connection with moving from one location to another. Uxlder
Sec. 3401(a)(15) (also unchanged by TRA) the employer excludes from wages
for withholding purposes those reimbursements for moving expenses which at
the time of payment the emple.yer reasonably believes the employee will be able
to deduct under Sec. 217 (also unchanged by MA).
Thus, the employer will withhold tax from those reimbursements for moving expenses
which the employee cannot deduct, and the employer will not withhold tax from
those reimbursement for moving expenses which the eoe can deduct.
Instructions on the new W-4 lead the employee to believe th a t-the employee can
deduct those moving expenses from which the employer has withhold tax - exactly
the opposite result.

OGn.,la OffI. aid Dotty Crocke Kitchem at 0200 Waylats soulaevd
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The TRA does make changes in the manner in which an employee handles deductible
moving expenses. Under TRA, qualifying moving expenses are included in itemized
deductions. Under prior law, such expenses were deductions to derive Adjusted
Gross Inimi (AGI). As a result, under the TRA rules, -*hether oC not an
employee can deduct moving expenses is dependent uon many factors unrelated
to whether the expenses qualify under Sec. 217. The consequences of that are
that it will be much more difficult for an employer to reasonably determine
whether or not an employee will deduct moving expenses, thus making it more
difficult for an employer to determine whether or not to withhold taxes.

Nonetheless, even though the employer's task of determining whether or not to
withhold is more complex under TRA, the fact still remains that the W-4
instructions as presently written lead to an incorrect answr.

At the risk of suggesting alternative language which might be equally confusing,
the following is one options

Obving Expenses (If reimbursed, include only if your employer
has not withheld tax on them)."

Because of the added complexities under TRA, this may or may not lead an
employee to the correct answer, but it should be a more correct answer than that
which the existing instructions produce.

We respectfully request your review of this matter and if possible, we would
appreciate an opportunity to discuss it with you or your associates. Thank
you for your consideration.

Sincerely

R. D. Mueller
Tax Manager

RZE):clb
Encl.

cc: D. J. William - 3 S
R. Lesniak - 3 S
C. Collie - (EC)
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STATEMENT ON REVENUE PROVISIONS OF BUDGET
Re: Treatment Group Term Life Insurance (GTLI) as Wages Under

FICA
In Behalf of Employee Benefit & Relations Committee of

The Council of State Chambers of Commerce

February 10, 1987

Currently, GTLI is added to Block 10 (wages, tips, other compensation) on
the employee's Form W-2. Since the employer has until January 31 to issue the
W-2, the GTLI can be added to salaries and wages paid during the year after the
final salary payment in December and before issuing the W-2. There are no
income taxes withheld. FICA is a completely different matter since both
employee and employer taxes are due on FICA taxable wages. Since the amount of
GTLI may not be known in time for the last paycheck in December, the employer
has no paycheck from which to deduct the FICA tax. This situation will also
happen in the case of lay-offs, quits, discharges, death and retirements prior
to year end, i.e., since the GTLI is determined at year end and there is no
paycheck, how is the employer to deduct FICA tax.

Another complexity will arise if GTLI will also be included for purposes of
state and federal unemployment compensation taxes. Here, the problem is the
difference in definitions between federal and state unemployment compensation
taxable wages, further aggravating this situation.

This proposal would create additional problems for employers at year end,
and in summation, I feel that the administrative expense will not be worth the
additional revenues to the social security trust funds.
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4357 Dale Drive
Napa, CA 94558
January 30. 1987

Mr. William R. Wilkins
Rootr. SD 205 D\rksen Bldgy.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

I understand that your committee is willing to consider
the problems accompanying the IRS issue of a new and more com-
plicated W-4 Form.

I definitely favor a revision of this form for the following
reasons:

1. The instructions are too complicated for the ordinary
citizen to read and follow.

2. The IRS offers seminars to exp lain the new forms, but
this demands too much time from the ordinary citizen and is an
added expense which could better be used to revise the form.

3. My income was variable during the year 1986, and the
new form would have made my life miserable attempting to bring
together anticipated income with actual income.

I wish to ask the committee to consider a return to the
old and time-honored short W-4 Form. It has worked well and can
continue to be utilized under the new tax program. Also, I wish
to ask the commiLtee to consider a revision in the proposal to
heavily fine or penalize taxpayers who underestimate income. I
believe that the Government already had utilized withheld income
for the purpose of drawing huge amounts of interest before that
money was due to be paid in the form of taxes. I do not believe
that a taxpayer whould be penalized an additional amount for money
they inadvertently owe in taxes until such time that the tax
liability is over due.

Thank you for your consideration on this issue.

Sincerely yours,

Robert Hampel
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2>/

I E ',M

TO: ALL EMPLOYEES

FROM: / WILLIAM BARR, DIRECTOR OF PERSONNE"e

DATE: JAN''ARY 30. 1997

SUBJECT: 198, W-4 FORMS

The new tax laws for 1987 require that prior to October 1, 198",
all employees must file a new W-4 form. The new forn is attached.
If we do not receive a new W-4 form from you by October 1, 1987.
the District will automat'cal17 withhold I wLthholding allowance
if the current W-4 shows single status, and 2 withholding allow-
ances if the W-4 shows married status.

This office is not permitted to give tax advice to employees,
therefore, if you have questions regordinq yfm* 14 libility,
you should contact your tax advisor or the !.ft.R.

Please return the completed form to the Business Office.

Thank you.
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2121 Homewood Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
February 3, 1987

Mr. William J. Wilkin3
Room SD205
Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Wilkins:

I an writing to express my strong opposition to the new W-4.
I find it very unsettling that we Americans are expected to
predict our financial situations for the year. It is an
almost-impossible task.

In my case, I plan to go to work this year. I don't know
exactly when I'll get a job. I may choose temporary, part-
time, or full-time work. And, of course, I cannot know what
my income will be.

I could cite more examples of possible financial fluctuations
for my family as this year progresses, but the variables are
too many.

People simply do not have control over all the possibilities
for change during the coming year that may affect their
personal finances.

Please do all that you can to rid us of the W-4 monster.

Sincerely,

A5~~yPrior7 4
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January 30, 1987

William J. Wilkins
Dirksen Building
SD 205
Washington, D. C. 2051C

Dear Mr. Wilkins:

The new W-4 forms for reporting tax deductions allowable

are a mess.

My hope, the hope of the citizens of this country, and I

believe the hope of Congress was to simplify the filing

of necessary forms to report our taxes. This form has

made our lives more difficult. I had to call my accountant

to help me fill out the form.- He has not called me back

as yet.

Please do something.

Sincerely,

Natasha Surchek
5 Corte Encanto
Greenbrae, CA 94904
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Jerry & Barbara Taggart
3122 14th street
San Pablo, Calif. 94806
415-235-4998
1/31/87

William Wilkins
Room S. D. 205
Dirksen Bldg,
Washington, D C4 20510

Dear Mister Wilkins,

I am writing to you in the hope that you can use your influence to SLAM

THE DOOR ON THE W-4 ! As you know, the I.R.S. has a "new and improved"

W-4 form which all Americans are expected to fill out. This new form is

too complicated and requires us to "estimate" how much in the coming year

we might loose or spend due to burglary, investments of Any kind, medical

bills etc. I am supposed to guess whether or not I or any member of my

family will go blind or become disable-I and all this under threat of a fine

of up to $500 if I guess wrong The new W-4 is too complicated (I can't

figure the thing out) and it will have to be redone over and over again as

time goes by.

Please do what you can to make the I.R.S simplify the W-4 before it is

too late.

Thank You,

Jerry Taggart

/V
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I110 DOUGLAS AVENUE. SUTTE 105
LON WOOD, FLOIDA 31779
TELEPHONE 1)011 ?MIMS~

JACK 0. WILLIAMSON
ACCOUNTANT

ENROLL TO R19IUMT T A)IAU
Nfi* Tl14 ISNA4 UNuJ&4 SUN"

January 22, 1987

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
The U. S. Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20501

Dear Senator Bentsen

While I am not in your constituency, I have read in the
newspaper that we share at least one very important concern.
I applaud your remarks last week when you told the IRS, ". .
that the new W-4s should be Junked and replaced with a
simpler substitute."

The new W-4s will be impossible for the majority of the
working people in the United States to properly complete.
The W-.s will cause great frustration for employees,
employers, and tax practitioners. To present such a form and
then add the possibility of a $500 penalty for improper
completion of it is almost unconscionable.

I have been so concerned with this problem that I have
devised a substitute form. This is based on "dollars" of
withholding tax rather than "number" of exemptions. There
would be no need for withholding tables. The employer would
withhold income tax based on the prior year's total federal
tax liability of the employee. Attached you will find a copy
of this form. It certainly may need to be improved upon, but
I feel that it is a more logical approach to this problem.

Last week I sent this to Commissioner Lawrence Gibbs. I felt
up you might be interested in it to. Thank you for your
concerns for the working class people of this country.

Sincerely yours

0. Williamson

owlmw
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L TOTAL TAX ItAmILITY PREVIOUS YEAR

L ADJUITNIbNT

A. PRIOR wITHHOLING TIh YiUAR_

IL ZSTIMATED TAX PAID IN THIS YEAR

a TOTAL E(A) AND 2()

3 SUBTRACT LIE 3(C) PROM INE I

4. TOTAL NUMBER 01 PAY P8i1ODB IN THIS YEAR

5. TOTAL PAY P3R OD8 IN 2(A) ABOV__

6. SUBTRACT LINE 5 FROM LINE 4

7. DIViDa INE *3 sY LINI *6 (ROUND TO NEAREST E0 CEtNTS)

. ADDITIONAL VOLUNTARY WITHHOLDING PER PAY PERIOD

9. TOTAL FIDERAL VITHHOLDING TAX PER PAY PERIOD
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January 31, 1987
To this committee:

Without getting into how "Tax Reform" will leave my family with less money

per month, I will try to confine my remarks to the impossibility of avoid-

ing a $500.00 fine by filling out accurately the new W-4 form.

How can I know what my "Adjustments to Income" (line F on the worksheet)

will be. Particularly, how can 1, in January, know what my losses in the

Stock Market might be through December? Likewise how can I know what my

"Nonwage Income" (line Q on the worksheet) will be? Specifically, how can

I, in January, know what my gains in certain securities might be in 1987?

I am not a psychic. However, it does iwot take a mental giant to see that

many, many citizens either will be paying an extra $500.00 in fines when

their withholdings prove to be insufficient at the end of the year, or they

will be losing buying power and interest on the money they will have had

over-withheld in order to avoid this $500.00 fine.

My suggestions number only two:

1)Drop the threat of a $500.00 fine for being unable to predict the

future. And,

2)Hold accountable the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service himself,

Lawrence Gibbs, for allowing this impossible form with its attendant

penalties to be foisted on us. He should be fired!

hn S. Wise
3230 Ensenada Dr.
San Ramon, CA

94583
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William J. Wilkins January 30,1987
Room SB 205
Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:
Have Just received the new W-4 form. I find It more difficult
to fill out than the 1040 tax form itself, in fact, I only got
part way through when I gave up in disgust. I have decided
that since my employer (see Incl) won't help me I just won't
fill one out. My impression of the new tax laws was that things
would be simplified and the tax preparer's would be put out of
business. Seems to me that with the introduction of the new
W-4 form they will more business.

Sincerely,

1370?' Monte Bello
Castroville, CA 95012

0

71-781 (132)


